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PREFACE d

The Minister's Advisory Committee on Stbdent Achievement (MACOSA)
was established by ministerial'order in October 1976 in resspogse to
growing tbncerns expressed by:the public at large, government, labor,
business, students and,educators regarding the quality and standards
of basic education in Alberta.

MACOSA commissioneta number oe studies, primarily to provide
basic information for a Summary of current levels of/achievement in
Alberta,And to provide baseline data for future assessment. These
studies fell into three categories: (1) preliminary studies, (2)
achievement studies, and (3) other studies.

This study, Developmen&f Scales on Attitudes Towards The World
of Work, was commissioned to develop and validate a test to assess
the attitudes of Alberta students towards the world of work.

This report, which represents the findings and conclusions of
the researchers, was presented to MACOSA as information.
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ABSTRACT

Recently, a subcommittee of the Minister' Adv

.Studer4,Achiavement (MACOSA) was struck to assess.the a't111

mittee on

f Alberta

students toward the world of work. The subcommitteehrided that an in-
P

strument was needed to examine the following five areas of concern regarding

Albert students: attitudes toward earning a living, perceptions about em-

ployer expectations, perceptions about available opportunities, relevance ,1

of'sthool preparation for employment, and characteristics ordesirable jobs.
a

The intent was to provide an instrument which would provide useful feedback

about attitudes toward the five areas.

Based upon a liter'ature review, -and the, five areas of concern

documented by the subcommittee, two pilot instruments consisting of 128 items

each werewere developed. Each itam consisted of a statement about the world of

work, aling with a five-point rating scale mhich ranged from Stror)dly. Dis-

agree to trongly.Agree. Each pilot instrument was administered to 360

students in-June, 1978.. The students were in'grades eight and eleven, and

were sampled froth four locations im Alberta. The sample 'was obtained f.rbm

two southern Al-berta cities and two central Alberta'towns Analyses of the
,oe

student opinions identified the folloWing fifteen scales: preparation by

school, interest and. variability in jobs, diligence, laziness, job security,.

'positive employer characteristics, independence, money, ambition, locus of

control, confidence in succeeding, negative employer characteristics, social

relations', attitudes toward unemployment, and general attitudes toward

earpin'g a living.

9



Based uporl the analyses Apf'the two pilot instruments (a total of

250 items), and the fifteen scales which were identified, a revised instru-

ment consisting of seventy five items was assembled. The seventy 'five items
.41

were grouped into fifteen scales, each 'Containing five items. In October,

1978, the revised Instrument was administered to 467 ninth grade students

and 568 twelfth grade students.. The students were sampled from eight sep-

arate geographic locations in Alberta. Embhasis was placed upon sampling '

students from a large city (27 of total sample), small cities (3K), and

from centralized schools with a mix of rural and urban students (34`;). Ana,

lyses of the student opinions indicated that the fifteen scales were rela-

tivel)in'dependent of each other, 'were structurally valid, and should be

Teatajned in.the revised instrument.

Several attempts' were made to examine the validity of the subscale

scores in the revised instrument. This was aeloMMished by dividing the

total sample into various groups and then checking for differences based upon:

junior high school and senior high school membership, sex, school program,"

job aspiration, holders of part.-time jobs, students with fuql-time summer

job experience, and, as well, comparisons with seventy seven students enrolled

A

in an academic upgrading program at the Northern Alberta Institute of tech-

nology and forty eight student's enrolled in a similar program at the Alberta

Vocational Centre, Edmonton. The result's of the analyses support the valid-

ity of the revised irrstrument.

Finally, a number of attempts were made at assessing the reliability

of the subscale scores. Although the results were not conclusive, the sub-
.

scale,scores appear reliable

iv



At the end of the revisedstrument,

with spqte for

responded with

students wa.s-

bei ng, supPlied

written c rrim

comments.: T

/
t thiere was an

in the schools.
.

the students were provided'

ents. Approximately one -third of. the students

he most prominent opinion expressed by the

inadequate level of vocational counselling

C

v
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I. Introduction

2

During the past' two years, the Minister's Advisory

Committee on Student Achievement. (MACOSA) has been

investigating various aspects of student achievement in the

province of Alberta. The activities of 'MACOSA and its

various - subcommittees have ranged from surveying the

opinions of Alberta citizens abou't student achievement to

assessing levels of student achievement in core subjects.

As 1, a small part of ,the MACOSA activities, a

subcommittee was struck to investigate the feasibility of

assessing objectives in the affective domain. As.a result of

the deliberations of the MACOSA Attitude Test Validation

Steering' Committee a study was commissioned to deVelop and

validate an instrument for assessing student attitudes

towards the world of .work. The present document is the

report of the "MACOSA - Attitudes Towards the World of WOrk

Study".

4
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Background and Focus for the Study

o

In the report of the Steering Committee to MACOSA

(April 3, 1978; note was taken of the need to delimit the

investigation of affective . objectives to fit the time

constraints. One Goal of Schooling (Alberta Department of

Education, 1978). .theet seemed relevant to the affective

domain Vas Goal 6-which made reference to attitudes about

the, wortld of work. . Five .dibensi4s Of this topic were

delineated for initial consideration. These were:

- Attitudes towards earning a livi
.-

1

- Employer expectations;

- Perceptions about available opportunitie's;
:0

- Relevance of school preparation for emplortftent;

- Characteristics of a good.job.

No instruments exist to'measure these dimensions, and so the/

Steering Committee recommended the development. of necessary

and r--'

instrumentation followed by validation in. Alberta schools.

In -recommending the development of the instrument the

Steering Committee expressed optomism that the validation'

reuliS would be adequate enough to support it as a measure.
0

of grOup outcomes in program evaluation. .The Steering

Committee was less optomistic regarding the instrumentls

potential for providing diagnostic information about

individu4l pupils, and noted that the appropriate use for
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3

the test would li4ly be to collect information about groups

in classes, schopls, systems, or in the province.

With thiS in mind, the investigators began by

developing items that would have potential for use at an

individual level, but then focused their activities on

validating and assessing the instrument's capability for

group asse sment.

ti
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III. Review of the Literature

A. Preamble: Attitudes, Values, Opinions

The 'domain of "Attitudes toward Work" is a continuum

,that stretches from pe'rsonality characteristics that relate

to job selection to opinions about work activities. Many of

the instruments that purport to measure work attitudes fall

at the personal values end of the continuum. At that end,

personal values are related to job descriptions to form job

preference scales such as the Strong Vocational Interest

Blank. Many of the -scales that exist are scales which are

designed to tap fairly enduring attitudes which fall in the

fUzzy area where attitudes merge into vdalues. These scales

can be used with individuals as aids tb counselli-ng and, as

such, considerable research has been condlted into their

'stability and validity.

Moving from the values end toward.the opinion end of

th'b continuum, we encounter an area where_ attitudes begin to

blend into opinions. This is the area in which a person's

perception of self in relation to the world of work is

important. It is not a value because-it is not an enduring,

underlying psychological construct. on the other nand, it-is

more than a transitory opinion about a particular job. The

present study is focused on this area.,



(

Little work seems to have been done directly on high

school 'students- perceptions and. anticipations about some

`aspects of the world of work in spite of the number of

occupational preference scales and work value scales that

exist. Specifically, little has been done on perceptions of

the adequacy of training and about perceptions of employers'

Perhaps thi'S, .is because most investigators h'ave been more

concerned with vocational counselling than with describing

the shifting directions of population attitudes. The body of

literature that is closest to the present study is found in

the work values inventories summarized below. These were

developed between 1957 and 1977. Table 1 lists and compares

the individual values purporting to be measured by each of

the instruments.

B. :Review of Some Previous Work Value Inventories

The Occupational Values Scale -(1957) developed by

Rosenberg consists of ten items to be rated on a three-point

scale of importance as requirements of the ideal job or

career. Rosenberg showed that most of the items fell into

one of three extrinsic - rewards- oriented value

complex (work viewed mainly in instrumental terms) e.g.,
.

"Provide me with a chance to earn a good deal of money"; the

self-exkression-oriented value complex (work as an end in
b
itself) e.g., "Permit me to be creative and original"; and

the people-oriented value complex (work as an opportunity to

c

4.



Table

A Ooropilson of Subscale. Measured by Some PreyloUsl4lrk Valor' Instruments

NAME OF

SCALE

Occupational

Value Scale .

Work Value

Scale .

Occupational

Value Scales

occupational

Value Scale

Occupational

Value Scale ,

Work Values

Inventory

Ohio Work ViTuesrOccupational

Inventory

Values

Inventory

Work Ethic

Survey

Jackson Vocational

Interest Survey__

AUTRVR Rosenberg

Dipboye 6

Anderson Y'e

Kilpatrick,

c(.al.
Thompson

1966'

Hall

T----
1968

Super

--..--x--

1968

Hales C Fenner

1972

Perrone

1913

Burton

19ZS
,

Schap

1976

'Jackson

1977
YEAR 1957

Smithers:

1969,1975

1559 1962 1964

ADDED

REFERENCE

Glogowski C

Lanninq: 1976
'1

Pentecostr:

1975
g

NUMBER OF

SUBSCALES.
10 6 6 ID

,-
21

15 11 8 14 : 6

COMMON

x

Good Money

x

X Econlic

Influence

Economic

X

Mane

.

X

Monetary

Concern

.

X

Economic

Return

X

Money

r

X

-_,
X

Freedom

X

x

Pay

Considerations

x

SUBSCALES:

INDEPENDENCE

SALARY

JOB SECURITY X

/4

x

X

Rel4tions

with others
Social

1

Affiliation

x x

Be lorIV ',9""
'

Co-worker Concern

x

Associates

x

,

x

X

x

1,

x

Interpersonal

Confidence

WORKING WITH

PEOPLE

PRESTIGE Status X

C

Dominance-

'

Influence, Esteem

___,_

)1

X

_ ._..

i 'urns ovin

IOto

Esteem X X r . Accountability

LEADERSHIP X
Dominance

Influence
Management Control Responsibility ' '

Dominant

Lcaclership

Academic

AchievementACHIEVEMENT Advancement
Mastery

Achievement

X

Afti 11 vim

.,

Achievement

0

As i rat iv: X

Task

Satisfaction
Advancement,

HELPING PEOPLE Helpful

People

Orientation__
Altruism Altruism x

/

SELF-DEKELOPME ll

Special Self

t ionActual flat

Esthetics
Self- .

jmion
Special

Abi 1 i t les
%

WORKING

CONDITiONS

_.,.

location, ,

Environment Concern
Surroudings

. v

Solitude Location

IDEAS

Intellectual

Stimulation
x . Stamina

INTERESTING

WORK

X
Interesting Adivity.

Variet y i .

rim-v(010mi(

X

Being a BDS5

Recognition

.

Van i ety

CREATIVITY

-.-.

X
X

FRINGE

BENEFITS
X

-..--r,,

Risk

Supervisory

Relations

---1

r

x

OTHER

SUBSCALES:
Adventure

Object

Orientation

Time floc

Family .

Type of

Work
Success Planfulness

I. .

Way of Life Training
Sex

Discrimi tion

----77,1-'`-' Company

Reputation

General Work

Philosophy

Job Title

114

KEY

Subscalr measured by instrument, [elm eulogy

ern a- Suhscale measured, compatable lenti used Ind spec tied

Blank Subscale not measured by instiumeilt

0

18
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be with other people) e.g., "Give (irte an opportunity to 'work
)

with people rather than things". _Rosenberg's scale iias

reported on. by Smithers (1969,1975) as he utilized ,it at-the

University of Bradford, England.

(
°'pboye and Anderson's instrument (1959) consists of

1.

nine items, each a criteria for choosing a job e.g.,
_ (

"Advancement (a job with a chance to get' ahead

yromotion)". Respondents are to rate the items from one to

nine in order of perceived importance?

4, The Work Value .Scale, (1962) constructed by Eyde

consists of 64 items divided into fourteen sets, ,each- set

representing one of six Specific work value factors:

'eDominance-Recognition

recognition

(influencing others' and receiving

for work) ; Economic (desiring money for

necessary and incidental expenses); Independence (depending'

on oneself) ; Interesting Activity/Variety, (filling life with

different events) ; Mastery-Achievement. (developing and using .

skills) ; and Social (desiring to be with many different

kinds of people). Glogowski and Lanning.(1976)'referred to

Eyde's instrument in conducting their research at a

community college.

The Occupational Value Scales of Kilpatrick, et al.

(1964) was an attempt to assess the relative importance of

values among groups. The instrument consists 6f-thirty
-

statements to be rated on a ten-point scale. Kilpatrick

identified three. domains of 'values: Intrinsic, including

-Achievement, Affiliation and Inffuence e.g , "To me, a very



7

,important part Pf work is 'the opportunity to make friehds";

Extrinsic,, i cludng Econdmic and Nonleconomic values e.g.,

"To me, wor is nothing more than a way of making a living";:

and General Work ValAs e.g., ".P. ,person has a right to

expect his work to be fun",

An Qccupational Value Scale (1966). was devised by

Thompsoh. It consists of ten items such as, "A job where you

could become reader" and "A job where you could work on your

own ". -Each- item represents a job characteristic or

;occupational value to be rated by the respondent in 4'rder of

importance.

,
The Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory (14.13.8-).

345-item self-descriptive inventory based on: (a) Maslow's

personality-need theory as adapted by Poe to a. theory of

occupational choice; (b) worker trait' theory; and (c)

job-content characteristics. Responses to items are scored

on a five-point Likert-type scale. The inventory consists of

23 categories: thirteen measure need categories e.g.

Self-actualization; eight, worker trait - job

--,
.

charact,eristics e. g. f Co-worker Concern; and two are

validity scales. This Inventory was used by Pentecoste

(1975) in his study of ninth-grade inner-city students'

perceptions Of the world of work.
.J -

The ,Work Values InventOry (1968) developed by_ Super

consists of 45 items repreSenting fifteeh intellectual and

social values used in determining-aril individual's vocational

satisfaction and succeS4. For example, an item measuring Way

1
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of Life is "can be the kind of person you would like to e"

amd one measuring Security., "are 'Sure '6f another job in-the
e'r . .

-
,

company if- ydur' present job ends": Responses-to-it:ems- are

scored'Non a five-point Likert-type scale.-
i

. .ve. .
#, The OhicWork Values Inventory vas constructed by Hales.

_._...- :
and Fencer in 1972.. -It consistg.of 70 items,rated on a

1 ..
.

five-poiiit lstef. _Ten. work values are each calculated by
bk

Z
/the summation of seven of the .seventy items from the

4.

inventory. For example, one indication of the .value of

Control ,(being .in charge of .otherYs) is the. item "How th

would you , like- to have a job where others do the work you

say?"L .ancl'an'item measuring Object Orientation (handling or

gaking physical things) is "How 'much would you like to have

a job where you make or build things?"

Perrone's Occupational Values Inventoi-y (1973) was

devised , while undertaking ' longitudinal study Of-J'
1,

occupational values of adolescents. The)eight items or value

phrases originally taken from Vosenberg were group4d into

three value categories whiCh paralleled the three
-4;

need-levels hypothesized by Abraham Maslow: Security egr.,

"Provide a chance to earn a goodAsal of money,"; Affiliation

e.g., "Permit one to have tiough time for fami110; and

Independence e.g., "Leave one relatively free from.

supervision".

Burton
t

(1075) . developed a survey ,to record students'

perceptions of their job values and aspirations. Fourteen

job, values were listed on ,thv questionnaire: seven wee
r
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intrinsic values e.g., "Opportunity'for self-developRent";

and seven, extrinsic e.g., "'Working Con:litions"..1%Responde4s
"Ir

were asked 'to rate the relative importan-ce,of eaCti'.jo-b value

,
on'a
)'

Likert ssal.e.rangin14 from one to seven.

Schab A1976) Tie4sed a' 34-item Wotk Ethic Survey to44.

mOasure students* work perceptions in 'six different areas:

Independence e.g.,- "I would prerfer fowOrk for. myself";

Worlinik Conditions e.g., "Would you work on an assembly

li16?"; Salary e.g., "The pay-is more important than the

job"; -Sex Discrimination e.g., "Would you work under a woman

bpss?"; Sucess e.'g. "Job success depends on who you know";

and General Work Philosophy e.g., "Ali should start at the

bottom and work up".

The Jackson Vocational Interest Survey (",I977)Imeasures

,preferences for work roles (i.e. occupationally-relevant

activities) and work styles (i.e. situations requiring a

certain ,mode of b'ehavior and interest in working in such an

environment). These latter eight "work .styles", each

measured by responses to seventeen items from the survey,

are comparable to work values. They are further classified

as: Interpersonal and Job-Related e.g., "Discussing subjects

which require , concentrated thouytt"; Academic e.g.,

"Participating zn thoughtful discussions with experts"; and

work styles related to Job Activities e.g., "Developing new

worIc techwiqUes on my own".

.1
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C. Work Attitudes aild ,pro it'erences

10.

This section review's previous regblarch studies that
dl \ )..

.

have found work attitudes to iiffet significantly for r
.

'

*
.

difterenI: groups.' Discussed ir} alphabetical order., these

-groupings. . ares age, cultural back, egroplia, gt d levd1,
.../".'

r- - ik , 1 v , ,-

1,.. .,-.:.

orientation,"Sex,-social class and urban -ruraloccupatidnal

differences.

Age. Glog Wski. and Lanning (1976) adminlstered Eyde's
A

.

Work Value Sca to 153 community college students. They

compared work values for two age categories: Young, 21 years'

of age and younger; and Mature, 27 years of age and older.

There were significant, differenfes for five.work° values:

Economic, Interesting Activity and Mastery-Achievement were

rated higher by the Mature group; Social and Independence
J.

were rated higher tithe Young group.
V

I'la

Ns,

CulturalBackground. Friesen (1972) compared the v lue

orientations of three groups of adolescents from different

sub-cultural backgrounds. The High School Values Invetory,

° whiCh is an inventory purporting to assess many values

including some work values, was administered to a total of

1007 students in two. Canadian citiesi S1ignificant

differences were found for sub-groups with respect to: the

students' perceptions of security 'of a steady job as the

most important criteria for job seleCtion; having already
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chosen' a profession; and perceptions of the importance of a

future education.

Schab (1974)' surveyed the work ',attitudes of 7'09

students in vocational techdlcal schools in Georgia by

administdring his own four-part questionnaire which covered-

--._
.he:following areAs: Freedom-or Independence; Future Working

.onditi9ns; Sex 'Differences, Training and `Job Success; ant

Pay Considerations. He, found that Negro students tended to'

rate Pay as more important then the job itself:whereas

Caucasian students tended to ti more choosy about Working

Conditions. In a further study of 294 N.004ro and'Caucasian

vocational high school male students, Schab (1976) found

that, Negro students tended to give a higher rating than the

Caucasians to: independence,. Being Resigned to Accepting

Less Desirable Jobs, and Tolerating Job Boredom.

Burton (1975) administered a survey to measure fourteen

job values, both extrinsic and intrinsic,-to a group of
A

Nonwhite and White graduating students at North Texas State

_

Umiverslty. He found that' the Nonwhite graduates

demonstrated a job value structure significantly more

extrinsic in nature than that áf the Whites. More
x,

specifically, the extrinsic job values for which Nonwhites

recorded a greater preference were: Job Security, Fringe

Benefits, Working Conditions, and Job Nonwhite

responses were significantly 'lower for five intrinsic job

values (i.e. Opportunity for Advancement, Challenge and

Responsibility, .Type of, Work, Working with People, and
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Training) and for three extrinsic valuip ,(i.e. Salary,

Compahy Reputation and Location pf Work) .

Grade-Level. Dip'boye and Anderson (1959) had 1181 ninth

find twelfth grade students in Central New York rank nine

occupational values. Two of the-. nine values ingicated
k

significant,difference for t'he two grade levels: Interesting

Work an Advancement" were given greater imporanceiby the

twelfths gLders.

Hales and Fenner (1972) administered their Ohio Work

Values Inventory. to 116 ,fifth, eighth and eleventh grade

Ohio students. The _results showed that the development of

work values is latde5Way for most fifth 'graders and that
.

eighth graders displayed valhe rofiles similar to the

younger group. On the ,other 'hand, eleventh grSde responses

indicated differences from the Others- on two of the ten

scale variables: .Altruisqc Jobs and Work that Permits

Self-Realization were given higher ratings by 'the older

grow.

In a six -year longitu nal study, Perrone (1973) trace
,

the occUpational-values of 170 Wisconsin adolescents as they
,

G
Iprogressed 'from Grade sev n through to rade tweive. He

_. .
.'

fohnd that males and fem les.' held different values in

imglortance at different grade levels. Males in the seventh

and eighth grades were most concerned with Job Security and

least concerned with Independence. By the ninth and :tenth

less concerned with Job Security andgrades, males we
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placed- greater valfe on using their unique, capabilities in

_their future' work. Eleventh grade males ,valued' Good Incomf,

At kilstly. On' the other hand, seventh and eighth grade.

.fEthales held two- different lialties in importances; the more

intelligent
.

1

-were, most ,Concefned'with Idependefrce-and the
.

less :A.mtelligent. withJ9,b -Se'ffurity.In th'e ninth and tenth

grades, females' wete' more concerned that Work, offer some

Fulfilment. 'By the . elevent,h grade, they -valued

Others, . Working- with People, .4.11c1 8.avi.ng Time for Onels
/

Occupaional Crientation. Thompson (1966) administered

his ten-statement scale epresenting ten occupational values

\.At

to 1790 high school students in California. The importance

that students placed on the,"values of Leadership and

SecurityAwas reflected by the oCcupatio4 the student thought
:71

he',Might Puriue;, those chobsing a high-status vocation rated

Leadership more higtily 'and rated Security less -highly than

those choosip'Ta low white- or blue- collar vocation:

.Smithers -(1969) admi.nistred Rosenberg's scale to 88

Secondyear engineering students. the importance attached to

.people-ordented...values was much less tNOnthe desire for

Good.ftoney, Security, and W;portunities for Self-Expresslo'n..

Anticipated future employment of the 88 students seemed to

be related to people orientation. .Those who could be

described as people- oriented tende45 toward the management

side of industry, while the non - people- oriented 'students:
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tended 'towards design, construction and production works.

Smithers (1975) 'again administered Rosenberg's

Occupational Values Scale to a .group of 713 university

students at two time intervals:, university entrance' and two

years later. Although the initial survey indicated that work

'values were a function Of sex, the. two -year followrup showed

that values were linked,,primarily to field of study; namely,

Arts and Social Science, Health Science or Applied Science.

Individuals who made similar career choices tended to have

similar' value patterns. For example, Applied. Scientists

attached significantly less importance to both Working with

People. and Being Helpful to Others than did students in

other fields. Health Scientists- tended to place low

importance on Creativity .stIcl Adventure.

Glogowski and Lanning (1976) in their afore-mentioned

study of . 753 community college students found a

statistically significant difference for individuals

different curricula with respect to the folloWing four work.

values: Economic (.rated, lowest by.EducationIstudents and

higher by Medicine and Business); Independence.(rated much

higher for Bilsiness students) ; Mastery-Achievement (highest

for Registered .Nursing, lowest for Business); and Social.'

(much lesS for BusinesS).

.Sex. From past studies, occupational attitudes' of maleS

and females have been found to differ. In general, studies

have shown.' males .to be more concerned with such values as
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Salary, Independence, Leadership and Advancement. Females

have seemed to favor such values as Helping Others, Working

with People, Expressing Ideas, and Creativity.

Although Dipboye and Anderson's 1959 study indicated a

general overall similarity in the patterns of mean rankings

for the sexes, they observed that different sexes tended to

give higher rankings to certain values. Boys rated Salary,

Advancement and Independence much higher, and girls rated

Prestige, .Interesting Work, Working Conditions, and

Relations with Others higher. i ,

,,...,-.V4-4,

In his 1966 study, Thompson found sex differences on

six out of . ten 'occupational va)lues.' Females placed

significantly less importance on: Becoming .a, Leader,

Becoming a Boss, H,,igh Pay and Recognition. Males placed

significantly less _importance than females on: Expressing

One's Own Ideas and Helping Other People.

. Hales and Fenner (1973) administered their Ohio Work

Values- Inventory to 84 sixth grade students from a junior

high school in Ohio. Significant differences between sexes

were found on three of eleven. scales. Boys scored

significantly higher than girls for Object Orientation and

Solitude, while girls were higher for Altruism.

Perrone (1973) administered his eight-item instrument

to 170 students 'as they progressed from Grade seven through

to Grade twelve. He found that males and females exhibited

different value ratings, at different grade ieVels.,At the

seventh and eighth grade level, males were most concerned,

28
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with Job Security and least concerned with Independence. The

concern f or Job Security was echoed by the less intelligent

seventh and -eighth grade females whereas Independence was
1

most important by more intelligent females. Ninth andrated

tenth grab

level were

the eleventh

males placed- a greater value on.Using Unique

in Future Work while females at this grade

concerned that work Offer Some Fulfillment: By

gradg, males Valued'a Good Income more than

females, whereas'" females rated Helping Others, Working with

People, and Having Time for One's Family higher than-did the

males. Also at this level, females were more likel3rthan

males .to indicate the job of their choice would 'not require
4

a college education:

the first time

as .high school seniors, males were for

indicating higher occupational aspirations

than f les.

In'his 974 study of 709 vocational-technical students,

Schab found - -veral sex differences. Regarding Independence,

pales appeared

and a higher

indifference to

Regdrding Future

preference for

willingneSs to

leSs' interested

The

to value personal freedom More than females

proportion of males °indicated possible

the Rewarding Qualities of Work In Itself.

WorkimgConditions,'males showed a greater

a Shorter Work Week and indicated agreater

Join a Uffion When Necessary. Females were

in Working under the Supervision of

third Section of the instrument was concerned

with., Sex Differences and Job Success. Here, males tended to

agree on four- points whereas females were not convinced.

2 ,t
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Olov
These points of male agreement were: that Marriage should be

the Main Goal of Women; that Who You . Know Influences

Success; ttlat Everyone Needs to Work.; and that Individuals

Want More Successful Careers than Their Fathers Had. In the

fourth and final section of the instrument regarding Pay

ConSiderations, females were more markedly opposed to Pay

Differentials Favoring Men than were the male students.

Smithers (1975) administered Rosenberg's scale to

university entrants at the University of Bradford and found

that valuation of extrinsic rewardS was mainly a function of

sex. The males in the sample were significantly *ore

0

concerned with extrinsic rewards such as Security, Good

Money and Status and were also more interested in Exercising

Leadership and Being Free from Supervision. Females were

signifitantly more concerned with Working- with People and

Bej.ng Helpful to them..

Burton (19751 surveyed the extrinsic and intrinsic job

values of graduating seniors at North Texas State

University. He found that q(males exhibited a job value

structure slightly more intrinsic in nature than that of the

males. For both sex-esi the Preferred job characteristics
ro

were intrinsic in nature': for females, the most important

°characteristic was Challenge and Responsibility; for males,

Opportunity for Advancement. Intrinsic Values highly rated

were: for females, Challenge, Opportunity for

Self-Development, ,Working with Pe4ople, and Type of Work;

males preferred Opportunity for Advancement, Freedom on the

3(
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Job, and Training. With regard to Extrinsic Values, females

rated Salary, LoCation of Work, Working Conditions, and Job.

Security whale males indicated Fringe Benefits, Company

Reputation, and Job Title.

In disdussing the emerging attitudes toward work by

males and females today, Daniel Yankelovich (1978) predicts

that, in the pursuit of self-fulfillment, leisure is

becoming more important for males while the symbolic

significance of paid job is 'becoming intensified for.-

females:Ahat.iS, the paid job is a symbol of self -worth and

a means of achieving their autonomy and independence.

Social Class. T4pmpson (1966) , in his study of

high school\students, found that students whoseCalifornia

fathers hacl. a high-prestige vocation rather than manual or

skilled trades tended to place more importance on Leadership'

while students whose fathers were in the low-prestige

occupations tended to place more importance on Job Security

and High Salary.

Pentecoste (1975) administered the 23-scale Hall

Occupational Orientation Inventory tc compare family

occupational level and work perceptions of,180 ninth grade

inner-city students in Chicago. Using Hollingshead's Index

of Social Position, High, Medium and Low levels of

occupation were established. Students in the High category

rated three work values significantly higher than the ,other

two groups: these were Creativity-Independence
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Belongingness and Security. The High, group also rated

Self- Actualization higher than the Low-otcupational-level

,ogroup-. The Medium group rated the following five values

significantky - higher than the Low group:

Creativity - Independence, Personal Satisfaction, Co-worker

Concern, Aspiration and Security. The Low grvp rated seven

values significantly higher than either. the Medium or High

- group: Location concern, Aptitude concern, Environmental

concern,- Risk,. Object Orientation, Monetary concerrrand

Physical Abilities concern..

gave

Urban-Fural. Thompson (1966) found that urban "dwellers'

more importance to What Others Would Think About You

Because of Your Occupation than rural dwellers. Students

from rural areas tended to be more interested in a vocation

in which one 'would Gain-Power,Through Being the Boss., Rural

students also placed higher importance on Security than

urban students did.

Nelson and Scanlan (1977) compared 316 urban and rural

Illinois high school students' perceptions of :21

occupational survival skills, such as "Get alOng with a

variety of people" and "Use initiative and imagination ".

Each skill was measured by the rating of its importance on a

five-point scale. Ratings of three skills were not congruent

for the two student groups. Urban students rated "Work As a

Team Member" and "Manage Time and Materials Efficiently"

more highly than rural students. On the other hand, the
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latter group rated "Dependable" more highly.

D. Emerging, Work Attitudes in the Seventies
- .

(

In .york In America, Daniel Yankelovich's attitude

studies. ,of.c011ege(students'conduCted between.1968and 1971

are desceibedand interpreted. According to the authdrs, the

findings indicate a shift away from a willingness to take on

meaningless work in authoritarian settings that offers only

-:.extrinsic rewards. Yankelovich found that attitudes towards

authority are changing rapidly. In 1968, 56% of the college

students indicated they did not mind the future prospect of

_being "bossed around" on the job; by 1971, only 36% "saw

themselves willingly submitting to such authority. Regarding

expectations of intrinsic rewards, Yankelovich also found

that students ranked the opportunity to "make a

contribution", "job challenge", and the chance to find

"self- expression" as their most important work values. Alto,

a 1960 survey of high school students readmini;stered to

students in 1970 indicated a marked shift: in 1960, students

valued Job Security and Opportunity for Promotion most

highly whereas in 1970, high school students were valuing

"Freedom to Make my own Decisions" and "pork that Seems

Important to Me". (p. 45) The authors feel it may be useful

to analyze the views of youth not in terms of their parents'

values, but in terms of the belig.As of their grandparents.



"Today's youth believe in independence,.freedom, and
risk - in short, they may have the entrepreneurial
spirit of early capitalism. Certainly they are more

attracted to small and growing companies, to small
businesses and .to handicrafts, than to the

bureaucracy, be it privately or publicly owned." (p.

48).

Borow (1973) argues that adolescents and young adults

are now expecting and demanding more, not less, from the

work experience; that they see worth or worthlesSness in

work in, proportion ,to its capacity to.alldw them to organize -

their lAfe in a meaningful way. It is not the abstract idea

of wontk that students are rejecting, but occupations which

are perceived by them to be meaningless and stultifying to

the human spirit. According to Borow, the challenge for.

educators is how 'to discover a way to provide work to

'encourage potential and self-realization.

Klingelhofer (1973) describes an evolving situation in
1

which a small percentage of young people are searching for

nontraditionaly, work as opposed to a job. He draws a

distinction between "good, work" and a "good job". The gold

job involves saiarY,' security and prestige; good work is

work that grows ' out of a sense of oneself.

"Non-Establishment work seekers" are attempting to avoid the

following situations: a life that: is compartmentalized and

processed according to someone else's schedule; a dichotomy

between work and play; a. sense of duty that dictates

activities; and a loss' of individuality of self. However,

Klingelhofer concludes that the majority of young people are

still looking for the "good job" rather than '"good work".

-34
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Gottlieb (1974) reports on a- survey of university

graduates in 1972 in which the major concerns ofemployment

do not seem to be with salary, security' or ptestige but

rather with finding work settings w.hich swill allow the

ind-ividuAl to do relevant thinvs, facilitate self- growth and

development, enhance the use pf unique skills and ideas,

encourage creativity and learning, and, "of primary

importance to many, work settings which will enable the

individual' to help others and to contribute to the quality

of the society."' (p. 541) He found that graduates made

little co7ittment to the belief that hard work alone makes

one a better person and that they were seeking to make an

intrinsic connection between work and other important parts

of their lives.

Gottlieb concluded that this college 'survey was an

indication that a new work ethic is emerging, an ethic that

"reflects the expectation that work is more than a means to-

an end, more than a means of .ng a livelihood"... (p. 542)

According to his descriptio of the emerging ethic, work

should be: nonexploitive; relevant and useful; provide the

individual with opportunities to interact with others; and

allow the individual some opportunity to influence 'the

policies, goals and procedures of the work setting.

Appley and Winder (1977) present an alternative value

system which they call "collaboration" as a basis upon whicIl

to view the environment. They state that any new value

system must enhance man's capability to cope with increased
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levels complexity, interdependence and uncertainty.

Exploring ,new attitudes toward work, they presen- the view

that work must now be perceived by the individual as

meaningful to him/her self. This would require their being

sable to experience "psychic intimacy" in the work setting

which, in turn, requires the caring and commitment defined .

as part of the value base in -a collaborative system.

"Helping people learn to invest themselves in an
ongoing way on the job requires a*participaVve mode
that we have little experience with."--It means
investing in the people we work with, as much as the:
product produced. It means knowing we are having an
impact on our environment, that our being there
makes. a difference. It means a new''way of working
,together in which we confirm each other day by day
as we move from making a living to making alife."
(p. 288)

Finch (1977) discusses the necessity of collaborative

leadership in work settings. He argues that, to increase

hupan growth, satisfaction :and productivity in work

,settings, one key organizational process that must be

altered is the leadership process. Traditional

authority-based leadership will have to be replaced not only

)1Efor he effective functioning of ganizations but also for

the mental and physical well being of tbeworkers involved.

The collaborative leadership role is based on the necessity --

of:, continuing growth and development; involvement in

prOblem solving and decision making; a job, task or activity

that is interesting, challenging, and exciting; and

competence orexpertise and its sharing in a problem-Solving

context as the power base to facilitate healthy growth.

36
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Schindler-Rainman (1978) reviews some emerging

attitudes based on observations of the world of work.

Regarding commitment, she, feels society is placing value on

tempOrary rather than permanent commitment; on mobility
-

rather than established roots. With respe mo y and

materialism, there are new values emerging that n t very

clear.- On the one hand, there are people who value,money' as

a sign of success; on the other, there are the

antim'aterialistic who oppose what their families thought was

success. According to job satisfaction studies] money_is

ranked less important than good human relitionshik, the

opportunity for growth, and being in am ecologically

comfortable and safe atmosphere. Concerming emerging

occupations, Schindler-Rainman states that, in moving from

an industrial _ society to al post-industrial one, it is

estimated that by 4985 at least 76 percent of all working.

people will be in a job where they will be providing service

to other human beings.

Yankelovich (1978) identifies a Nei Breed of workers,

born out of the social movements of the. 1960's and grown

into a majority in the 1970's. They hold "a set of values

and -beliefs so markedly different from the traditional

outlook that they promise to transform the character of work

-in America in the 80's". (p. 46) He discusses three of the

New Breed work-related values. First, is the increasing

importance of leisure. When work and leisure.are compared as

sources of satisfaction in surveys, it is observed that work
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and family have grown less important and leisure more

_important.' Secondly, the symboli6, significance of the paid

job has greatly intensified, especially for New Breed women.

The third New Breed value is the insistence that jobs become

less depersonalized. This refusal to subordinate their

personalities to the work role is seen by Yankelovich as:the

essence of the New Breeds quest for self-fulfillment. In

his surveys, the demands that one's individuality be

recognized and also the "opportunity to be with pleasant

people with whom I like to work" come ahead of the desire

thatthe work itself be interesting and nonroutine.

Renwick, and Lawler (1978) reported on the results of

777-item questionnaire published in the September, 1977 issue

of Psychology Today that asked "How Do Youlike Your Job ?"

to which 23,008 readers responded. Basically, the

respondents wanted more ps .1 satisfactions. When

asked to' rated the things hey f were most important in

work, yri rity wa's giVe to the possibilities fot

self-growth, including opportunities to develop skills and

abilities, to learn new things, and to accomplish something

that would make them feel good ab6ut themselves. ReSpondents

wanted mor4e control over decisions in the workplace,

especially those that affected their own jobs. They also

-wanted more say on corporate policy in general and on the

diVision of work in their organization. People reported

wanting wore freedoms to set the pace of their own work, to

control their own hours and schedules.
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Renwick and Lawler acknowledge that this emphasis on

.personal growth has been shown in_previous studies. However,

what is noteworthy about these particular respondents is

their potential-for mobility, with Obly loose loyalties to a

certain corporation or occupation. TwO-thirds of those, who
)

answered the guestionmaire reported tbere 'Was- some

likelihood they' .would change occupations within the next

five. years. The researchers describe ethe respondents!

approach to work as "self-oriented":

they "seem to believe again in the value of hard
'work and 'in developing themselves. at the workplace.
On' the other handithey are not likely-to be easy to`satisfy clr retain as employees. They are likely to
demand a great Ideal., and; if they don't receive it,

121 will.look elsewhere." (p. 65)

They conclude that results of theit survey seem to indicat

a healthy.' new commitment to tbe importance of work, ough

not a traditional one. There is: not the strong commitment to

working for a particular organiiation if bettering oneself

can be done by changing-jobS.



IV. Development of thy First Test-
. -1P-

o.
07,

,Ii:'".3,+k

,Early in the study it -was decided to develop a large-
,

pool of items that could be'used to elicit' the attitudes or
. -

,
high sandol and junior high 010b1 students.,The familiar

, .-.

-. .. ., .

Likert 'format .was chosen for the items. AThree hundred
fi

statements were created. using .ideas:.from the work values
r

0 inventories Tviewed above, from the emerging work values in

the seventies, from the' five,dimensions suggeted 11 the
I.

Steering dbmmitt e, and-from materials and ideas gaingd in

editing'di'Scusson
\

with the committee. After iand,selecting,
. .

,

- 250 item's were placed 'randomly intb..two ors of 1.25 items
f

each. These forms were then presented to a small.group,of

filth
-
grade' children who vindicated words and phrases which

i' :.could lea to voblegs,' 0 understan'ding. The items were
-

1

revised and presented to'the,first test sample.
-. t

e

27



V. The First Test Sample,

:.1,

The twc fOrms were presented to 720 students

Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Lacombe and Ponoka. The -breakdown

in the saxile between junior and 'senior high 'school

students, and among the four centres is given for each form,

together with the items and the proportion of phildren

responding to the various alternatives in Tables 2'and 3.

44.
a



ALL SCH0o,,S Tably

Attitudes. Toward work

'Demographic Data

CITY: 1.0 RESPONSE 0 ( UY)
MEDICINE HAT 6U ( 16%)
LETMGHIGGE 85 ( 23%)
LACOMBE 115 ( 32%)
PUNOKA 105 ( 29%)

SCHOOL TYPE: NO RESPONSE U ( 0%)
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 184 ( 50%)
SiNIOR HI-GH SC8001. 181 ( 50%)

SEX: NO RigPUNSt:
FEMALE
MALE

U ( Oh)
214 (,59.4)
151 ( 4174

Form A Rinu I t 5

SCHOOL* CRESCENT HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL, MEDICINE HA. 32 (

WINSTON,CHURCHILL HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGE 2d ( FJ,.)

WILSON JUNIGR HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGE 11 37)
LETH0RIDGE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE, LETHDPIDGE 3 ( 9
'HAMILTON JUNIGR HIGH SCHOOL,,LETHBRIDGE 1 ('
ALEXANDRA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, MEDICINE HAT 2d 8A)
LACOMbE COMPOSITE HIGH SCH00,, LACOMBE 44
LACOMBE Juia06 HIGH SCHOOL, LACOMBE 71 ( 19.4)

POi.JAA HIGU scaouL, PONOKA 44 ( 12,;)

PONOAA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, PONOKA 61 ( 17;ij

ALL JUNIOR HLGH SCHOOLS 1d4 ( Si;;)
ALL SENIOR HIGH jCHOOLS 181 ( 5074'
ALL SCHOOLS 3b5 (111874.

PRCGRA*: NJ' RESPONSE 13 (

,TLCHhICAL 6 TRADES 55 ( 15".%)

AL.WEMIC 132 ( 36%)
8UXNESS 46 ( 13A)
GOO.,:PAL 43 ( 12%)
UNDECIDED 66 ( 10)
NO MAIN EMPHASIS 1U ( 3%)

EDJGATIONAL REQJIREMEWIS OF PREFERRED JOB:
NO RESPONSE 40 ( 1114
IL KUL:1MA.. LEJCATIUN 2b ( 7:,;)

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA 67 ( 13%)
GUST-ECONDARY IELHNICAL TRAININ.; 132 (

UNDERGADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE 73.( 20%) '

GRAGUKTE UNIVERSITY DEGREE 27
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SCHOUi.S

Attitudes Toward Work - Form A

Strongly Disagree: SD Disayree: D Undecided: U

hjret: n Stionyly Agree: SA No Re,sponse: NP,

SD U U A SA NB

SD U U A, SA

1. A goud job is one with high pay. 7 35 13 35 1u J

2, A (goon jot, is one where you, can help e*

people. 2 5 12 55 25 0

3. A gopu:job is one her you have to think

a lot.

4. A goon jo6 is one tnat is still there when

other people are being laid-oft.
°

5. A yood jou is °Le that allows tor quick

promotion.

6. A good job is one where you reach the top
of the income scale quickly.

5 29 24 3'3 1 U

g 17 23 3o 15

o 30. 29 22 1 J

7 37 21 M 1

7. Amount et income should be related to the
amount of risk that is' involved. 6 19 26 32 in

d. I wouio rather have a job that Wouldn't
involve lay -ott, tnah nave a higher payiny
jub wbece I coqld be laid -off.

40,

4 9 17 '50 2,) 0

9. It is better to have a )0D that allows you

to have holidays aid Legular hours than to
hive a jou in wnich you are your own boss. 9 25 22 30 1.$ J

10. 'Employers are always trying to push their

employees to work haraet.

',11. Must employers think that one of the most
important qualities an employee can have
is creativity.

5 19 30 38 o 0

3 19 37 35 5 u

O



Stioh4ly bi:;agree: SD Disa.jree: p Undecided:
Agiec: A 'Stronyly Acjrcc: Sh No Hespowiu: N

SD J U A SA hi,

12.

4

Agree: A !;trohgly Agree: SA

,
Most employers think that one of the most
important qualities an employee can have
is good manners. 1 9 15 50 24 U

13. Most- employers think that profits are more'
important than staff benefits. 5 20 4J 29 7 1

14. It is easy for an employer to fire someone
who doesn't measure up to the job. 5 21. 17,4244 1

15. Most employers'are flexible about the way
in which their employees dress, provided
cnat tne employees yet the job done. 5 22 19 46 7 1

7
16. Unemployment insurance a form of

welfare. 6 16 2Ji46,12

17. .People should only nave to work for,
twentyfive years. '4 32 41 19 4 4 1

0
.

.

lb. Earn:m.4 a living should be tun. 4 -9 16 40 3U 1

19.. Ine Government should create jobs for
those who are unemployed. 2 7 17 46 2d 1

20. A person's major responsibility is to
suppott his or her family. 2 6 7 44 41

21. To yet d good Jon, you have to be prepared
to move away trcm your home community. 9 34 14 44 1u J

o

22. 1 a:m piepared to wait for a good job to
come along, rather than leaping at the
first opportunity. 10 29 27 23 1,4 U

A,



ALL jehOULS.

Strongly Disajree: SU 6 Disogiee: D Undecided: U.

23.

Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA No Response: NP

So D

I will likely be satisfied with the first
job that 1 get after I have linished my
educaion. 21 39 2J

A LA

lu u

Z4. My speaking skills are good enough for. .me
to be successful in the job tnat I, choose. 4 13 21 51 11 u

25. I think trlat I will be able to' meet the
requirements or the job that I choose. 0 2 8 69 19 1

Most employers want someone who can work
without a lot of supervision. 1 2 4 56 3d U '

0

27. A person should feel a little ashamed for
doihy a slcppy 2 5 5J 39 0-

28. The more work experience you have, the
hignei. your salad shouldbe. 3 17 21 35 24

29. I would= like a jbb where the tasks are
changed every ,feb. weeks. 4 13 28 39 17-

3u. Most edployers would prefer to have you
workihy on the same thing every day than
have' you shifting from one task to

another. 3 13,41 35 '; 1

31. Pcople should idoir. hard to please their
employers. .

1 _7 12 54 27 1

32. 011e of the post important things about a
job is tc khgw that you are doing the best
you can. r 1 0 1 36 ul J

33. Ube or the most important things about a
job _is to be aule to kccp it as long as
yciu want it. 1 3 13 46 31 J



at:HoU.S

Sti.ouqly .;1.) niSdqL,=0: D4 U

Agrei: A Strongly Agtee: SA No ?esponse:

3U. I i4:tuld like a job where everybody work:.;
harth

35. 1 woulu not like to work tot a company
whose business practices conflict with my
standards or right and wrong.

Si) D J A

1 4 1d So 21 ..,

1 2 22 43 3c u

36. UppOrtunity tor growth id more important
than baking'triends on d joa. 22 3d 26 10

37. To be d success you must hdlfe a lob with a
high diary. 23 50 12 12 .4

38. Sometimes a perdon will have to mak:.,

sacririces in order to get ahead in I jot.

39. Sometimes you have to choose betweet
ndving triends, and getting ahead on the
Jon.

A40. 1 would like a jou where 1 am in charge of

5 16 1/ 5J 1J

several Jther workers. 5 23 41 24 7 ,

41. Schouls are pretty good at teaching you
about how to look for d job. 21 29 19 24 5 a

42. lh mot cccupations, it is difficult to
yet to ,:now the hods very well. 4 35.31 2D J

43. I like worx under pressure and to meet
deadlines. 17 36 2 7 4 1

44. Nowandyv toere not enough work to go
aroiwrd cur everyone, do I'll not worry too
mdeh about yettiny a job. .51 3b 6 3 1



ALL 5Ch00..S

Strongly Visdgre.e: SJ Disagree: U Undecided:
Agree: A Strongly Agree: .3A No 1(esponse:

SU D a. A SA ,;,,

45. I as looking torddra to supporting myself
by getting d job. 1

1.1
5 54-3u u

.)

46. 1 see that a first job is really a

stepping stone for a career. J 5 J 58 27 J

47. I woulu like the kind of job where.people
in the commonity lbok up to me. 1 d 31 46 14 J

48: If my job got boring, I would quit. 11 32 37 16 5 J

,42. It is more important for boys to find jobs
with a future than it- is LI:11J girls,

1.

3d 24 9 18 1U

The ',Jcino Of joh chat I would 1.1e to have
is one whero you can either stand on your,
own feet or. tali on your own taco. 7 17 35 32 o 1

51. Thete dre not many differences Doing made
anymore oetween male jobs and female jobs. 4 1915 49 12 J

52. 1 would rather work tor a small company
tnan a large company. 3 21 42 2o o J

53. I would rather be on a job from beginning
to and than to be in on a part of several
different jobs. 2 6 26 51 15 3

54. A guuu job is one wnere you can be your
on boss. 4 30 35 24'7 1

55. A good job is one where you- operate
machinery. .

12 37 32 15 5 U

56. A goon job is one where you work indoors. 15 43 29 11 2 J



ALL SCHOOLS

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided:
Ayteu: A' Strongly Agree: SA No hespunse: Ni

57. A gOod job is one that doesn't have any
shirt work.

58. 4 good jou is one where it is difficult to
be fired.

SD D U A SA hit

4 31 31 25 i U

5 32 27 28 o 0

59. Generally Speakin boys and .girls have
the same opportuni ies in Linding the
kinds of jobs tnat sa sty them. b r8 10 52 14 1

(r

A good job is one that h s some excitement
associated with it. u 2 8 6.! cc 1

61. It is better to be your wn boss than to
work for someone else at hi, her pay. 7 36 41 12 4 U

62. Most employers ate prepared o give a fair
wage tut an ncbest day's k. 1 6 9 72 11 u

63. dust employers tnink that one of tne most
important qualities an employee can have
is honesty. 1 3 b 44 .o 1

64. Most employers tnink t dt one of the most 00;14.
important qualities an employee can have," "

is obediende. 1 4 22 53 11 1

65. MoSt employers think that one. of the
impertant qualities ali employee can hays
is friendship for tnelr employers. 1 1U, 22 52 1t 1

-

66. Employers are looking for people whq
:';

stay on tne job for several years ,27 50 1» U

I .

67. Most employers are prepared tolkIwar.a good ,

effort. 1 c ]ti 58 10 1

ViRlt
,



ALL!uCHOUL:;

lit

Strongly Disagree: SD .11isagree: D. Undecided: U

Ayres -: A Strongly Ajlec:. :;A No Nesliouse: id,

A-1

SO V U A SA AR

68. ittost employers .trust their employees. 2 10 25 58 o U

69. To' :Wire a job is the riqht of every
,0anactian. 1 7 13 50-26 U

V
70. People who dor0,t wort are-generally lazy: 16 3S 19 :17 11 1

71. For most people, earning a living is alp,
enjoyaule experience. 2 11 21 52 13

72.' All people should work. o 17 23 34 2U 1

J

73. Usually the Ferson_ with the .best

qualifiCations gets the job. 1 0 8 54 2d J

'

°

71 When 1 linish my education,'I'll be Ale
to yet the kind or job that I want. 1 13 33 39 13 1

0

75. tne next few years, in order to get
a job you are going to need some skills-
that are in demand.

76. 8) school has Aonea good job in preparing
me for turther education.

7g. My xatnematical skills are good enough for
me to Le successful in the job that I
choose.

lialstih, time on a job wouldn't bother mt
very muck.

.2,

3b;s1 6,40,6are pretty dull. 24 44 22 7 U

1 2 d 59 '20 1

7 16 26 41 o 1

5 13 17 40 1u u

2d 43 16 10 2

0



ALL SChOULS

80.

:atcuigly Disdgcee: SD Disagree: D Unieciaed: U
Agree: A strbligly Agree: SA No Pe!.ponse: NP

For- d good job, your income does not
change very much, mut you can always
depend on it.

81. The greater the amount of risk involved in
d job, the higher tne salary should be.

82. I would not like to work at a job where
the procedures are often changed.

83. dolt Aploye,rs don't wait employees who
have minds of their own.

84. One of the most important things about a
job 'is to have the,respect ot the othet
people who work at the same, place.

85. One of the most important things about a
job is to nave a pleasant place to work.

,

D U A SA la 2

1 11 34 47 6 1

2 14 16 47 19 1

2 27 31 33 0 1

7 31 25 29 m 1

1 1 4 61 31 1

1 8 11 59 21 1

86. I would like a job that is easy to do. 7 41 34 13 4 1

4

87. I would like d jou where tne requirements
are clearly understood. 1 '2 7 62 27 1

,88. Uhdt you do for a living ,does not
determine your woctn ds a person. 3 9 13 47 .:7

89. I will work at a job is Tony as I find it
interesting. 2 15 23 4415 1

90. sore than ever tierore, there is a greater
variety cac poi opportunities. 9 2u 23 38

91. I wouiti 114c a joD where I can see the
results ot what I do. 1 2 8 61 27.



ALL SC110.3L:i

Stron9ly Disagree: :;() Disagree: D Undecideu: J

Agree: A Sticngly AJ[ee: Sk No Pespunse: Ni

92. Must jobs are competitive, so you have to
do d batter job than the'next person;

SJ U J A Sk hR

4 21 26 4 '1

93.' My attitudes towards work are much like
those or my'friends. 9 23 34 29 4 u

94. I woula like a job where I don't have to
make too many decisions. d 28 21

95. Auove all, I would like to get a job in a
good climate;

96. If you nave a family, tnen it is yoyr duty
to them to get the best job po*sible.

4 16 28 42 o 1,

2 18 16 45. lb 1

97. 1 would rather nave a buss who is not nice
but woo xnows what ne or she wants than a
boss wnu is nice but uoesn't give enough
airection. 3 7 26 47 17 1

98. .Tne attitudes learned in school are the
attitudes that are needea in adult life. 6 16 27 36 13 2

99. There snodlan't be any ditterences in job
opportunities fur girls and for boys. 4 13 14 3d 3u, 1

100. I would ' rather work in pleasant
sufroundings tot less money than work ih
uncomtottable surroundings for mote money. 5 1U 32 37 15 1

10. It is unlikely that you can get a decent
job it you dcn't join a union or
association.

102. Anat you are in thit life' is determined to
d large extent uy what you do outside of
the Jul).

3b 37 y 2 1

1 5 29 50 13 1



ii.
AL. SCHLULJ

Stipag14 Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided:
Agre: A 'Strongly Agtee: SA No Response: an

SO D U

103. Generally speaking, the kinds of things
that influence decisions about jobs are
about tne same for buys and girls. 3 21 30

4-1d

J

n SA

39 5

No

2

104. 1 wont to have some say about what happens
to me in m.y job. 0 1 10 70 18. 1

105. Cu find a good job, Grade 12 is all the
'education that is needed. 23 44 16 12 3 1

106. When Iwork, I don't like to be pushed too
hard. , 2 19 24 47 7

107.rA good. job is one where you work by
yotrrse I . 5 39 34 18 w 1

1U3. A,goba job is one that allows you to learn
while on the job. 3 O 58 31 1

109. It is better to have a job that encourages
you to learn a lot than to have a job
where tnere is not much to learn. 1 5 8 56 2J 2

110: .t1ost employers taink that one of tne most
important qualities an employee can'have
is initiative. 1 5 32 441,12

111. Must eliveloyerz think that theit employees"
snoula take au interest in the company. 5 14 Lid 12 2

112. for _ most employers, satety is more
important than profit. 3 14 35 37 9 2

113. After you nave worked for several months,
you have every right to quit your ion and
go oa unemiaoyment insurance. 3d 35 15 d 2 2



ALL ;;ChOuL-

Strongly Disagree': SU Disagree: D - Dndocrded:

Agree: A Strongly Ayree: SA No response:
U

A-11

SD D J A G;.

114. I am prepareU to work hard for good wages.' 1 1 S 53 Jo 2

11.5. -Wfhen I alp ready to yo to works-I'll
yrobably, have to take what is available
rather than what I really want. 5 14 24.46 2

116, I reel conrident that I will be able to
'handte the next step in my training. 1 oil 16 63 15 2

117, imployers are looking for employees who
can get along with people: U 3 10 62 22

118. Being unemi:loyed pays off in the long run. `44 33 12 b i 2

119. One of the uost raportant thinys in a job
is to Advt. rriendly co-workers. U 3 9 66 2J 2

120.11 would like to Le free to move from one
compani to anotner' as my interests change. 3 19 36 36 5 z

121. Ey success dS on adult depends on my

success on,the job. 3 2U 23 41 1u 2

122. I would 'lice a 9 to jou which I can
rorget about when I go home at the end of
the clay. 5 21 2d 30 13 2,

123. Franxly, I don't really want to work very
hard. 3U 45 16 5 1 2

124. You (wait have to rinish high school to
yet a jocd job. 29 31 17 lb 5 2

125. I1 everypoay believed that the Government
(grew tnem a'livinJ. then the country would
rdli dealt. 4 3 1d 35 'its i



ALL SCHOOLS

CITY: NO RESPONSE
MEDICINE HAT
LETHUNIZGE
LACOMBE°
PONOKA

Table 3

Attitudes Toward Work

Demographic Data

0 ( ,0%)
57 ( 16%)
85 ( 24%)

111 ( 31%)
102 ( 29i)

SCHOOL TYPE: NU RESPONSE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SEX:1NU RESPONSE
FEMALE
MALE

U ( 0%)
187 ( 53%)
168 ( 47%)

4
A

0 ( 0%)
184 ( 52%)
171 ( 48%)

11.

a

Form B Results

SCHOOL: CRESCENT HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL, MEDICINE HAT 31 ( 9%)

WINST0h CHURCHILL 'HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGE 27 ( 8%)

IILSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGS 12 ( 3%)
LETHBRIDGE COL1AGIATE INSTITUTE, LETHBRIDGE' 32 ( 9%),

HAMILTON JUN1CR HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGE 14 ( 4%)

ALEXANDRA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, MEDICINE HAT 26 ( 7%)

LACOMBE COMPOSITE HIGH SCHOOL, LACOMBE 3 .( 11%)

LACOMBE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, LACOMBE', 72 ( 20%)

PONOKA HIGH SCHOOL, PONOKA 42 ( 12%)

PONOKA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, PONOKA 60 ( 17%)

ALL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 184 ( 52%)
ALL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 171 (

ALL SCHOOLS 355 (100%)

PROGRAM: NO RESPONSE
TECHNICAL & TRADES
ACADEMIC
BUSINESS
GENERAL
UNDECIDED
NO MAIN EMPHASIS

14
64
105

1

46
74
11

4%)

18%)
30%)
12%)
13%)
21%)'
3%)

EDUCATIONAL REOUIREMENTS'OF PREFERRED JOB:
RESPONSE 39 ( 11%)

NO FORMAL EDUCATION 20 ( 6%)
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA 67 ( 19%)
POST-SECONDARY TECHNICAL TRAINING 123 (,354
UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE 81 ( 2.3%)
GRADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE 25.( 7%)



AL. .;ChuJi!,

1

Attitudes ward Work - Form. B

Stronyly Disayree: Sp Disagree: D Undecided: U

Ayree: A Strcnyly /ogree: SA No Reseonse: NR

SD Dd ASh,Nre

1. A yoou job rs une wnere you can do your
own thiny.

2. A yoou job is one wnere ycu don't
(teal with cther ieople.

0

5 2d 10-4'3,14 U

have tc5
37 4.7 9 1 1

u )61) is one where yyu wo[K outdoors. 4 21'34 29 111. J
,

0 . ' q
J.

s.

. 4. A oa job is one -thdt., has no more than 4T
hours d week. 7 30 28 28 m J .

44 .,

S. A yood jou is one that involves travel. 4 20 23 40 12 1 0

6. A yucu jou Is cne wnere you can become
5 22 23 37 1Jti yell- known.

7. Seddondl joys like construction should
have higher pdy than permanent jobs like
building maintenancd.

4
8. A you,: jot is one in whiCA you are in

charge..oi d lot cf people.

9. A yoou job is one tndt you can work at for
several years.

w

10. Most employers KOO.p do dccurdte.account of
the -amount or -we tndt their.employees
.work.c

11. Most eL4luyers tninx tnat one of the most
ir.pertant gudlitie.s an etployee can have
is intolligence.

I

26 28 29 o 1

J 46 25 10 4 U

C;c
3, 41-51 37 J

12 61 2J 1

4'A

3 21.17 45 14

4

0

6

(44



ALL SCHUUL3

Strongly Disagree: SD Disayree: D Undeciued:
Aytee: A Stipnylx Agree: IA No Response: Nhp

S0. U U A 31.. Nit

12. Most employees t,hink that one of the* most
important guolities an employee can have.
is respect tor their bogs.

13. Employers .would rather have a happy staff
than. 0 latgb staff.

j
'14. Most emplcyers are eager to train people

to fit tie job.

15. Most employers t

giaduate is. well
world of worK.

nK that a high school
repared to enter the

16, To up unemployed is suameteq;.

"
Y,

17w It 7' is Detter to De unemployed than to be
unhappy IL your job:. '

18. EUrning d liviny can be run.

19. No matter what anyone' Does, there will
always a some people wno cannot yet a
jo,D.

1 7 .15 5d 19 U

1 d 21 49 c1. u

1.
s.

3 20 r5 41 1J s'

o 28 2,0 37 10 t)

19 36 21 17

10 32 25 23 1J

...

2 5 51 41 'u

5 11 13 52 14 u

20. In getting a job, it is more ,important to'
Knew somebody, than to know something. 22 41 19 12

21. It is always poS8Ible to get a good job
you look'Iong enough. e 1 12 14 5). 10 J .

22. There ute jobs available for those who .

want them. 2f15 15 49 10 0

23. Tiie first ,joio that I get will likely be
interesting. 3 2d 29 31 o u

5.6

tL



ALL -401.00:.S.,

Of
t 4

,

4., 5 t L an.. ) 1 y Disayreo!.. SD ', Disa.ftee: D Undocided: . ''
s ,Agtoe: A X O I.tronyly Ag'e: SA ',No osponne: N7

^1. 8 4

34 o

a .
y ' . SD 1) U A^ SA No

s.
.,

.4 24. Sy , wt it /nu, skills are, goad eat) ugh for fro
4 0 - to be succe'Ssful in the job that I choose. 3 15 23 51 o u

,t

r

45.

r

. J : ,Ot

2 5. I lciVe aire4uy. decided op wfiat I am going

ty uo for a 'living* 0 4 17 3530 14

'4 o
4 .

26. 14 mcuit pa it is mote4impor tant to be
atae,to 'roll°. ins tructions than to find a
nett way okodottg somethiiy. p. ii. 3 17 u19 44 17 U
,

I 1
. Tot4

' 27. A liRou joo i,s, -one where ole. harder kpu
work, the hiyler. your sala9/becomes. 2 12 14 46 27 u

a is
. .-

.
.

hel amount' you produce snould, dOti;)rmine.

your' Salary... ,,
* 4 1d 23 42 13 J

r , A
?1 110_

*
..-

29. I would not like to work on an assembly
tt t lice where, you nave to uo the srite thing

everi. day.
4 6 12 16 28 31 0

'30. It would be ,mcre important for me to stay
at one jou that I Knew2'well, rather than
getting more Koney to shift to another
jou:

-A
8 2.9 27 27 o J

CP
31. 'is important t6 work hard to survive in

this competitive world. 1. 4 10 56 2y U

32. One of the most important things about 4
4

YOL is.to be given recognition taken you do
4

a good lob. V 1 7.12 50.2o 1

33. 1 1+41,9. lice a j OP: which is a challenge to

my, auilities.

,

34.* 1 would like a job where the boss lets you
ky s

decide now something should Wdone.
,

4 11. 28 42

4.

O 2 12 48 JJ V

fte

4

11

9.tz

4



AL" .iChouL" V L-4

,Sttuagly Uisaque: n . updeciabd: U
Agree: A Stto gly A9tee: SA Nu Response: NR

S.) ll d A SA

35. 1 would like a job £n which you don't have
to woik more than 35 hours a week. 14

36. IL gettibg a job,.it is more important to
'worry about today than to be concerned
about tne future. 18

,37" Tnete are mote important things in life_
tnan a big salary. 2

38. Tnere is very little that is 'taught in
high school that will be of use on a job. 17

39. Kitet yOu ,begin to support a family-, the
job-becomes mote important.

40: .The sooner that I can blcome my own boss,

(1.1 In our high school de can yet all of the
information that need about different
kinds of jobs.

2

Cue better off I'll be. 5

42. host employers don't really' want to get to
know their employebs very well.

4). I wound' rather have a job with low pay
that I liked, than- a Job with better pay
that z aid not line.

10

14

4

44. post girls are only looxin4 tor temporary
jobs. 18

45. The per-3°n who works hard never needs to
,Aiorry. a 12

46.25. 11

33 20 22 o 1

4 10 48 3o U

38 22 15 10

3 5 46 4D U

31 35 17 11 1

22 26 33 8 1

41 32 10 3 u

7 23 ao 1V 1

32 28 18

39 19 23 0 1



A L.. .ut: huuLs

Stronyly UiJayree: SU Uisayuev: U Undecided:

Ayreei A Stionyly Aqree: SA ' Nu Ro.spon.ie: NR

SU D IU

J

A

.s-

S4 NR

46. Most' employers are prepared to stand

behind their eePloyees. 1 12 32 48 o

47. It I won a million dollar lottery, I would

prouably Still,wcrk. 0 7 8 50 2d 1

48. Schools don't train, you for the common

.kin:ds-.M jobs. 534 22 29 11 U

4- ,

4.9".

.

.,

The e.Chools do an equal job in preparing
-

boys and girls fpr entry into toe world of .

work, V 5 14 20 51 11 u

SO. I would like to rind a job where yeu have
to keep your mind active. p 12 54 27 u

51. I would like a job that allows you to
'daydream while you work.

a

39 u5 8 5 2 U

52. It would be, nice to have a job where you
R. telt that you were doing something

important.
0 1 3 44 46 u

53. "In lookibg for a job., I am concerned auout

the d.utufe opportunities it will open up
for me.

3 1U 53 34 U

9

54. I would not mind being bossed around on
tne jou. 13 30 30 24 3

55. When th,_! work day is over, a person should

the he -jou.
5 27 23 2i lo 0

56. A yoac jou is one that is interesting. 1 2 6 4,, 43

57. A good job is one whet,e you work. in a

group 'Ito others. 2 10 -31.43 13 U. .

P.

Sc



ALL !.Chtn,L,

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D
Agree: A Strunjly Alive: S.A.

Undecided: 0

no Response: MP

SD 0 J A SW 1;

i8. A good job is cue that has a lot of
pnisical work. . 4 Id 37 33 7 U

59. A youd jou is one tnat alloWs you to make
lots, of uVertimo pay. 2 25:4'30 *

60. A, gouu jou is one where ycu don't have to
think too much about what you are doing.- 25.61 9 3 1.J

61. .1 good job is one that does not involve
a.ny risk of being injured. . 7 34 22 30' 6. 1

.

62. A yuod job is one 1.aa-t has some variation
in the things to De done fro3 one day to
the next. U 3 11 57 3J- tf

63. Employers are more concerned with what you
do tuam with how well you do it. 15 43 25 15 J J

64, Most employers think that one of the most
important qualities an .employee can have
is tnat of veiny a card worker. 1U 5 .d 5d 27 1

65. Most employers.tainx that one of the most
important qualities an employee can have
is neatness.

66. Most employers think that Due of the most
lopertant qualities anemployee can have
is snort naiC.

2 15 29 47 7

29'40 19 1J u

67. Employers ate prepared to pay good wages
in oruer to 'keep 4ualifieu staff happy. 4 27 31 33 5 O

68. Employers seem ccncerneu only with getting.
as much out or their emlloyees for as

as passiale. )7 34.34 21 4 J



ALA SCh001.!:

Sttungly Disagree; 50 Disdytec: D Undecided: .0

Atit.:m: A NStrongly Agree: SA u despanse: NR
iY

SD i) U A 5A NR

69. i.mployers are much like everyone else; .

some are yood, some are bad. 1 O. 4 61 34 0

70. To ,have a jou is the duty of every
Canadian. 4 21 29 38

71. 464art people who ax. z unemployed. would
rather ue working. 3 20 21 40'11 u

72. I am looking focward to earning my own
living. 1 1 8 47 4J

73.' When yobd jobs are available, people will
take them. 0 9 11 59 21 1

Gettilrg a. good jour is 4,,yala4 matte.; of
luck 7.: beim4. itierlghtlade at, the
riyht*time. 12 37 19 23 d 1

. ..: '.

75.
.

,..

i ,would move d1.14 ,;romp py.tipmettown in
oidei' to yet the )b...p.that Suited :me' 3 b 16 50 21 1

.',,'.`...

76. 'It your first' jou does rot; .M4et ygut.

needs, you cdn,,d1ways get another"obe.... : /:T" 2 -. 6 20,59 1J 1

77. My niyu school hlts prepared me to enter
the world cf work. 8 20 37 27' u 2

7B. Schow.s snould spend more time teachin.g
vocational skills than tney do. now. 2 10 41 32 14 1

79. I would like to work as part of a team. ,2 d 32 43 14 1

BO. Most people r.nou wnat tney want to do for
d livid l by the AlLA: they ate fitteen. lb 37 22 2J 4 1

J

0



ALL SCHOuLs

Sttunqly visdyr.,c: SU Uisaqree:
Agrvo: A Strongly Agree: SA No Nespons0.::

81, lour salary should be detelmined by
well you perform on tne job. 1''.I.2.T3

82. Tne core training you. hav, the higher
your salary should be.

83. I would rather learn one task and stick to
it rather than being asked to do different
tasks every fei: days.

. .
84. In holdin3 a jou it is very important 'to

a4'ree with your moss even though you
not feel like it 23.'27 ;

85. Une ot tne most important things aboufa`:
jca) is to ue tregted,with respect by yelue.'
employer. .111 ;2 `1..1

5

86. One of the uest jobs is one with lots
VdCdt1JR.

87. I -doula like a job whidh Fees Me. leafri$a
lot.

6,

88. I would 11KC d 4jot,
wockets ate able lc mike saggestionto
how Somet.uinshoula,me-done. -3 19.52 2/ 1

89. Shen 1 goto i

' jou inere .T ,,feel that I natre':ajot6::
conttibute twthe Job: 1

6 58-35 1.

.
.

90. Society owes Jim nn kntelestin3. jeb.4 '4W.24'.44-4 14 .. 1
.

' '

1.' l'' s' °
. .

91. It'd 'uittei to hold on to aiovi-n4
than tre,rask Changing to d new co,m.ty;

a

y fib'

21. 45''22 9 ..



ALL SCho0LS

Sttongly Disautee: SU Disagtee: D Undecided: a

nyree: A Strongly Alle: SA No Peepon3.a: NI;

92. Even when a join is not interesting, it is

important to uo your nest.

93.. I would not work if I didn't have to make
a living.

94. To ue ccessrul, it is important to know
someone lh the right place.

95.. 1 would hate to work alone.

4

96, 2 wouldti''t mini working loni hours if the
pay is-.good. 'N

97. Marnlhg d living is more importan,t. than
-doing wnat you really want to dp.

98. The most desirable jiWis che..sikfhigh
pay rot little efrort.

99. I would never let earning a living prevent
me from ehgoying lite.

. 100. Most employers are pr.epared to give their
:employees creuit fortheir original ideas.

101. 1 WOU1J really like" tone iii:pusines*for
myselr.

, .

h

102. Generally .7-.peakin,J, scnools, colleges, and
trade .cnocis overtrain people for the
jobs tnat they will hold.

103. I want to rind a goa in which at the end
of the clay, 1'11 hncw that I nave done a
god,u day's worK.

1

3D U U A SA NH

J. 2 7 6d 21

18 50 19 9

12 32' 27. 22 c

5 23 28 29 IL

0 11 19 4i'

17 33 26 16 7

17 39 10 17 J

1 3 d 43 4L

1 d 30 51

3 lo 34 30 lo

12 37 35 9 .

A

3 1 5 5o 35

I

2

3

2

2

2

2



to

SChot,i..i

1Y:

os,

- 1 J

Stiungli di.i.141.eu: SU Disagree: D Unuecideo:
Agiue: A Strongly 'Aiee: SA No Response: Ni.

30 D' J A SA NA

104. It is .important to nave a boss or
supeivisoi who sees-uoth sides of an
argument. 0 2 u 5U 34 J

105. I do not want to live two lives: one for
My jou an'd.onr for my,oth.?r activities. , 6 26 29 2d /

106. The Dole training I nave, the better the
job I can get. 1 11 17 48'dll; "i

. .

11. A yobd Jon will proyi.ie me with an
'opportunity-, to -Jevelapmy c.n special
skills and abilities. 0 1 49 61 2;

10d. A 'yood jou is one twat you to yet
rion last.'

1,0. A gooU jou is one thet is located in the
commuLity where you now live.

11J. ..;mployeis are usually concerned abciut how
their eiaployees

111. Most'. e:_ployeiJ taink that one of the most
important ivalities an employee can have

1.ro,:iptuess.

112. host e.aplJpers wool.: tattier have happy
bmployues ,who are a bit inekeicient than
ulihupi,y ul.i.loyeos who ace very efficient.

d living is the most important
aiblt life.

114. You shvu juot .ork .-nough to support
yourself

4

4

12 42 23 14 h

d 29 25 26 o 3

3 14 17 51 16 4

1 5 22 57 13 3

5 26 34 22

4 25 21 29 1.

19 56 12 6 2 J



tiChuULa

Stronyly oisd.iteo: D15441:00: D Jndecinau: U

i.gieu: A :ittuhgly A.Jteei. SA N, kspohae: Vh

115. I thinK thdt-1 xtiow what the reyuirements
'of- most jobs are.

116.Ith su mucn unemployment, be lucky
to yet u job when I finish school.

5D D J A 5., NP

6 34 27 l7

S 2a 14 J7 7 4

117. It's usually 'possible to get the training
.needeu tot a-joD. 1 d 1J 73 12 4

11d. A petAon snould try to do a .900d j9b
wnetner of not th,. Doss is arorund.

119. Eacn worker nonlu ce able to decide how
tO UO d job.

12U. .I would lif,e a jou where I haVe,a chance
to max.: good trienus.

121. IL a jori, money
nuM,ah elattonships.

..i not as important as

0 1 3 46 4u 4

3 21 27 39 /

U 2 5 65 2J

1 1..) 26 43 11

122. It's vety important for me to get to the
.6 top, 2

9 32 27 ld 1.)

,

123. It oulu ue hard to me to see iry fellow
woiKei,s getting, ahead taster than I am. 5 30;27 2' e 4

124. ThU nour of wort:, tne vacations, and the
ease or letting to woric are all less
impottdnt t.hall the Kinds of things that
ytu uo wften you are at worK.

125. rhe g.reatedt responsioilrty that a perSon
has is to earn a ...twiny. o 22 19 33 16. . 4

2 14 35 37 4 5

t



Although

VI. Initial Results

the sample

A A
117

used for the initialtesi,
I. yor

development cannot be considered representatfve .of thA!').

provinCe since the two largegt cities were excldded, the

initial results provide an interesting description of

students in 'two rural- regions' of . Olberta. The overall.

...impression that one
L
rs,frOm the mo4,41 responses (tables 2

. .

and 3) is that the students have a pretty traditional and

responsible view of the world of -work. They seem to

appreciate the importance Of hard work, they appear.to have

faith im'the economic system's ability to provide them with

meaningful employment, and they seem to have caifidence in

it own abilities. These are not the "do your own thing",

"welfare bums" ; studen;,s:that,theTopular literature would

'lead us to believe. Because the purpose of the sample was to

,lessist the investigators in selecting items, partiCulat

,attention was paid to the proportion of students whO:

selected the "Undecided" option. Generally- speaking the

items that elicited a large prdportiOn of undecided votes

fell into two ltategories. The smaller category was composed

of 'terns like; "I would rather work in'pleasantsurroundings

for less money than work in uncomfortable surroundings for

more ,money., (33% Undecided) These items tended to be

tiexpressing more tha4 one idea, an it seemed as- if the

29
f3 L



O

students were unable to respond to the item as.a unit..

Thee second category of item, that elicited.a farg.?

'1.1niefided response was the kind of item forhich many

students lacked the experience or knowledge necessary for

making a solid response. Often these items referred to

fairly pecifiC,future choices like, "A good job is one that

alloWS you, to make lots of overtime pay." (34% Undecided) In

other cases they- referred'to the student's perceptions of

employer perceptions "Most employers would prefer to have
40

you working on the: same thing every day than. to have you

shifting from one task to another." (411 Undecided) The

first category was of most concern, and items that fell into

it were'' dropped or revised. The proportion of 'students who

were .undecided .is shown in Tables., 4 and 5 in the factor

analysis section.

In deVelopingthe'instrument for use in both junior and

senior high school, there was need to ensure that the items

be relevant to both groups, yet capable of ¶tecting growth

over the five of six yeari of post elementary school

education. Cross tabulations 'and chi square analyses were,

run on all 250 items between responsetcategories and schoO1

level. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5, ,by

indicating items, where significant -differences occurred.

Again the items on which significance .was found fell ,into

two categories. There were items the greater knowledge and.

experience- of the high ,school students al'owed them to

expresrn more definite opinions , (that 'is the junior high.
Fir

C

4
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group was more,- undecided) , e- g. more- high school students

agreed with, ',A good job is one where' you work outdoors."

and also with., `'Most .employers think that, one of -the most

'important qualities an employee can have is neatness." Other'

items in which differeficeth occurred were items inD which the

high school .grour-, were more realistic in their appraisal.

For example, although -the modal response for "There are jobs

available f or those who want them." was ',Agree"; the

proportion of high school students who agreed was'.6.ower than

the iproportion of junior high school students. Prindipal

components analysis was carried out on the item scores from

each of the two forms. In the first. analysis, 30' components

were extracted in each 'case. Although the results were

interpretable, each component was defined by '3 -or 4 item's.

In an attempt to prOduce larger clusters, 10 components were

extracted and rotated to the varimax criterion.' Loadings of

.3 or greater were taken to indicate membership pf an item

to a component. If an item appeared to belong to more than

one component, it was' assigned to the component on "wh -ch it

loaded most highly. Several items not Ioad. n any:

coiponent. The component to which an iteiiii,?belongs is shOwn

in Tables 4 and 5. The actual varimax loading's are available

on request.

61

t



Table 4
Attitudes,Towards Work

Form A

- 2, MODAL I SR/JR FACTOR

UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

'.1.' A .good job is one with high 'pay. 13 D, A 4

2. A good job 'is one where you can help people. 12 A*

3. A good job is one where you have to think a lot. 24 D, A

4. A gpod job is one that is still there when other
people are being laid -off. 23

5. A good job is, one that allows for quick
promotion. 29 D 1 4

6. A good job is one where you reach the top of
the income scale quickly. 29

Amount of income should be related to the
amount of risk that is involved.

I would rather have a jop that wouldn't irivolve
lay-off, than have a hightr paying job, where I

could be laid-off. 17

9. It is better,to have a job that allows you to
Have holidays and regular hours than to have
a jOb in which you are your own boss. . 22

10. Employers are always trying to push their
employees to work harder. 30

11. Most employers think that one of the most._
important qualities an employee can have is
creativity. 37

12: Most employers think that pne of the most
important Oalities an employee can have is
good manners, 15 ,

13. Most employers think that profits are more
important than staff benefits. 40

14. It is easy for an employer to fire someone
who doesn't measure up to the job. 17

15. Most employers are flexible about the way in
which their employees dress, provided that
the employees.get the job done. 19

16. Unemployment insurance is a form of welfare. 20

17.' People should only hive to work for twenty-five
years.' 19

A

A* 3

A 2

A 10

U, A

A* 3

U 9

A 10

A 4

A

Mont, than 50% in this category.

SR/JR DIFFERENCE: 1 More Disagreement in Jr. High than in Sr. High
2 More Agreement in Jr. ,High than in Sr. High

3 More Undecided in Jr.qligh than in Sr. High
4 More Disagreement in Sr. High than. in Jr. High
5 More Agreement in Sr. High than in Jr. High



4;

4.

Ir

Tablx e 4 (ecint'c)

18. Earning a living should be fun.

19: The Government should creategLot for.th6se

'who are unemployed.
17
4 .

20 A person's major responsibility
Jiro support

.
his or her family.

21. To get a good job, you have to be prephred to

.,

move away from your home community:
14 D, A '.

22. I am prepared to
wait.for a good job to come

along rather than leaping at the first
z(:

opportunity. . .

'I-
,-;.- -28 D, U 1

23. 'I will likely be
satisfied with the first job ,f

that I get afiet I have
finished 4 educafton.... '120

24. My speaking skills are
good enbugh for me to

Oe suctessful frvathe job that I choose. 21- . ' t A* ''

25; I think that I will ,be able to meet the 0 .tr

requirements of the job that I choose. - 8 A*

26. Most employers want someone who can work

without a lot of supervision.
4 A

27. A person should feel a little ashamed for

doing a sloppy job. dil.
6 A*.

28.. The more work experience you have, the,41igher

your salary should be.
21

0-s.,. .

29. r would like a job where
the tasks are changego

every few weeks.
28.' A

30. Most employers would
prefer to have you

working on the same thing every day than

have you shifting from one
task to another. 41 U

3

t MODAL SR/JR FACTOR`

UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

ai

16 * A 5

fi",

7 A
3

31. People should work hard to please their

employers.
12 A*

, a

32. One of-the moA important
things about a job

is to know that you are
doing the best you

can.
' 1 SA*

33. One of the most important
things about a job

is to beoible to keep it as long as you want it. 14 A 8

' 34. I would like a job where everybody works hard. 18 Ai
y. 2

35, I would not like to work for a company ;Move

business practices
conflict with my standards

of right and wrong.
22 A

36.
Opportunity for growth is more important than

baking friends on a job,.

9

37. to biliNa success you must
have a joh with a

high salary.
12 D* 4

5

6

10

3

.,

4 .

3

3

.4.

'gm
b

4M

4

4.
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Table 4 (ont'd)

38: Sometime: a person will'tieve to gJe
sacrificed. in order to al ah,ead in a job.

439. Sometimescyou have to cnpose tween having
friepds, and getting aheacon ehe job,.

40, I' would like a job' where I am:* chvge of.
r.

several other wotkers:

41, Scpols are .pretty good at' eadAiig you out
how to. look for a job.

42. An most occupayons, it is difficult to get'
Tto know the bosS very well.

43. I like ,.to work under-pressureand to meet
deadlines.

-4
44. Nowadays tpere is mot epough work to go

Around for everyone, so I'll not W4irry ,too
much aboUttgettlng a job.,

45:.' I am looking forward to suppoeng myself
getting a job.

C 4t
MODAL SR/JR }ACTOR

MEOWED ,RESPONSE biFFERENCE 1;l:MBER

11'
gSe$'

19 A*

41

20 D, A lk

31 D,1.11

8

D 9

SD

A 2

2

c ,46. I see that a first job is rearly a teppifili

stoma forliFif careere
Jr

.40 A

li

47. I woull like the kind of job where people in
the community look up to me. ,:f. * 3 k:, .* A' 6

r
48: If my job gotlboring, I wou/1 quit. , 37 D, U 7

49. It is more important 'for boys*to fifl,si jibs n e

with a future than it is for g. Is. 9, SD,
t.

5d. The k° 'of of job-that I would ke to have i(10
ii...0 one,wliC1-e you can eitntlf sta on you v own , :

feet or fall on your own face. rite 35
, . .

lk. 51. ''There are not many di.fference;; being made

anymore between male jobsalnd fewle jobs.

52.. I 3ipuld rather work f r asmall.coft3any%than
)",;:. large company,

.P'53. "would wther be on a job troAeginhing to -

end than to be in on J,part of several 4 4.'

N - different juf,.. '
,,,,Y

_2#,;* 14' A*
,

54. cod 01:, i:, one where' you (:., be your own .7,

..

. g.)

)6 0D, U

SS. A good job is it* where you opetate ma/i,i4y. 29 at D

56. Agooe'job is or''z where you work outfibrs. Vg
57. A' good job'is one that doesn't haVe any shift ,S

work. # . k
, s1 - ..31,4 D, U

cq,

O56. A good job is ohe whereat is difficult to . a,

be fired. 4 27 b, II , A'
-2:

'4'4.,.....

7:!,.-

?i'l. f...z l'Ir 0
' 4

T5

42

U, A

A

f

9

'3

10

8

ajo
6
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Table 4 (- Cont'd)

1 .40 ' MODAL . SR/JR FACTOR

UNDECIDED RTSPONSE DIFFERENCE II:M8ER

59. Generally spooking, boys and gill:. have the

same..m.portunities in finding the kinds of

job:, tr,at satibty them .4

;t'

GO': A good job is one. that ha: hfpme excitement

'-.6ssociated with it.

Letter to be your own bosir tnun to work

for someone,c1se,ai higher pay.

62. 'lost efra1oyers04re prepared to
give a fair

wage for an honest day's work.

63. Most employers think that one of the most

important qualities an employee can have

is nonehty:

64. Most employors think that one of the mr:n.t

important qualities. an employee can nave

is obedience.

65. Most employer:; think that oneAthe most
important qualities en employee can have

o
is friendship for their employer..

,

66. Emr.16ers ar4e3lookiciefor
people who.wil

stay on tne job for :,everrl year'.

67. Mio:ft..embloy;,:rS area preparett to reward good

effort.

68. Picot emp.,14e41-s truot their employee).

1-69., To nave a job the right of ov.ry Canadian.'

70. People who don't work ar-

71. for mo:t people;
enjoyable experieno.,

72. All pecplc .nould

Udually-the .on wil:r toe le, t

geto t e jut.

74. Wheo i :joist, my edocatiob, I'll he able to

golt tbe kind of jo' tr. : co: od.

75,
:ew veirt , s,rder io

job

are it. der, ,,nu.

.740 My scnool has Oche a goo.
me

for tur.er education.

77. .!-1 mfthematical .

ebouNrfor me

to be oNcceslul h t;1,

Wa..tib;.time oh jot Kouti'f or.tne:

yeri

V

4

ai
-

t.

-7-

, 10

BE

41

22

19

25

13

20.

21,

23

2E

17

13.

:

Air

A*
7

U 1 7

6
2

, SA

A*

A*

A*

A*

9

A* 2 7

4 A j.
5,'

Air

A iy

A*

A

. A
E,

I) ("' 1 2

a

4

's

N

so
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Table 4 (Cont'd)

7. MODAL SR/JR FACTO&

. '
UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

,

,78. Moct jots are pretty dull. 2"" D 1

80. For a good job, your income does not change
very much, but you can always depend on it. 34 A 3.

81.. The greater the amount of riA involved in
a job, the higher the salary should be 16 A

82. I would not like to work at A job where the
procedures are often changed.

83. Moss employers don't want empioyel who have
minds of their own. . ' "

84. One of the most important th;tre alio t ajob .

.
. .\ is .to' have the respect of thr other: pe e...

100 work at the same ipi...ace,-;7.,., .. .:' -,....

035. One of the MOSt- impor44t t'thing,,c ',Art' a o

' is tq have a pleas'ant1 to work.
-4- 1,... ,t---° . '2. tr '

.; 862,. I would like a jqb4.41at is. easy to do.

cJ
rwould:SiK,a job'where tithe requirements are
clearly understood.

88. What you do for a living does not determine
your worth a person.

89. I will Work at a job as long as I find it

interesting.

90, More thab ever before, there is a Greater
. variety of job opportunities.

U, A

26 D, U, A
4. A

A ,
.4 A*

11 A*

7 A*

31-4

13

2

7

2

5

5

23 A 5

23 A
t

1. I would like I can see the re;ults

of what I do. 8 AO 5

94. Most jobs are tive, so you have to .do ..

a better job thar the next person. 26 A 5

93. My attitudes toward- :.work are much like those
of my friends. 34 p, A'

_94. I would lie kijob where I don't have to make
to many de l ions.

,

95. Above all, I would like to get a job in',

good climate.

2

28 D 2

29 A 10

96. If you have a family, then it i your duty
to them to get the best job possible. . 16 A

97.. I would rather have a boss who is at nice but
who knows Widt he or she wit.ts tnai, a boss who

is nice but doesn't give enough direction. 26 A 2 5

96. The Attitudes learned in school a/e the
attitudes that are needed in adul-4 life.

I

27 A JO

Tnere snouldn't be any.differencen in'job

0
opportunities 'for girls and for toys. 14. A

t

4

t.

t.

4.1,



Table 4 (Cont'd)

I would rather worn. in treanant urroundingo
for,,Icss money that. WGT III uncomfortable
surrounding .for more money.

x101. It is unlikely that you con get a decent job
if you drin't join a union or association.

102. What you are in tnis life is determined to
a large extent by what you do outside of
the job.

163. Generally speaking,rthe kinds, of thin;. tnat

influence decioionb about job:: are about the
same for boys, and 'girls.

100. I want to nave seine hay about what t7ipperc
to me in my job.

10i. To find a good job, Graic,12 is. all the
education that iA's needelb.

106. When I worli. I- Lap't like tc be pu!;ned tvo
nand.

1C7. A good join in Or' wner you work by'your.,,elt.

106. A good job ic one that ollow- you to learn
while on tine job.'

D9. It is better to have a at tnat encoema,tes you
to 4enrr a i0[ t:1:;, to ':. cve a job whir e ,thete

is not much, to le,: :.

Most employer:a c one of rite

important qual ah emtloyee can have
initiative.

111. Mo't emtloyer their r.milcyee
nhoul.b titre rah :ntet t the iomp,ny .

.

UNDECIDED
MODAL'

RESPONSE
SR/JR .F)CTOR

DIFFERENCE I:fpNbER

33 U, A .

30 D, 2

31 A 3

10

17 D

20 A 2

34 D, U

8 1

33 1

10

111. Fu'r moat enat'Pr_ . , tv 1. more important 4

than profit. 30 U, A

113. IS! Pr you have war ,: evral month , you
n,ye every rig:.: your tub

unemployment :bhutanc.

114. I dM prepared to 101

Ili. Whe:: I an, re._. ; I'ir pro: ablY.
nave to'take
wh_:. i really bnt A

ti

OD, D

110. I feel bunfIuebt th :111 be atalr, co t,,INCtie

one next 5tep it. my In... 17

117. imployenb are loo, lag : ern; loye w :,o can get
along wit!. people.

being unemciayed pay tne long ter,.

11 A::

12 2

G3

1



Table 4 (Cont'd)

%
% MODAL SR/JR FACTOR

xt
UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE' NUMBER

!o'7'.:
.

119. One of the most important 'things in a jof,
i:: to have irienely 6o-workers.

120. I would like to be free to move from one
. ,

oompaAy to mother as my interests change. ,'17 1%J+
- .

121. My success ds an, adult depends on my success
On the job- .

, 24

122. 1 would like a 9 to 5 job which f can forget
about when I go home at the end af the day. '28

.

123. Frankly, I don't really want to work very
hard. g lh

124. You don't have to finish high ..chool to
get a good job.

125. If everybody believed that the Goverriment
owed them a living, then the country would
fall apart.

17

1

SD, D 2



1,ible S

Attitu'oe Toward
Form B

1. A good job in one where you 0,10 do your own
tning. -1C

2. A good job ir one where you don' t have. t^

ce:l with other people 9 D

3.. 4. good 'job is, one where you work outdoors. 34 U, A.

4. .A. good job_iS Onetnat has no more Anah 40
6 ncdrs. El. wee, . 28 ,D, U;,A

. . ,

f plod job: is on& that ,involver :t?avr,1 23 A

MODA1. SH/Ji

1/NDECIDLD :RESPONSE DIFFEkENCL

. A good jOb ig one where you c'ai become

Weil- known. .

.;:Sazonit'.1. con.4"iruc0 notld have
',.hiZner-Vay `permanent bOlding
...F54iktrgenanc,i..

8. . A.goodjObis onc.in. which you are in cnar,e
or a lOt of 'people.

6 ;,:ibd,.iob is one that you c, wort. at f or

sever&I. nr,eard.

t employer:, 1;e'tp riCC011firt of
;

s

trlEa Lnotint of time 1.:..32 ;ekl:siOyee!;
Wcrk .

. employers think (1.,its,one. the most
in!.pcirtLnt quail t ie C'111 have

is intel),igence. ,
f":?.St employers think. th sort f tein(;)1:: t
1..-'o. rtant !quail t.1,.v.:-. an C14,5:10te can halSe-,Zt 't

respe.d.:t for tli'!
I 2i., E77::.`105q;;;.:' .4-,11d .1 t l haw.: ra4 a

.; .t urge .St . -'

em"-lc4tr -isp to;it. ttio or:
4t'

. 1.`--:c. c---t .; i' .0 enter ,t'lle:

11;

tine.mploya,c, .21

101"C p.Lt ,tt:cry

23 I

28 D, U, A

.1

25

21

:f
20

4 ,t1

6R/JP -,11-1-TRimnc,4: :i.,,, .2.: ,.:,,,,,,,,,1 i, a ur,io\-- hign!t;:an

O1': ti:: etMi..t i ii.duni crhigh t4. J.

:cre iIgae4ded, i r..,ri or, .!iien then in

.4 flare 1 iS vre4ment'. i;, Lettior li'ign., tner.

S ;it!it e Agre6mir tSeh i 4, Hign' than in
- - .3-,1

A

A

r 0.1

ih Senior High
Senior tiign

Senior' hign

:n Junior li gh
junior-Hign 4



Table S (Cont'd)

MODAL. SR/JR 'FACTOR
UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

17. 'It is better tq be unemployed than to be
unhappy in your job. 25

4117 Erning a living can be f A*

19. No matter what anyone do s, there will always
be some people wno canno get a job.

ip

20. In getting a job, it is more important to
know somebody, than to now something.

21. It is always possibl to get a good job
you lOok long ugh.

22. There are jobs ailable for those who want
them.

23. The first j that I get will likely be
interest g.

24. 11y writing skills are good enough for me
to be successful in the job that I choose.

I have already decided on what I am going
to do for a living.

26. In most jobs it is more important to be able
to fcllow instructions than to find a better
way of doing something. -) 19 A 2 4

11 A*

19 D 3 7

14 A* 6

11-, A 4 6

29 D, U,.A

23 A* 5

35 U, A 7

27. A good job is one where the harder you
the higher your salary becomes. 14 2

28.

29.

16 'SA 5 4

30.

The amount you produce should determir
salary.

I would not like to work or an assembly Line
where you have to do the same thing every day.

It would be more important for me to stay at
one job that I knew well, rather than getting
more money to shift to another job.

31. It is important to wOk hard to survive in
this competitive world.

32. One of the mos; importart thingswabout a job
is to be given recogrition when you do a good
job.

33. I would like d j(icr, -.I challenge to my

abilities.

34. I would like a job where-the tos.. let you
decide how something should be done. 1.

35. I would like a job in wnich you don't have.
to work more than 35 hours a week.

In getting a job, it 'is more important to
worry about today tnan to be concerned
about the future.

23 A

27 D, II, A 2

10 A* 3

13 A* 5

12 A

28 o A

26 D'

21

3

3

3

4



Table 5 (Cont'd)

MODAL SR/JR FACTOR

UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUM3Ek

37. . There are mere- import .ht thing in life th a.

a Lig hal xy. 10 a A

38.
/
There ie very little that taught "1:,. high

school that w:11 be of u-e on a ieb,

99, After you be&in to art a family, tee

jbb become; rare important.

40. Tne sooner th,t c,:. become my

the better be.

41. In our high 5bnool we c let all o: the

information 1:,ri we need ',Lout dir te: ent

kinds: of job:.

42 Most employer 6oh't rally want to at to

know their erloye yo:y well.

43. I would rather have a lob with lot:, pay that

I liked, thar! a ion wi r, 'better apy that 1

did not like:

44. Most girls, are only looking for tem-orary jot:

95. TAe per3or, whc wer .:rd never wet ry. .

we. Moot employe: . are rr,,urea to 1:0.: behind

their ermployte:

If I won I.: letter': 1 WC,: Id

probably r :11 we: k.

45. School:. do:.''. t o !'!! :.A hyt atrcen, trial

of jot .

49. The scnuol: , ;de; 1r ing.

and girls -for eh.:;:ry :1-nto tre wor 1:1 of wore .

. ,I would like te ihd y have to

1

35 D, U

21. A 3

11,

24 A 2

28 U

13 4

32 A

Er

5:

It

keel your mih: : r tea. 12 A*

51. I would like jot thnt allow.. you to day-

dream w: :': le v,e .

5 2 . I t would :, in!, where y u felt

thal you we: du ing tag, imi ortaht .

52. It lookihit :Joni e: net: out th.

future o;-taa ti 1 L of en u; or me. '

I woul: nut inr . 1!,1 or, the

. 410
55. :met-, the wc: eyes1/4 a pc

forget

SE. A goou ,jeb th intere-rihr.

57. A goal 'eh i :"..J C: wort i . 7,rou;

with otter

Si. A goo: ion l-
-work.

A

lc: c r!

37 A



59.

Table 5 (Cont'd)

A good job I:. one that allow you to make lots

UNDECIDED
MODAL i

RESPONSE
4SR/JR

DIFFERENCE

of overtime pry. 34 U, A
.

. .

. ,

.;;.

60. A good job is one where you dohlt lave to
think too much about what .you al-e doing. , 9 D*

El. A good job is one that doer. riot involve any
risk of being injured.' 22 D, A

62. A. good job in one that i,as some variation
in the things to be done from one day to
the next.' o 11 , A*. 5

63. Employers are more concerned with what you
do than with how well you do it. 25

64. Most employers think that one of the most
important qualitien an employee can have is

,

that of being a hard worker. 0 5

65. Most employers think that one of the most
important qualities an employee can have is :
neatness.

..

29 A 5

., 65. Most employers think that one of the most ,:

important' qualities an employee can'.'have

is short hair. 19 D

67. Employers are prepared to pay good wages in
'order to keep qualified staff nappy. " 3:- ; U, A

68. .Employers seem concerned .only with getting
as much out of their employee) for as little
as possible. . 34 D, U

69. Employers are much like everyone else;,,some
are good, some are bad-.4 A* 5

70. To have a job is the duty -a{ Canadian. 74'

71. MOst people who are unemployed would ratheHr-
be working. / '21 A

72. I am looking forward to earning my own living_ A, SA

73. Wnen good j&ps'are people will
taFe them. 11 A*

74. Getting a good j.ob 1 . a matter of
luck - being the rignt 'place at the right
time. 20 U 1

75. I would move away from my' rom town: in order
to get the jot that to-; me. 16 A* 3

76. If your firnt job doen of me,: your need
you can alw;:v get another one. 20 A0 3

77. My `sign :ran ;reparqd me to enter the .
world of work." 3, U 3

FACTOR
NUMBER

8

3

3

5

6

5

3

7

10

5

. -8



Table 5,(CoWd)

MODAL SR/JR FACTOR

.ONDECIDED .RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

78. Schooln sho: 4per.c more time tachinr
vocation:11 tt.ah trey do DOW.

79. I would like to work part 'of a.' teas,. 3'2

U

A

3

.80. Most people khoW what they want to do for .

a living by thC time tney are fifteel!.' 22 4

81. Your salary cnould be det-ermined by bow well

you perform on the job. - 13 A*

82. The more training you have, the higne: your

salary should be. 22 tin 5

6. I would rater learn-one to ikand stick to
it rather tnan being aolced to do different
tasks every few days. 21, D 4

84. In holding e job it i..-, veu important to ogre

with,your boar, even tnough you .might not feel

like it. 23 0

85. One of4the most importantthings arnot a job ilb.

is to be treated, with respect by yce: employer. 11 A* 3

6E. One of toe be':.t 10.f i ewe wiLlit lot: of

vacation.. e 25 D . 0 7

. .

£17. I would like a jot wnicn lets me lea::. a Int. 7 0 1

e
6d. I would'Iike a jol wnere all the workers-4:1Tc

able to-make'nugge.7t:onh a, te 1.ow something

hnould bc. Cij:,e. 14' A* 1

4

89:- When I'go to would like to have a job

%Dere I feel tfal 1 save n lot 10 cont:ibute

to the job.

Siiciety owes [lie en interesting joh.

91. better to ;1olch to boring, jot than,

to risk to new one.

92. Even when. , job io not ihtereeting, it i5

important to c.:J you:'

93. I would not l.1J! :f i didn't rave to njike a

living. '

To be ounce,-. ul, it iJ important 1,, know

someone or. :%e place.

9f. I would nate to WIZF alone.

7

44

22

A*

U

A*

3

7

26 D, U 3

29 U, A 4 I

wguldr't rind long nouro. if 1.-r. pay is good. 11 A. 2. 2

97. EarAiig.:3 living it core important In.n doing

what 1:cou want, 26 5 4

9k Thc..,*mot, d rat.e j

for little fort.

4

fI

with .i gr. Y. y

0

17 D 2

3



Table 5 (Cont'd)

99. I would never let earning a living prevent
me from enjoying life.

"100. Most employers are prepared to give their'
employees credit for their original ideas. 31 .A*

101. I Vould really like to be in business for
myself. 34' U. A

102. Generally speaking, schOols, colleges, and
trade schools overtrain people for the
.jobs that they will hold. 36 D, 11,

103. I wantto find a job in which at'.the end of
day, I'll'know that I have done a good day's
work. 6

'

MODAL SR/JR FACTOR
UNDECIDED RESPONSE DIFFERENCE NUMBER

104. It is important to have a boss or supervisor
who sees both sides of an. argument. 6 A*

105. I do riot want to live two lives: one for-
my job and one for my other 'activities.

106., The more training I have, the better the .
joS I can get. 18

107 A good job will provide me with an .

opport'unity to develop my own special
kill and abilities. 9 A*

. 108. A good job it: one that allows you to get rich
fast. 24 N D

.

-

109. A good job is one that is located in the
community where you now live. '26 ,D, U, A

110.. Employers are usually' concerned about how
their employees look. 4 18 A*

111. Most employers think that one of the most
important qualities an employee can have is
promptness. 22 A*

112. Most employers would rather nave happy
employees who arc i bit inefficient than
unhappy employees who are very efficient.

113. a living. is the most important thing
in adult life. 22.%, D, A

114.. yoLshould just work enough to,support yourself. 12 e ,*
115, ..I:.thylk that I know what the requirements of

,:-.;:mbe't4crbs are. ,..,

.r,h-
rl.4116.* h-lb much unem loyment, I'll.bb luckly to

.

a *11,wheh 1 nish chocl.

1

1

2

29 D, U, A

ly poh._.ibfi to get the- training

needed ..or, .: a joN:

5

1

2

1

1

4 3

28 D. 4 1

20 A 4

11 A*



Table 5 (Cont'd)

118. A person should try to do a good joLwhether
ol.'nótthe bor.:, it :nound.

119. Each wOrkgr hould be able'to decide how
:to de a job.

120. I would like a job where I have a chance
. to make good.friends. 6 A*

V

% NODAL SR/JR FACTOR

UNDECIDED REOONSE' DIFFERENCE NUMBER

28

121. L;e1; job, money is not as important df, human
relationships. .; -2-8 A

122., very hnportan't for mq to get tu the tap. 28 D, U
.

, 123. It would be hard for me to Lee my fellow
wOrkers'getting aLead faster than 1 hm. 28 D, U, A

124: The hours of work, the vacations, d6a tie
ease o getting to work are'all
important that, the kind:, of things that you

.

do when you are at work. 36

_125. The greatest respcnsihility thdt on

ban is to earn d 20

U, A 3



U
VII. Description of the Components: Form A

A. Component.1: Initiative and Independence

The first 'component was made up of many items which

.seemed, to relate to the respondents' willingness to work

hard, to learn on the" job, and to succeed. The

interpretation of thibs component is confounded to some

extent 'by an "end effect". Most of the itensthat. ioad,on
.

.
. A,

the component ,are found at the end of the test: It appea'rs

that "125 items are too many and, as the respondents
di.;,

approached the end, they did not make as carefill

di-scrimpiations as they had .earlier. Consequently, items,

such as 112, "For-most employers, safety is more important
A

than profit" do not belong.



B. Component : Laziness
4

4

33

Although the moda;V:responses-to the iXems. which 'load on
..

kitlifis component indicate.essentiai disagreement with concepts
e

ike, t "Frankly, I don't really want to work, very hard", -Zhe

nent\> 's ina'ke. up of items which indicate low effse.ct.' and

It is interesting that the components 1 and 2

seen as two ends of the same continuum. Perhaps the

ets idea is so for4ign to students in. the communities

that 'tdere sampled, that they do not integrate it into a
larger conceptual system.

C. COmponen103: Employer Demands or Desires

4

Many of the items loading on this component are items
<4.

that relate, students' :percept ions of employer
qt ,,

_perceptions. 4tent such as,. "Most employers Xhink that one

sf the most important qualities an employee can 'have is

obedience" ill strate this notion. In general, the students
t..

seemed to

items which

... .

View e-mployerss asretponible;-and fair,- and the

load most highly , (62,;,k7), refiect4Ahis. The..,-

,pioblem that was'ensountered with tliicomponent was that 4
`,- -7

%.
'...

:

is. Made ub of two groups of items: respond4ntSpetceptions,
A

% *of employers; and respondents' perceptiOns of . emp.0yer:.
. ! ,

perceptions. employees. The lat.te*Aroup was subsequently,- .c.

.

°.viewed by thg investigators as onot ireronging to the domain

ate interest.:"Ae former grOup7 was seen as 'much more central

8
s.

r,



4.

to Student Attitudes Toward Work.

D. Component 4: Pay and. Promotion Characteristics

This component is a small but clear defined cogvoneIt

.typifi4d by its'highest:loader, "Allkod job is one with high

ay". J.
E. Component 5: Important Characteristics of Jobs/Importance

0
ofBaving a Job

.
....i. (

-

This component.,.is
V
a composite of 'two notions. The

fitst, typified by,., ."I would like a job where the
Til)

requirements' are clearly understood",-is Made up of.. /

psychological aspects o -f job characteristics such as
;,* -, ,

respect, seeing th6. results of one's effort,'. etc. The second
.

o
le e

notion rela4es to the importance of ,;being emplo.yed: "All:

people should work".. These two. notions were' separable in the

thirty component solution.

^s.

efio

44



/ L 1/4

F. Component 6: Preparation and Physical Job Characteristics

,

'Like
Component 5, Component 6 is "composed of, two

groups. Group 1 has items like, "My speaking skills -are good

enough for m% to be successful in the job tha I choose".

These items 'seemed more relevant to the domain of interest

than items, which made': up the,second saroup: "A good ,job, is

one where you work 11106,Ors". The latter' items seem d more to

of Job selection and, as alie more properly 10 the domain

result they were not used in subsequent deVelopment:

G. Component 7: Interest and Variability in the Job

Many of the items found in the component' showed;/

significantly different_ response patterns between the high

'school and junior high schbol students..In general theAtems

relate to jobs that are interesting and variablei, e.g., "Ii

will work at a job, as _long as I find it interesting", and "I

would like a job" where the tasks.are changed every -few
1

weeks".

p
;

*a.



'dr
0,

H. Component' 8: Jop Security

It was thought that this component would be: stronger

than it turned out to be. There were no loadings Wirfiter
06 '?*

than 4, and the item clustering was not clear. The-hici'xi-1hest.01

_ 2

loadings, Were received by items like, "I would ,rather be on..!

a. job from beginning to epd. than -to be in on a part, of
. ,

seveial different jobs", and "I will likely be:, satisfied
with he first 'job that I get after graduation". , , 1,

. $

I. Component 9: the Jung Employient

, tl . a.
This component has been rather glibly named,,bevegse it

6 .fr

is an , amalgam of Several ..deats, JO o s t of whiech 6onle be li

_ described 'as' right wing and competitive sit g., "People
'A

.who

4 .
p 8

don't work are generally lazy " ,wand 'ISoniptimeS you hive to
t!, v.6'

A"

c,hoose betwe n having friends, ana getting ahead on the

job". -iubse' vent_ efforts wer.e,, directle tRward redefining4 .

thit component' into a more purely competition - ambition

component.



J; Component 10: School Preparation

37

.

One of the desires of the Steering Committee wa's to

include items on students' perceptions of ,their
1

Component 10 reflects this. `}important defining items are,
u

,0

"The attitudes' learned in school are the attitudes that are

needed,'in adult5 life". and "Schools are pretty. good at

teaching you about how to lOok for ajgb".

K.' Non Loading Items: Form' A

Ief
It was expected that there would be a component, 4

items relating to differential opportOntt,i4s:,;:- d

responsibilities for troys and ()iris. This not.:ocCU'r.

Many of these sex related items did"., not 'load

component, either in the 10 omponent soDitilOn. or in the 30
t

component 'solution. Other items that did, *ad seems Ao

be logically related to Security, EmPloyPe'reOftionS,And

Unemploymedkit. Perhaps such ire ireArn:00y4tparle.-.* the
1/4

students' attitude domain.-



VIII. Description of the Components: Form

Responsibility, Fairness, and Opportunity to ."

The\ ,first c'oppdnent is an bmnibUs: component primarily '
defined by 'it'e4s 'like, "I 'Want to find a jcb in which at the
:end ..of/ -thee da'y,, I.,141.1:' know tat. 'I ''have done -a .good day !s

v, , .4t ,

work"., .aftd 'Rersyn should:try...to 'dd.:a good job whether or.
J

Such items' 'reflect the edployee's'not the bosS.,is ,around!'.
. 1 .

y- towar A
-k responsibiliTd the emPloyer. nother'group of items v

,

;,I, o J

refers tea -11.e eipl,ccyer S responsibility to the employee, "It: !, .
, ...,.

,, is impottan to have a boss or SUliervisdr ,who 'sees both

sides of ''',.anf argument". Finally, a third gr.oup of ilkeris,*.#

"opportunities for learning .n the job.,reflect
h Form A, there is an end effect: 2i of the final*

26 items on. this component. 'Many are interpretable, Out 111
. .

,

some seem d have been merely caught up in the "end rush".
Ipn a general 6 vegy, this component is related' to the firStr
.cbiponent of Form A.

:

'38



. Component 2 1)direk, 1.'ge and ti

39

Tire r6ndotti :`' iiiiiimeiwt.'of items frgit the d-riginal pool
4

t 9 :. Forms A and 13s;rettlted4n more power items ("A. good job
4 , 4, x' 4

.

is','. ohe in wthiCiv ;y;Ou;,,,pp in charge of a lot of ...people")
14:

4. \-..,fall4hg into Fort,- r,}3 :. Thus' the Power, -Prestige andloney

entral in Form B tharvz the Pay and

Prr.motio.'11' cattl-ponent-,,,of Form A. Nevertheless, the idea of
,i. , 4 . , ,

bigh,%pay .-',corpncn 0;tti both.
- -

.2.
4 : 4)

6.,iemponent

Cottiqhe`pt 3:.-,3,ob Characteristics Including Variability

tie highest loading items on this 'component
?, ,

the psychological characteristics of good jobs, "One

important things abotit a job is to be given

,,re gnitiol, when you do a good job" and "It would be nice to
,;

a
:,t,-,ha," job where you felt that you Were doing somett4n'g

i m p or t a n 0' . Other items reflect concepts, ,similar to

Confiopent 7 in Form A e.g., "A good job is one that has some .

ariition. in the things to be done from one day to the°

next ", and

Amind active ",

t would like a job where.. ou have to keep your

"

.0-



D. 'COmponent 4: Independence
.4

7.

This ccmponent relates to.part'of CodFonent 1 irAlorm

A. Because there are more items in Form B that relate to
N)

independence, the 'component appears to be stronger here than;.

in -Form A. Some example items are, "A good 'job is one where

you cam do'your own thing" and a strong neclitive loading for 1,

"Earning a living .is more at than doing what you really

want to do".

E. Component 5: External Control
A

This component is not clearly defined. 'Several items
,

refer to *'an: individual's life and choices being controllea

rom outside e.g., "Getting a'job is usually a matterof

\.
luck - beinggin the right place at the right time" and "To

Y.

be ,successful, it is important to know someone in 46. right
t

r place ". 1 , _. 0: .

1
.4

A .lainor part of the component refers to student10$.s'

perceptioAs of employers. These items,are partly associa;

with
k
x
'3

ete'rnal control, "Most employers think that one of he
._.

, .
. .

important qualities'an empPbyee can have iswOhort hair"
,,.

.
.

4

"Mot employers don't real -' want to get to know'their

empl-oyees very x,e11".

(J

4



.
F. Component

Availability

41

PoSitive Emgoyer Characteristics and Job

.,144s component combines the two ideas indica ted in the

title.. The positive employer 6haracte'risticS.are indicated

through itemS, like, !Most employers are prepared to stand

bEhind their employees" and "Employers are-prepared to pay
e

goOd .wages 4 order to keep vialified-staff happy ". The job
4

avail4bility items are exemplified by "It is always posgibrex
to :get' a good job if -you look long enough" and "There are

jobs available for those who want them". The underlying

theme seems to e a 'PoSitiVe .attitude ard job

.availability and employers.

Component 7: Laziness

Although not as strong, this component is very.siiiilar

to component 2 in Form A. 8ome'6f the items that load on.t

are; " wo-uld like a job that you to daydream.while

you wo ,,and woulcr#ot work if I didn't have to make'a

living"-

e.

a

or

4.

."J

04.
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H. Component 8: High 'School Influefices

One of the highest loading items on. this component is,

"My4bgh school has prepared me 'to enter the world of work".

Most of the items showed significant differences between

high school and junior. high school students, 'stemming from

tht specific reference to high school. In subseguent

revisions, the wording was changed to include both high

school and junior high -school students.

The component is :partly related to 'Compionent 10 i-n Form

`-\

A, although that component did not have as many items as

this one.

r

I. Component 9: Happiness and Team Work '

Only four items had loadings of .3 or more. The two

defining items were, "A gOod job Is one where you work with

a group of others", and "I would like to work.as part of a

team."

.1



J. Component 10: Unemployment

i' (his small Component is _typified by " o be unemployed

is shamefu ": a' Sentiment that was disagreed with by most

students., It is related to part of Component 9 in Form A.

1

143

K. Non Loading Items: Form B

There were 19 items that did not have .3 loadings in

the Form B pool. Many. of 'these items related to components

in Form A e.g., job security items, peci c characteristics

of job, etc. Other items, define a general viej, of Wort! e.g.,
;

"Earning a living ca41 be fUn" and "Society owes me a job".
,1

SO met i me s dtems in this group"' hada large prourtion'Of

'Undecided responses, indicating that the students .may or m.ay

not have had enough ale the judgment.

.flr

4. '

4



IX. Sumthary of Form A. and B in Rela.tion to Existin
,s

Inventories

Many of the components fdund in Forms A and B are,also

found in some of the existing instruments. As 'Table 1 shows,

Independence, Salary,, Job Security, Working wth People,

Working Conditions, and Interesting Work are all value

groups that have beeii found elsewhere. What seems new in the
c ^

'present item pool is the extra space defined by Laziness,'

Desirable Characteristics of Employers;' and Preparation'
0. 0 ,

including attitudes toward the school's ole in preparing ,

1students. \ o-

- From the . analysis, there is assurance that the item

pool captures the essence of most existing inventories and

extends into areas of interest ";to the MACOSA Steering ,

,47

Committee.

b.



.X. Creating the New Form

Eased on the components that are in Forms A and .E,

t akin'g into consideration the' dimensions sugcf,ested in the

project proceedings and using some of th0 litctors that arose..

in the literature that relates to items found, in Forms A and

B, it kas decided to use 15 subscalA.

A brief -description of the scales is given below,:

1.: Prepatation by ,School: Students scoring high oh' this
scale Terceive their preparation for entrance'into the
world of work as being adequate. School pteparation is
seen as appropriately -job. related.

. ,

Interest, and Variability in Jobs: Studelits'isdotiwg high
seek jobs that are iwteresting, challenging and, Varied.'

3. Diligence: tfudents scoring hig hdve attitudes
favorable to Aard regtrdlesg of.

.Laziness: St- udents who have high scores on. this scale.
indicate ,attitudes of getting as -much as.,possible.lor as
little effort as; possible. ,

5. , Job -.8ecurity: T is scale/describes itudents who Value
jobcecurity, o m en over other characterdstios.of job,g.

. .

6. ,PoAttiVe Employer. Characteristics: Students scoring high
.-.on this~, scale view employeri as honest, fair . and
generally upstanding humans.

7. Independence i StudelitS- scoring high on tliiS scaie rate
, the preserVatibn of their, own indepen'dence above that 'of'

,f

other job charaCteristics. , ,

%
.

.'.

.

.8. Money: Students scoring; on this scale view, salary
as being, one , of the' most important deterlinents:of 'a

s,

good job..
0

. Ambition: . Students scoring ", high on this scale view'
striving for success as more important than other '
cons

4

iderations like friends.

t-

..
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10. Locus of Control; stlidents scoring high on this scale
view" getting and holding a job as being largely a matter
outside of their control luck, knowing the right
person etc.

.11. Confidence in eeding: High scorers on this scale are1101r
confident of t eir ability of getting a job and being
successful.

12. Negative Employer Characteristics: Students scoring high
on this scale see employers as greedy and unfair -
mostly concerned' with looking out for their own
interests.

13. Social Relations: Students scoring igh on this scale
see social relations as being the i41)1) rtant determiners
of job satisfaction,. They `prefer woOrng with people and
a, part of a team.

. /

14. Attitudes Towards Unemployment. St s scoring high Off
this scale view unemployment as undesirable, even
shameful.

15. General Attitudes Towards .Earning a Living: 'Students
scoring high, on this scale have'a positive attitude.
toward earning a living, typified by a statement "I am
looking forward to earning my own way".

In choosing the items for the scales, certain revisions were

made. In 'general items 'which used the phrase '""A good job is

11 were changed to make it a personal statement: "I would

like a job that Specific references to high school

were changed to school, and awkward sentence constructions

9.

were revisee'on-the basis of sliudent response.
1._,

The major effort -ent'into creating FOrm I.,TheitemS

that make it up are shown in Table 7, together with their

location in the new scale. A second form, Form II, was made

up of items that were left ov fter the, creation of -Form

T. Some extra items were crea ed in an attempt to make Form

II resemble Form I as closely as possible.-The items taken

to make up Form II are shown in Table 8. Five items were
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Thole 7: Item Assignment to New Scales - Form I

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Preparation by School
A24 A25 A41 B38 B117
18 19 32 25 68

Interest 6 Variability
A48 A60 833 B50 B56
40 46 16 34 36

Diligence
A27 A32 A114 B27 B118
20 22 70 15 69

Laziness,
A44 A78 A113 A123 B51
33 55 66 75 35

Job Security
A4 A33 A58 89 B91
, 5 23 45 3 57

\'',

Scale: Positive Employer Characteristics
Source: Al5 Ao2 A67 B67 8100
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

...-

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

ale:
Source:
New Number:

12 47 48

r
43 62 '

Independence .

A54 A120 B1 834 875
41 74 1 17 51

Money
Al 4.28 A37 B37 B59
4 '121 29 24 42

Ambition
A36 A38 A39 A46 A92
28 30 31 39 63

Locus of Control
A101 A115 B20 b74 B944

64 71 8 50 61



Confidence in Succeeding
Source: 4 A50 A116 B22 8114'

New Number: g4 60 72 9 67

Scale: .Negative Employer CharactAistics
Source: A10 A13 A83 642 B68

New Number: 6 11 58 26 44

Scale: Social Relations
Source: A84 A119 B2 B57 B79 p

New Numberi 59 73 2 37 52
,

Attitudes Toward Unemployment
Source: A20 :A72 B16 B70 B113

New Number: 14 53 7 49 65

Scale:
Source:
New tauter:

41.

General Attitudes Towards Earning a Livig
A18 A45 A-79 823 B43

13 38 56 10 27

0
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Table 8: Item Assignment to New Scales - Form II

Scale: Preparation by School
Source: B77 A77 A98 B48 A76
New Number: 54 22 29 4-8 21

Scale: Interest and Variability
Source: A29 A89 862 A3 B83
New Number: 11 25 50 1 57

Diligence
Source: A31 A34 B31 B92 8103
New Number: 13 15 43 61 66

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Laziness
B93 B114
62 69

A122 A106 A86
37 33 24

cale: Job SeVurity
ounce: A8 A80 A23 B39 NEW
ew Number:., 4 23 9 46 55

Scale: Positive Employer Characteristics
Source: A68 A112 B14 B34 B85
New Number: 19 35 39 45 58

Scale: Independence
Source: A61 A107 A21 B110 B76
New Number: 18 .34 7 71 53

Scale: 'Money
Source: A6 898, B108 B81 NEW'
New Number: 3 65 68 466 60

Scale: Ambitiob
.'

Source: AS B53 B97 8122 B123
New Number: 2 49' 6.4 73 74

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Locus of control *

B116 A104 B21 A102 B90
70 32 40 31 59
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Scale:
Source
New Number:

Confidence in Succeeding
b25 B24 NEw' A24 ASO

42 '41 14 10 le

Sdale: Negative Employer ettaraOteristics
Source: A14 A30 B63" NEW NEW

New Number: 6 12 51 17

Scale: Social. Relations
Source:, B2 695 B121 NEW, B32

NEW Number: 38 63 72 67 44

Scale: Attitudes Toward Unemployment
Source: 8125 A69 670 A90 -NEW

New Number: ,75 20 52 26 '47

Scale: -General Attitudes Towards Earning a Living
Source:' A100 NEW NEW NEW NEW

New Number: 30 27 28 8 5

0



Table 9

Attitudes Toward Work -_Form I

.aStrongly Disagr'ee: SD
Agree: A

Disagree: D Undecided: U

Strongly Agree: SA

I would like a job where you can do your
own thing. SD D U A SA

..., I

2. I would like a' job where I would ,deal with
other people. SD D U A SA

3. I would like a job that I can work at for
severalyears. SD D U A SA

4. I would like a job with high pay. SD D U A _SA

5. I would like a job that is still mine when
other people are being laid-off. SD D '1.1 A SA

6. Employers are always trying to push their
employees to work harder. SD D U A SA

7. To be unemployed is shameful. SD D U A SA

8'. In getting a job, it is'more important to

9.

know.somebody,..than to know something.

There are jobs available for thole who

SD, D U A SA

want them. SD D U A SA

10.' The -first job that I get will likely be
interesting. SD D U 6.11 SA

11. Most employers think that profits are more
important than staff benefits, D U. A SA,

te,

.49
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1-2

grr

...Strongly Disagree: SD Diiagree: D Undecided:

Agree: A Strcf! 1y Agree: SA

0

12. ilost employers are flexible about the way
an which their employees dress, provided

U

that the employees get, the job done.. SD D U A SA

13. Earning a living should be fun. SD D U A SA

14. :A perSorMs majok. responsibility is to

support his or her family. SD D U A SA

15. I would like a job where the harder you
work, the higher your salary becomes. SD D U A SA

1E. I would like a job which is a challenge to

my abilities. SD D U A SA_

17. I would like a job where the boss lets you

decide how something should be done. SD D U A SA

18. My speaking skills are good enough for me

to be successful in the job that choose. SD D U A SA

19. I think that I will, be able to meet the
requirements of the gob that I choose. SD D U A SA

20. A person shculd fdel 'a little ashamed for

doing A, sloppy job.
SD D U A SA

21. The morn work experience you have, the
'higher your salary should he. SD .1) U A SA

22. One of themost imaortant things about a
job is to know that 7ou are doing' the best

you can.
SD D U A SA

a

C

1 I,
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U

1-3

,Agree:'A Strongly Agree: SA

23. One of the most important things about' a
"job* is to be able to keep it as long as _

you want it. SD D U A SA

2. Few things in_life are more important than
a big salary. SD D U A SA

25. There 'is very little that is taught in
high.sc4col that will be of use on a job. SD D U A SA

26. Most employers don't really want to get to
know their employees very well. SD D U A SA

27. I would rather have a job with low pay
that I liked, than d job with better pay
that I did not like. SD D U A SA

28. Opportunity for growth is more important
than making friends on a job. SD D 4 A SA

29. To be a success you must have a job with a
high salary. SD D U A SA

1

30. Sometimes a person will have to make
sacrifices in order to get ahead in a job. SD D U A SA

31. Sometimes you have to choose.. between
having friends, and getting ahead on the
job. SD D D A SA

a

32. Schools are pretty good at teaching you
about how to look for a job. SD D U A SA

33. Nowadays tnere is not enough work to go
around for everyone, so I'll not worry too
much about getting a job. SD D U A SA



34,

35.

M 36.

\ .

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42%.

43.

44.

u

14

Strongly Disagre'e: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U

Agree: .A Strongly Agree: SA

ot,

I would like to fittVa job where yOu have
to keep your mind active. SD D U A SA

r'

I would like a job that allows you to'.
daydream while you work. SD D U A SA

I would like a Srl, that is interesting. SD D ,U .7.- SA
:.

,

I would like a job where you work in a
group with otfiers. SD D U A SA

I am looking forward to supporting myself
by getting a job. SD D U A SA

I see that , a first lob' is really a

stepping stone for a career. SD D U A SA

If my job got boring, I would quit. SD D U A SA

I would like a job where -you can be your
own boss. SD D U A SA

I would ,like a job that allows you to make
lots of overtime pay. SD..D U A SA

Employers are prepared to pay goon. wages
in order to keep qualified staff happy, SD D -0- A SA

Employers seem concerned only with getting
as muca out of their employees for as
little asapossible. SD D U A SA

4

4,

1 (
4

a

)
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Strongly Disagree: SD
Agree: A

1-5

Disagree: D Undecided: U

ttrolplrAgree: SP.

45. I would like a jab where it is difficult
to be fired.

.1/

4,

46. I would like a job that has some
excitement' associated with it.

47. Most employers are prepared'to give a fair
wage for an honest day's work.

*

48. Most employ.ers are prepared to reward good
effort.

49. To have a job is the duty of every
Canadian.

O. Getting a good job is usually a matter of
luck - being in the right place at the
right time.

SD D U 'A SA

SD p U A SA

SD D U'A SA

SD D U A SA ,

SD D U A SA

'SD D U A SA

51. I would move away froth my home town in
order to get the job that suited me. SD D U A 'SA

52. Imiould like to work as part of A team.

53. All people should work.

54. When I finish my education, I'll be able
to get the kind of job that I want.

55. Wasting time on a job wouldn't bother me
very much. ws

SD U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D SA

SD D U A SA

AO.



Strongly Disagree: SD
Agree: A

Disagree: D Undecided:'U
Strongly Agree: SA 4

56. Most jobs are pretty interesting.

57. It's
to

to hold on to a boring jt5b

tthan o risk changinggto a new one.

I6'

SD p.o, A SA

SD. D U

J'4

58. Most employers don't want employees who P

have minds of their own. SD D 0 A SA

59. One of the most important things about a
job is to ha -ye the respect of the other
people who work at the same place. D D, U A SA

60. More than ever before. there is a greater
variety of job opportunities. SD D U A SA

61. To be successful, it is importantto know

someone in the right place. SD D U A SA

62. Most employers are prepared to give their
employees credit for their original ideas. SD D U A 'SA

63. Most jobskare competitive, so you have to
do a better job than the next personi. SD D U A SA

4 It is unlikely that you can get a decent

job if you don't join a,'union or

association. SD D U A SA

-65. Earning a living i,s the most important
thing in adUlt, life. SD D 11., A SA

66. After you have worked for several months,

you have every right to quit 'your job and

go on unemploep,t insurance. SD D U A SA

tit
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'67,

,Stronglor Disagree: SD Disagree: D -UndecUed:
, .

Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA'

I ) think that I know what the requirements

U

of most jobs?are: SD D b A- SA

%-

68.. usually possible to'get the training
needed for a job. SD D 0- A SA

69. A person should try to do a good job
whether or not the. boss is around. SD D U A SA

70.

71.

I am prepared to work hard for good wages.

When I az ready to gv to work, I'll
probably, have to take what is available

SO D U' A SA

n ,

rather than what-I really want. SD D 0 , A SA

4

72. I feel confident that I will be able to
handle.the next step in my training. SD D U A. SA

73. One 40f the most important things in a job
is t have friendly co- Workers. SD D U A SA

74. I would. like to- be free to 'move front' one
company to another as my interests change: SD D U A SA

75. Frankly, when I get a job I don't really
want to work very- hard. SD D U, A_ SA

4

lt



Lio you have ai:y comments? ............... ...... ... ...... . .

................... ... .....

.. ................ .. .. ....... ..... ................. ..

.................................. ................ ....

'flank you for your opiniohs.

1 u



Table 10

.
Attitudes Toward Work - Form II

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

1. I would like a job where you have to think
a lot. SD D U A SA

2. I would like a job that allows for quick
promotion. SD D U A SA

3. A desirable job is one where you reach the
top of the income scale quickly. SD D U A SA'

U. I would rather have a job that wouldn't
involve lay-off, than have a higher paying
job wnere I could be laid-off. SD D U A SA

5. I probably will like most of the jobs.that
I will accept in the future. SD D U A SA

6. It is easy for an employer to fire someone
who doesn't measure up to the job. SD D U. A SA

7. To get a gOoa Thad, you have to bE prepared.

8.

to move away frow your hdmo community,

Most people. like their jobs SD much they
look forward ,to getti,nq td work each

SD D U A SA

morning.

I will likely be Eatistied witn ,the first
job tnat I get after I have'fi,nished my

SD D, U - A SA

education. D U A 'SA

10. My skills will CE gpod enongh for md,to bP
silcCessful in the job that f choose. . SD 6 U A SA

lit
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,Strongly DiSagree: Si) Disagree: D Undecided: U

Agree: A StrOnqly Agree: SA

11. I would like a job where the tasks are
..changed every few weeks. SD D U A SA

12. Most employers prefer to have you working
on the salke thing every day than to have
you shifting from one task to another.

13. People should work hard to please their

employers.

14. I am confident that I will be successful
in most jobs that I attempt.

15. I would like a job where everybody works
hard.

16. The kind of job that I would like to have
is one where I can,make it on my own.

17. Employers are often greedy.

18. It is better to be your own boss than to
work for someone else at higher pay.

19. Most employers trust their employees.

20. To have a job is the right of every

Canadian.

21. My school has done a good job in preparing

me for further education.

22. My mathematical skills are good enough for

me to be successful in the job that I

choose.

1 Li'

SD D U A SA,

SD D U A SA

SD D A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA



:1 -3

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U

Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

23. I want a job where I am sure that the
paycheck will a:lwars be there. SD D U A SA

29. I would like a job that is easy to do. SD 0 U A SA

25. I will work at a job as long as I find it
interesting. SD 'D U A SA

26. More thever before, there is a greater
variety of 'lob opportunities. SD D 0 A SA

27. Getting a job is something pleasant to
look forward to. SD D U A. SA

28. Earning a living can be a pleasure. SD D 0 A SA

29. The attitudes learned in school are the
attitudes that are needed in adult life. SD D U A SA

30. I would rather work in pleasant

surroundings for less money than work in
uncomfortable surroundings for more money. SD D 0 A SA.

31. What you do in this li is determined to
a large extent by th gs beyond your

control. SD D U A SA

32. I doubt if I will have much control over
what happens to me in my job. SD D U A SA

33. W I work, I don't like to be pushed too
har .

SP D U A SA

,e5
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34.

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D . Undecided:

Agree: A Strongly Agree:. SA

A good job is one you work by.A

U

yourself. ] SD D U A SA

35. For . most employers, safety is more

important t an profit. SO D A SA

36. Some employers are more concerned with

their employees' appearance than with how
the employees work: SD D O A SA

37. I would like a 9 to 5 job which I can
forget about when I go home at the end of
the day. SD D U A SA

38. A desirable job is one where you deal with

many kinds off, people. SP D U A SA

39. Most emplcyers are eager to train people
'to fit the. job. SD D U SA

'40. It is always possible to get a good job if

you are lucky. SD D U A SA

41. My personality is good enough for me to be

successful in the job that I choose. St D U A SA

42. I have already decided on what I dm going
to do for a living. SP D U A

43. It is important to work hard to survive in

ow.

this competitive world. ,

.1 '

One of the most impOrtant thingt about a
job is to be given recognition when you do

SD D U A SA

a good job. SD D U A SA

,9
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

45. In most jobs, a good boss will let you
decide 4w some*hing should be done.

A

4.6. After you begin to support a family,
keeping a job becomes more essential.

47. When people are old enough to vote, they
should support themselves.

48.- Sc o train -you well for most of the
common inds of jobs.

49. In ooking for a job, lam concerned apout
the future opportunities it will open upc,
for e.

50. OI -would nice a job tat has some variation

II-5

Sp D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

, f .

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

in ..the things to be done from one day to
- the next. SD D U A SA

51. Employers are mare concerned with what you
Ado than with how well you do it. SD D U A SA

52. To have a joh ks the duty of every
Canadian. SD D U A SA

53. If your first job does not meet your
needs, you can always get another one. SD D U A SA

54. My high school has prepared me to enter
the wor1d of work. SD D U A SA

55. Job security is important to me. SD D U A SA

4,



Strongly Disagree:,SD Disagree: D ' Undecided: U

11-6

56.

Agree: A Strongly Agree: ,3A

your salary should be determine.d'by how
well )(au perform on the job. SD D U A SA

57, I would rather, be asked to do different

tasks every few days, than to learn one

task and stick to it.
SD D 0 A SA

5 E. Most employers tieattheitsemployees with

respect.
SD D 0 A SA

59. Society might provide me with an

interesting job.
SD D 0 A SA

60. For me, money will be dlle-of the most

important considerations in choosing a

job.
SD D U A SA

61. Even when a job is not interesting, it is

important to do your hest. SD D U A SA

62. I would not work if I didn't have to make

a living.
SD D U A SA

63.

64.

I would hate o work alone.

Getting ahead is more impoitant than doing

SD, D 0 A SA

what you really want to do. :SD! D U A SA

65. The most desirable job is one with high

pay for little effort.
SD D U A SA

66. I want to find a job in which at the end

of the day, I'll know that I have done a

good day's work.
SD D U A SA

1j%
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree,: D Undecided: U

va

4*

Agree: A Stroffgly Agree: SA

67. I woul like a' job where yOu meet

intere ing people.

a

SD D U °A 'SA

66. I would like a job that allows me to get
rich fast. . SD D U A SA

a 69. You sApuld just work enough to support
yourself. SD D U A SA

70. With so such unemployment, I'll be lucky
to get a job when I finisli school. D U A S.A

71. Each worker stiould be able'to decide how
to-do a job. SD D U A SA

72. .In a job, money .is not as important as
human relationships. SD D U A SA

73. It's very ,important for me to get to the
top. SD D U A SA

-

7u., It would be hard for me to see My fellow.
workers getting ahead faster than I am. SD tD U A SA

75. The greatest responsibility that a person
has is to earn a living. SD D U A' SA

1

--"*Ak.
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used in each scale. The resulting Forms are shown as Tables,

9 and X10. It should be noted that, the purpose' .of Form,,,,II was

for use ,as a reljability vcheCk.
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St unde,nt sv. were in
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invegtigators; and many of

opportunity. Their comments have be-en classified and appear

1

semi to- tote
f -;

them _took ,advantage 1J4 he

below in Table 6 .

The commentst tended to be/supportive cf the effort,
although there were a few who viewed the exercise as ,a' waste

of time. The least" anticipated ,reactions were .those that

indicated that stude.nts found the questionnaire useful

because it ccntrcnted them with some unfamiliir notions.

Perhaps this would make it Useful for guidance classes.
-1 .e)
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1

Student. Comments

Table 6

Characteristics of a food Job

1. I feel a good job is one thdt interests you and make you
feel ccmfortable rather than being tense and pressured.

2. Jobs are chajlenges, not just-a means of income if one
wants a good job one looks for a challenge',
friendliness, pleasant surroundings and a good wage.

.3. I think that a good job is one .that you, yourself Li-ke,
and it doesnlr.matter wnat other people say.

4. i think ,,that you ,should work hard fur something you'll
really enjoy even if you nave to go'through some rough
times.
In the future I would like a job that is a.good
challenge for me and my abilities. I would Also like to

. work with other people as a team. I would like a job
that is different and exciting each day.

6. I would like to work with familiar facet, wether I have
to get to, khow them,-or-if I know them already. Work
should be fun.

7. I do hope I can get a good job. I will work hard but not
if I like:it, but if it's fun.

8. You should have a jop that you enjoy dcing. If you dilet
enjoy doing it Lite will be a drag.

'9. I reel 'that a good job ie bne that you can enjoy dna
that you have:goals to set. I also feel that if you work
in uncomfoitarile surroundings you usually don't do the
jolt as well as it could e.

1d. In order to get a good job yop must try your hardest and
use your imagination to design new opportunities.

11. A good' job is one that I am happy with and making a good
living at doing.

12. I think it is important for a person to feel good about
his or her job, and do it.the'best they can.

13. Most people think just because your finished your
schooling that you should right away get a job, that you
are gcing to stay with. I think if ycu are undecided
about what you want to do you should maybe get something
that might interest you as a job, and see how it comes
out.

14. My opinion of a good job 'is doing something that
interests me so I won't be,baled and where I can help
people.

15. I think a considerate, botS is important, and a jot that
changes from day to day. High pay is not necessary, but
nice.

16. I would like to have a job where there is good pay, nice

444



workma'tes,kunderstanding boss and not boarihg.
17. I hope to have a job in which I will be happy, hleve

minimum wages, end like my boss.
18. I think that good job is one)that you are really

truely happy at doing.
19., I think that whatever job'you get you that you should

work hard for the realationshipS between people and the.
development of the job.

20. I don't mind working hard to get ahead'but it should
payoff in the end.

21. The employment field is very. competitive and so getting
a good job depends on attitudes, skills, knowledge,-and
willingness tc work hard. That jou getout of a job
depends on what yon are willing to. put into it.

22; The kind of job I'm looking for prdvides p4asant
suFroundingg and coviorkers. I would like to show my
creativity also. I'm willing to work 'hard and be

initiative. I would like my boss to be nice but firm
about instructions.

23. 1y opinion of a .good job would be one were you learn
something and I look tprwar4 to going tc work. Also has
some degree of danger.

24. I feel there is a -difference between a jot and a
carreer. I will not mind to be pushed around at the
start a bit for a job or carreer but I would not 1.xe it
later on.

25. I would love to make a lot of money and provide well for
my faaily it I ever have one but happiness is more
important to me.

26. : feel a job is getting a job, not to your liking, but
to support yourself and others. All-jobs are likeable Iry
you make them.

27. io be a success to yourself, you have to work at your
joie. I' plan to teceme a success to myself if I nave to
work for twenty years.
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L
'Hi Questi,ohraire Makes-Them Think About the Future

48. Tnis was interesting becauSe it really made you take .a
,book at,-what yoU have to face when ycu get out of high .
sehool. '

-119. SOme Of the questions that were asked, I haft never
thougtht about before. May be aster writing this Iknog. a

s.\ little more acut
30. This made me think abosk what it would be like to be

employed land haVe a job.,
I31. Mi.) su4vey covers a lgt of, good-points about, getting a

job in 44,s-hard run society of ours!"
32. This -9uiz ',Was,vky,good, Secause.you have 'to think for

3.3. This really made you think aoout iout'cW'n future.

4IF

C. 1116r/cis-Not ttlib .Most Important h ng I'd Life

4.

34. A ''job i* important, but it shouldn't be the majority of
impOrtance in your life. The job should eye enjoyable 'so
it doesn't disrupt matters in the fiomeey.

35. I! think' the most important thing is to-enjoysmy work 6
when I have my family to sit down & watch them 'grow.

36. old.ing a' jcb is vex), :important but not as important as
our time spent with family & friends. This opportunity
Should not beidtally neglectEdlbecause of working.

37. I'think people who take their job too meiious and forget
about thEil family should be thrown out of the world.

* 38: Providing a living. is important, but having a successful
'lite and a nappy life with the one you love Is more
important.

39. A job is very important 'm a person's. life but the
, family relationships are more important than a job..

'4.0. I'm happy that this servay came because it gave me a
chance to 'realize how much more important a job is than
any thing else in life except family.

41. I think that earning a living is a very important thing
in your life tut.notthe most important.



D3 The Importance of honey

42. I feel that I would rather work a job I Enjoy for less

money than to work a job I dislike for mciE money. Money
is a part in this world'but doesn't buy happiness.

43. Sometimes it is really hard to decide which is more

important to you; .being Well paid cr'being happy with
your jcb.

.44. I. feel that. your job should be important as something

you enjoy, lock forward to -and try to do yotir test at.

If you are planning on staying, in a career several

years, it is important that you want to do it, are
interested in it and that money isn't your main concern.

45. I think Canadians are,asking too much for wages and that

tod many people are taking the welfare way out.
46. Honey isn't everything.
47. A good job is, one that you enjoy doings This is the most

important aspect, because if you enjoy your job, you
enjoy your sdrroundings, co-workers, bosses, etc. A good
job ds not measured by how much money it pays.

E. The Employment Situation

4.6. I am sure that if some people worried and worked as hard
getting a jdt'as they do getting unemployment insurance
they would have nc trouble 'getting a decent jot.

49. I think people in Canada have gotten laze with.the

unemployment system. The unions have made things even
worse.

50. I reel that unemployment is the biggest problem these
days. And I reel that my kids will have problems. khat
is the governrent doing about it.

51. The Ion system in Canada is the pits. People have to
live 2 lives - 'their social -life and their private.

lives. I would' rather have a job that fits into your

social lives; rriEnds and family. I want no anti-social
co-workers. .

52. Why is it tnat mostp jobs Available to High School
graduates reguire expe'nence and nc one will hire.so you

can gain the Experience?
53. Tnere.is jobs for everyone if they want to work.

54. from the exptriences kthat a person.rEoieves in school
anu tne-job opportunities that the world nas to offer no

one, especially just out of school, can say that they

can't find a job. There is and always will-be jobs for
those who are willing to go cut and really look for one.

55. I think you can always find a job if you, want one but

you snould not *have to work all the time. If, you want a



few months vacation,
job.

56. Government should make sure the student worker has some
rights on the job, such as demanding safety standards.

57.!I wish it were easier for teenagers still in school to
get a jot for the summer.

5E. I hope this test will improve jobs and help students to
find jobs easily. P.S. I need a job.

59. I can get a job any time I want to.

T6-5

take it ,-. you can always find a

F. Equal Opportunities

60. I'm my own boss. I like to work harecn vans onetime
doesn't bother me. Girls should- cnly wives,
secretaries, nurses', maids, slaves.

61. Women should, be treated equally. They sometimes do a
mans job a let better thanus males!

62. Most jcbs arx unequal to women!
'63. Employers shouldn't choose betieen boys or girls. If

they dc they, are very selfish.& childish.
64. I feel that in dome areas even if a black has Letter

qualifications than a white, the white gets the job.
am ashamed at the whites for doing this.

G. Positive Comments

65. I would like to have a job so I will be able to find out
the ccrrect answers to these -questions and still live a
happy life. 1.

66. If this is to see who wants a job your in the right
place. I do.

67. Boston should have on the Stanley Cup.
68. If everybody had jobs that they liked, we would have a

better scciety.

f
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H. Negative Comments
Q

69. This is a very well presented piece of time wasting

material used to get statistics which are very

uninteresting.- This form is 4 waste of the taxpayers

money. M.y parents do not enjoy the idea, of stupid forms

like this. These forms may create jobs for people like

you who are reading this but I can't see how it is

helping theeducation of students in Alberta.
70. Legalize mArijuana. This test is F.......
71. Education nowadays in school is

:72. We a getting ripped off.
.73. hhat cod will this do. It hasn't got me a job the one's

I've cibte.
!74. Why do-you like wasting people's time?

/. Responsibility of the Government

75. Many people who have skills tc work, do not work but yo

on to unemplcyment insurance or welfare and get plenty

_Ir-- of money. others who have problems and/or large families
to support and are on welfare don't get as much pay.

This is act fair and I think people who take this money

for nc good reason should be stopped.

76. I 'think that the government should look into the "many,'

people who are on unemployment and find out the few who

really need to be on it.
77, I think that job oppertenities should be more because

the ,Government is lossing money for those who are

unemplcyed.
78. It the Gov't coula get more jots and if people went out

to work instead of mollecting unemFlcyment insurance

maybe we'd be a lct betltr off.
79. The government should find people on welfare a job

whether they like. it or not.
It a person is unwilling to work and doesn't try to find

job, the govt. shouldn't pay for them survivors.

Une loyment insurance iS only good when people are

f or fired due to no fault of their own.

;i

e-
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J. Concern for a Lackwef Awareness of the World of Work

81. I couldn't answer this servay to good because I don't
have a really good or important "job. r,s

1--82. I'm nct really aware of what employers a -ad employees
think of want. It would be a good idea tc give this test
to a group cider for better results.

83. I ,didn't really know any answers tecause I am not
employed but it has helped me.

84. For people who have never. yet held a job, they wouldn't
know the opinicns of employers.

K. Role of the School

85. I feel now that the education I am taking now has no
benefit for te in my finding the job that I like.

86. Us students would like to know what is involved in jobs.
We are getting the training in school but we don't know
whats involved and that's why I can't decide on what to
be when I am old enough to work for a living. I think
that schools should put more emphasis .on classes that
will kelp the student when he is in the working force.

87. I think there should be some kind of class in Junior
High that tells all the jobs there is and what each job
does.

88. Our schobl has prepared us well in the selection of our
0 jobs in the future. Our options and labs, really give me

the feel cf working. Especially in I.A.
89. Today you have to go through too much education to get

anywhere and probably end up with a jot you don't like.
anyhcw.

90. School's a waste of time for th'e job I want.
91. Scnobls rculd not help me get the Job I want.
92. Schools should aid students much more in them finding a

field to gc into.
93. the schools should provide more information about job

hunting andencourage students to work to their highest
potential E0 the student may be successful'at his/ner
work.

94. For matriculation, students, schools dc not dc a good
jop.

95. We need more skillilin schools about jobs. t

96. They snould.4ake schools teach_ skill on jobs that
students want. .

97. I believe that high school does not offer all itcould.
I think our whole Educational Sys m should be looted
over and reevaluated.

98i In a lot of cases,,a university ducation is useless

ro
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because there are no availanle. jobs.
99. I kncw that to get a good jab one must yc to university,

college cr tra.Oe'school.

L. Perceptions of What an Employer Wants in an Employee

100.
I think that what an employer wants. is 'a person who is
just. a gocd worker. The workers on 1-ersonal-feelihgs
andmeiws are really none of his employers business.

101.
I think that this test has helped me ackncwledge some
basic nequirements that employers expect out of an
employee and will try my best td have the same attitudes
towards a jcb that I have written down., Perseverance is
one of the most important qualities cf a good worker.

102.
Many students get taken by employers. They Fay them
little and work them hard. because they know they can yet
away with it. . 4.

1.03.
9,

.0.u1.6 m.tie questions dealing with employers and

emplcyaessLizhtly difficult because, I have not been
exposed to the "wcrking world" that much.

t
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I. Introduction .

In Part 'I of the report, information concerning the

'background, purpose, and context of this project was

provided; The purpose of the project was to'develop and

validate an instrument for assessing student attitudes

towards _the world of work. In its .charge.: to the

investigators,, the MACOSA Steering Committee' suggested five

dimensions for initial consideration:

- Attitudes /towards earDing,a living;

- Employer expectations; I
Perceptions about available opportupities;

Beleyance of school preparation for'eMployment; and

Characteeistics of a good job.

After investigating the literature (which is given in

II
of instruments (FormPart I)., the investigators built two p

A' and Form B) consisting of 125 it ms each. The items were

in the- form of statements to ._be answered on a Likert Scale

(Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly

Agree). The scales were administred to over 700 students

and, after fairly extensive analysis, a revised scale (Form

I) was developed consisting of 75 items. These items were

placed into 15 subscales of five items' each.

'.The revised version of Attitudes Towards Work - Form I,

the item assignments, and the description of the subscales

j



are shown in Tables
u,

, 2, and 3. These tables appear in Part

I of the _report, but are -repeated here for the reader's

conven ence.

r



Table I

Attitudes, Toward Work.- Form I

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

I would, like a job where you can do your
own thing.

or-

. I would like A'job where I would deal with
other people.

3. I would'like a job that I can work at for
Several years.

u. / would like a job with high pay.

SD D U -A

SD D 0' . A SA

SD D 0 A SA

SD D U A SA-

I would like a job that is still mine when
other people are being laid-off. SD D 0 A SA

5. Employers are always trying to push their'
employees to work harder. t?

7. To be unemployed is shameful.

8. In getting a job, it is more important to
know somebody, than to know something.
0

9. There are
want them.

jobs available for those who

t

10. The first job that -I-get will likely by
interesting.

11. lost employers think that profits ar. more
important than staff benefits.

SD D 0 A Si

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D 0 A SA

SD D 0 A SA

SD D 0 A SA

tJ
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12.

Strongly Qisagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided:

Agree: A *, 'Strongly Agree: St

Most emplo#.hers are flexible about the way

in which their employees dress, provided

.0

that the employees get the-job done.. SD D 0 A SA

13. Earning a living should be fun. SD D tl A SA

14. A person's major responsibility is to .

support his or her family. SD D U A SA

V
15. I would like a job where the harder you

work, the higher your salary becomes. SD D 0 A SA

16. I woLld like a job which is a challenge to

my abilities. SD- U A SA

17. I would like a job where the boss lets you
decide how something should be done. SD D U _A SA

18. my speaking skills are good enough for me
to be successful in the job that I choose. SD D U A -SA

19. 'I. think that I will be able to meet the
*requirements of the job that I choose. SD D U A SA

20. A person should feel a'little ashaMed for

doing a sloppy job. SD D 0 A SA

21. The more work experience you have, the
higher your salary should be.

A

SD D U A SA,

22. One of the most important thidgs about a
job is to kn that you are doing the best
you can.

SA D .0 A SA

1 3



Strongly Disagree: SD
Agree: A

Disagree: P 'undecided: U'
Strongly Agree: SA

23. One of the most important things about a
job- is to be able to cep it as long as
.you want it.

24. few, things in life are more important than
&big salary..

1

25. There is very little that is taught in
high school that will be of use on-a job. SD D 0 A SA

I -3

SD D 0 A SA

SD D U A SA

26. Most employOrs don't really want to get to
know their employees very'well.

. '

27. I would rather have a job with low pay
that I- liked, than a job with better pay
that I did not like.'

SD D 0 A SA

St D 0 A SA

Opportunity for growth is more important
than making friends on a job. St!, D 0 A , SA

29. To be a. success you must have a job with a
high salary. SD D U A SA

30. Sometimes a person will have to make
sacrifices in'order to get ahead ln a job. SD D U A SA

?1.. Sometimes you have to choose between
hating 'friends, and getting ahead on the
job.

32. Schools are pretty 'good at teaching you
about how to look for a job.

33.

SD D* 0 A SA

SD D U A SA

,

Nowadays there is not enough work to go
around for everyone, so I'll not worry too
much about getting'a job. 'SD D b,, A SA

.

0

A

t
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p

Strongly Disagree:' SD
Agree: A

Disagree: 9, Ufldepidedi Ut

Strongly Agree: SAa

1

.0
444'

./ i .,a P - 4.
34: I' would like to find a,job WhegO,yeghsoure

to keep yoUr mind active. - .-C, '...t.: 41)--7.--7. 7 ' : le
L. .: , .J

35. I would like. a., job that aAfiw Viti toy, S'

daydream while you work. ; ' 6 - SD D U A ,,,,!SA 0,
' . 1 " f l hi ,i

A , .4
,.

36. I would like a job that is int..e,rsting.,....3.1 SDyD. U, 4A SA
-o

4,
ae ,

37: I would like a job where' mu liorkt a '4 ,-
5grOup with oothers. SD 15 A SA

.- c -

38. -I' am looking forward to supporting myself
by getting a job. 1 s r ,V), D U A SA.

1

'.
D U A SA

Ito

39.. I see that a first :lob is neatly af . '
.s

stepping stone for a career. .. 1' SD D U 'A SA
- 4

II, r s

'LID.' If my c:.1:1 gbt boring, I would qui. ''"" SD D 'CI A SAL

. ,
. f 4' 4,-

441. I would lik a job where yr can be your
'Own

\
boss. I o
bo ., ..,, Sis D 0 A Sk

47,6

42. I would like a jfthat allows you to make
lots of overtime pay. SD D U A SA

44.

Employers are prepared to Fay good Ikages
id order to keep qualified staff fiamp'e. SD p U A SA

Employerg seem concerned 6nloy with iklUng
as much out of their eriicloyees as
little as possibA.

1

,S

I

SD D U A SA

/

*



st.

Strongly. Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: 11

Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

45. I would like a job where it is difficult
to be fired.

uf, I would like. a job that has some
excitement a,ssociated with if. .

SD D U 7 A SA

SD D' 0 'A SA

/447. Most employers are prepared to give a fair
wage for an honest day's work. , SD D 0 A SA

48, Most employAs are.prepared to reward good
effort.

U9. To have a job is the duty of every
Canadian.

SD D U A SA

Sp D U A SA

50. .Getting a good job is usually a matter,of
luck - being in the right place at the
right time. , SD D U A SA

51. I would move away frpm my .home tgwn in
order to get the job that suited SD D U A SA

A.K)

52. I would like to work as part of a team. SD D 0 A SA

53. All people'should work. SD D 0 A SA

54, When I finish my education, I'll he'able
to get the kind of job that I want. SD D 0 A SA

55. Wasting time on a job wouldn't bother we
very much. SD D 0 A SA

NI.
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1-6

StroMly Disagree: SD Disagree: 0 Undecided: 0

Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

Se. Most jobs are pretty interesting. SD D 0 A SA

57. .It's, better to hold on to a boring job
than to risk changing to a new one. SD 0 0 -A 'SA

e,58, Most employers don't want employees who
have minds of their own. SD D U A SA

59. One of the most important things about a
job is to have the respect of the other
people who work at the same place.

60. More 'thin ever before, there is a greater

variety of job opportunities.

61. To be successful, it is important to know

someone in the right place.

0 A SA

D U A SA

SD D 0 A SA

62. Most employers are prepared to give their

employes credit for their original, ideas. SD D U A SA

63. Most jobs are competitive, so you have to

do a better job than the next person. SD .1) U A SA

64. It is unlikely that you can 'get a de'cent

job if ydu don't loin a union aor

association.
SD D U A SA

ES. Earning a 'Iiiing is the most important
thing in' adult life.

SD D U A SA

66. After 'you have worked for several months,

you hAve every right to quit 'your job and

go on unemployment insurance. SD DA ;U A SO

O
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68,

69.

70.

Strongly Disagree: SD Di,sagree: D Undecided:
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

a

I think that I know what the requirements

U

of most jobs are. SD D U A

It's usually possible-to get the training
needed for a job. SD D 0 A

A ,person should try to do a good jnb
whether or not t)e boss is around. SD D U A

I am prepared 'to work hard for good wages: -SD D U A

71. Mhen I ready to go to work, I'll
ab'Iy have to take what ks available

rather than what I really want.

72. I feel confident that I will be able to
handle the next step in my training!

73. One of the most important things in a job
is to have friendly coworkers.

I-7

SA

SA

SA

SA,

D U SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

74. I would like to be free to move from one
companyto another as my interests change. SD D 0 A SA

,/' Frankly, when I get a job I don't really
want to work very hard. SD D U A SA.

O



...

Rs,

Do you have any comments'

Thank you for your opinions.

o

1-8

tk.
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Table 2: Item Assignment to New Scales - Porm I

scale: Preparation by School
Source: A24 A25 A41 838 8117
New Number: 18 19 32 25 68

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Scale:
Source:
New Number:

Interest b Variability.,
A48 A60 833 850 .856
40 46 16 34 36

Diligence
A27 A32 11114 827 '8118
20 22 70 15 69

Scale: Lazintgs
Source: A44 A78 A113 A123 .851
New Number: 33 55 66 75 35

Scale: Job Security
Source: A4 A33 .A58 89 891
New Number: 5 23 45 3 .57

Scale: Positive Employer Characteristics
Source: A15. A62 A67 867 B100
New Number: 12 47 48 43 62

Scale: Independence
Source: A54 A120 81 834 B75
New Number: 41 74 1 17 51

Scale: Money
Source: Al A28 A37 837 B59
New Number: 4" 21 29 24 42

Scale: Ambition
Source: A3e A38 A39 A46 A92
New Number: 28 30 31 g9 63

gcale: Locus of Control .,

Source: A101 A115 B20 874 94
New Number: 64 71 8 50 1

,Z)
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. Scale: Confidence in Succeeding
Source: A7V:JA90 A116 B22 B115
New Number: 54 60 72 9 67

Scale: Negative Employer Characteristics
Source: A10 A13 = A83 B42 B68

New Number: 6 11 58 26 44

Scale: Social Relation
Source: A84 A119 B 7 B79

New Number: 59 73 2 52

Scale: ttitudes Towar Ouemeloyment liiirr

Source: A20 A72 B16 B70 B113
New Number: 14 53 7 49 65

Scale: General Attitudes Towards EArning a Living
Source: A18 A45 A79 B23 843

New Number 13 38 56 10 27



es
Table 3: Subscale Descriptions

3-1

1. Preparation by School: Students scoring high on this scale
perceive their preparation for, entrance into the world of
work as being adequate. School preparation is seen 'as
.appropriately job related.

2. Interest and Variability in Jobs: Students scoring high seek
jobs that are interesting, challenging and varied.

3. Diligence: Students'scoring high have attitudes favorable to
hard work, regardless of supervision.

4. Laziness: Students who have high scores on this scale
indicate attitudes of getting as much as possible for as
littlb effort as possible.

5. Job S urity: This, scale describes students who value job
securi , often over other.characteristics of jobs.

6. Positive Employer Characteristics: Students scoring high on
this scale view employers as honest, fair and generally
upstanding humans.

7. Independence: Students scoring sigh on this scale rate the
preservation of their own independence above that of other
job characteristics.

8. Money: Students scoring high on this scale view salary as
being one of the most important determinents of a good job.

9. Ambition: Students scoring high on this scale view striving
for success as more important than other considerations like
friends.

10. Locus of Control: Students scoring high on this scale view
, getting and holding a job as being largely a matter outside
of their control luck, knowing the right person etc.

\

e
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11. Confidence in Succeeding: High scorers on this' scale are

confident of. their ability of getting a job and being

successful:

12. Negative' Employer Characteristics: Students scoring high on

this scale see employers as greedy and unfair - mostly
concerned with locking out for their own interests.'

13. Social Relations: Students scoring high on this scale see

social relations as being the impoetant determiners of job
satisfaction. They prefer working with people and a part of a

team.

14. Attitudes Towards Unemployment: Studentscoring high on this

scale view unemployment as undesirable, 4ven shameful.
/

15. General Attitudes Towards Earning a Living: Students scoring

high on ,this ,scale have a positive attitude toward earning a'

living, typified by a statement "I am looking forward to

earning my own way".



II. Scale Administration'

Form I was adminiAered to students in grades nine and

twelve. Six of the schools (two each in Lacombe, Lethbridge

and edicine Hat) had cooperated in Part I of the study. it

was anticipated that the result. s from these schools could be

used .to estimate the stability of school results over a

three-month period. Because Part I used students in grades 8

,and 11 in June, and Part II used students in grades 9 and 12

in September, MUCR of the Lacombe, Lethbridge and Medicine

Hat sample was the same for both administrations. The

responses were made anonymously, sc no attempt wat made to

correlate results on, an individual basis.

In ,th.g._case of Wetaskiwin, the study was restricted to

et,

froatne Wetaskiwin Composite High School. Two

classes wa,resel-eCtipecase of particular characteristics
--,

ethat would 4),e uf4,f- ,in.? 4e validity investigation. However,'
?

,

becease all'pOPOC:4104ts were high school students, they

were included the analyses without regard _to -any11C.-

.!
.4; ?f, 4.,d

special chatacStt ics.

In all, .1035 students participated in Part II of the

study. The students were drawn from several areas of the

province (Andrew, Edmonton, Jasper, Lacombe, Lethbridge,

Medicine' Hat, Red Deert and wetaskiwin). Because of the
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Edmonton sample was to en entirely from the Edmonton

Separate School System.- This factor might present

confounding influence on the results, so generalizations

should b't made cautiously. Neyertheless, it is felt that die

results are not atypical of students in central and :southern

Alberta.

The breakdown of,student numbers by level and city is

pfovided in Table 4.

The scales were administered by the classroom teachers

in LAE.. September. All students responded to certain items

of .Aickground information (sex, program, career, choice,

previous work experience) and these items were used 4as a

part of the validation process. Comments were elicited from

the students and many responses° were obtained. These

comments are discussed in the validity section.

School administrators, teachers and students were

extremely cooperative, and conversations with members of ,the

first two groups, together with comments -made by the

students indicated a strong interest in the project and in

the information being,collected.
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Table 4: Number of Students in Sample

Location Junior High Senior Hi

Andrew 39

Edmonton 144 153

Jasper . 58 56

Lacombe 52 49

Lethbridge 49 69

Medicine Hat 56 46

Red Deer 69 103

Wetaskiwin 0 57,
Totals 487 568



III. Results '

A. Item Data

V

The proportions of students responding to each

alternative on each item are shown in Appendix 1. More

interesting is the summary data shown in Table 5. For each

item, the modal response is ,given as well as the proportion

of 1.11nIdecided" responses and the kind of junior high-.

`school-senior high .school difference that occurred. For

comparison, -the modal response on the previous

administrftion is given..Some items were revised a4ter the

previous administratibn and, since the clomparisonS for these,

items would be misleading, they are not made.

The strong impression that one gets from the item

)response data is that the "work ethic" that seems to have

characterized many Albertans through much of their history

is alive and well amongst students. For exampIerrthey-seem

to feel that: "There are, jobs available for those who want
4.

hem", "A person ,should feel a little ashamed for doing a

sloppy job",, and "One of thetmast important thingt about a

job is to know that you are doing the best you can".,;This is

evidenced by the modal 'response and, while. there are some

who disagree with the sentiments expressed, the majority are



5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12. Most employers are flekible abbut the
way in which their employees dress,
provided that the employees get the job
done.

Table 5
. Modal Responses - Attitudes Towards Work

I would like a job where you can do your

MODE
PREVIOUS
MODE UNDECIDED

E? /.1F.

DIFFERENCE

4:

. .

own thing. A 21 5

I would like a jdb where I would deal II

with other people. 5

I would like a job that I can work at
for several years. A,SA . 14 pe 5

I would like a job with high pay; SA*
'4,

.I would like a job that is still mine
when other people are being laid-off. SA 12.

Employers are always trying to push their
employees to work harder. A A 28 .

To be unemployed is shameful. D . , 18

In getting a job, it is 'more important
to know somebo.dy, than to know something. SD,D D 14 1.

There are jobs available for those who
want them. A* .13

The first job that I get will likely be
interesting. U ,A D,U,A 32

Most employers think that prOfits are
more important than staffbenefits. U ,A D,U,A

13. Earning a living should be, fun.

*More
SR/3R

than 50% in:
DIFFERENCE:

this category.
1 More disagreement
2 More agreement in
3More undecided
W..More 'disagreement

5 Mort agreement in
6 More'undaoided-in

A

in Junior High than
Junior High than in
Junior High than in
in.Senioriligh than
Senior High than in
SeniOr. High than in

in Senior High,
Senior High.
Senior-High.
in Junior High.
Junior High..
Junior 1411..

;

16

22.

4

5

V



14. -A person's major responsibility is to_
support his or her family.

MODE

A

PREVIOUS
MODE

15. I would like a job where the harder
you work, the higher yput salary becomes: A

16.
. ,
I would like a job which ig a challenge

my abilities. A 41 A

17. I would like a job where the boss lets
114. 4

you decide how something should be done. A A

18. [My speaking skills are good enough for

me to' be successful in the that I.job

choose. 1 '

A*

19. I think that I will be able to meet the
requifements of the job that I choose. A*

20. A person Should feel a little ashamed
for doing a sloppy job. A* - A*

21. The more work experience you have, the
higher your salary should be. A A

22. One of the most important things about
a job is to know that you are doing the

best you can. SA* SA*

23. One of the most important things about a
job is to be able to keep it.as long as

24.

you want it,

Few things in life are more important
than a big salary.

A*

D

A

25. There is very little that is taught in
high school that will be of use on the

job.
D

26. Most employers don't really want to get
to know their emplpyees very well. ' D D

27. I would rather have 'a job with by pay
that I liked, than a job with better p.ay

that I did not'like. A A

5-2

7 SR/JR

UNDECIDED DIFFERINCE

u

11

14

-20

22

10

19

3

'14

11

21

29

22

ta

5



.28. Opportunity for growth is more impokanr
than making friends on a job.,

29. To be a success you must have a job with
- a.highsalary.

.--

MODE

U,A

D*

30. Sometimes a person will have to make
sacrifices in order to get ahead in a job. A*

31. Sometimes you have to choose between
1. having friends, and getting ahead on the

Jo A*

32. °Schools are .retty good at teaching you
how to look r a job. ii,11,A

33. Nowadays there is e4kOugh work to go
.

around for everyone, qI'll not worry
too'much about getting 'job. SD,D

34. I would like Ao'find a job where you
have to keep your'mind active. A*

35: I would like a job that allows you to
daydream while you work. D*

36. .I,would like a ja that 1% interesting. SA*

37. I would liky a job where you work in a
'groupwith others. A

38. filth looking forward to supporting
myself by getting a job. A*

39. I see that a first job is really a
stepping stone for a career.

40. If my job got boring, I would quit.

41. I would like a job here-you can be your
own boss.

42. I would like a job that allows you to
make lots of overtime pay-

743. Employers are prepared to pay good wages
in order to keep qualified staff happy.

A

A*

C,A

U,A

A

A*

D,A

'

' SD

PREVIOUS 7

MODE UNDECIDED

D 35:.

D* 14

A* 9

19

10

A* 11

D ... 10

1

)

A* 13,

A 21

A* 16

32 ,

25 4

D,U 46

34

U,A 29 -.

. .
. SR/JR

DIFFERENCE

.4

4

";

3

,

A?''s. 5

e



PREVIOUS

MODE MODE UNDECIDED D1:11.RENCL

44. Employers seem concerned only with getting
,

as much out of their employees for as
little as possible. D,U D,U 37

.

45. I would like a job where it is difficult

to be fired. U,A 33 2

46. I would like a job that has some excite-
ment associatta with it. A* 4

47. Most employers are Trepared.to give a fair,
wage for an honest day's work. A* A* 10

48. Nose employers are, prepared to reward good

effort`. A* 20.

,r

49. To have a job is the duty of every Canadian. U,A

A''

50. a good job is usually a matte of

luch - being in the right place at the
right time. D

A

D

29

16

s

1

51. I would move away from my home town in order til,..,

to get. the job that suited me. i A A* 22 5

52. I would like to work as part or a team. A A 31

53: All people should -work. A A 26

5* When I'finish_my education, I'll be able 'L,,,,_

to get the kind of job that I,want. A A ' 30

55. Wastingltime on a jols-"wouldn't bother

me very much. 1) 18

56. Most jobs are pretty interesting. A 24

57. It's better to hold onto a boring job *-14

than to risk changing to a new one. D D 26

. , .

58. :lost employers don't an employees who

have minds of their own-. D
,s,

D,U,A ...* 29 4

59. One of the most important things about
a job is'to have the retpeCt of the other
people who work at the sar place. A* A*
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4.%

4 '-
0

,P:i
fl o. Mdrc; than evle_before. there

b
is a ggeatr

variety oflUb opportunities.
* v PiPs

61. 'to be laccessfcil, it is impot4tant to'knoW
lik, someone in the right place. ,

.

.
4. .

462. Most emnfloyers ariorepared to give their 4*
employees-credit lOr their Aiginal id100s.

li.. Moshe jobs re competitive, vg, you have to

7": do a better %pb than the next person.gt A . ilatA A 5,

I4
64. It* likely -that you copfet a decent o .

job if yOu don't join .a udl6n or asso-54.
ciation. . t ,* DI . i''''),u 31 3

' ,.

0'
. .

,

65:' Earnihg a living .1s-'1 Imost important :,

4 r thing in adult ltfe D,A A 17

". 4

0',REVIDUS

UNDECIDED DI;.FERENCE!CDC. MODE

fib

11

Al`

A4

D,U

4, lik*

5- ",

24

26

66. After you have worked for several months,
you have eVery.tight to quit your job and
,go on unemploy%ent imsurnneet

67. I think that I know what the requirements
of most AEI's are.

SD sD,p , 12

D,A D 26.

i

68. Its usually possible to get the training
needed for a job. A* . A* 7

69,' A person 'should try lo do a good job 4
wbether or not the boss is around. A A., SA 2

125°
70. I am prepared to work hard for good wages. A,SA A* 3

71. When I am ie'ady to go tb work,'I'll prbbably
have to take what is available rather than 4

what 1 really want. . A 24
.

.

72. 1 feel confident that Iwill be 'able to
handle the next step in'my training. A* A*' 16

, .

73. One of the most important thl&gs in a job
° is to tove friendly co4wOtkers. A* ,A* 11 5

74. 1 would,Like to be fiee'tomove. from one
company to another' as my interests change; A U,* .33 0. 5

li '

75.,, Frankly, when I get a'job I don't really
want to work very hard. 14 1



That students appear to be confident in their ability

to succeed is evident in the responses to such item-s as "I,

feel confident that I will be able to handle the next step

in my training" and "When I finish my education, I'll be

able to get the kind of job that I want."
4

Adother striking result was the, close agreement between

the modal .responses of the group in Part I and the modal

responses of this group. Only Item 28 showed a difference in

direction between the two questionnaire administrations.

The

responses

students were genuinely undecided, rather than items which

contain ambiguities. In all, seven items produced one third

of the responses in the undecided category.

items which snowed proportions of undecided

ceeding .33 appeared to be items on which the

E. Subscale"Data

The item scores were combined into subscale scores by

assigning the following .numerical values:

1 = Strongly Disagree

2 ="Disagree

3 = Undecided

4= Agree

5 =Striongly agree
05
cln. the case of item 25 on subscle 1 -(Preparation) , the

I
scoring was reversed so that the item "pointed" in the tame

direttion 4s the rest' of the items.- This reversal was



retained throughout all subsequent analyses.

Each scale has a maximum possible score of 25 and,a

'minimum possible score of 5. Means, standard deviations and

other stati*ics were calculated for he entire sample for

each scale, and the results are shown in Table 6.

It would have been convenient to have all,of the scales

centered on a median of about 15, allowing for maximum

,variability in each direction. This would have been most

easily, done Or having the item scores centeredaround 3

(Uftcertain).. Such a strategy would have defeated one of the

purposes of the scale,,i.e., to use items that would be of
x.

interest in and of themselves. Consequently, centered
,

subscalesiliere sacificed for item interpretability.

In spite of the problems of maintaining item validity

at the cost of maximum discrimination, the'subscale scores

generally exhibit reasonably good discrimination. Eleven of

the fifteen scales have means in the .range of 12 to 18.

Interest, Diligence, and Sbcial Relations have means which
'I I

arc above 19, and Laziness has mean of 9.63. It is

difficult to devise items that would have'centralized"tile

means of items on Diligence, Laziness and Interest; since
4

zuch revised items would almost assuredly have,changed the

nature of the attitudes being measured. Some item

adjustments could have,changed the mean.of *Social'Relations

without violating the nature of the concept.

In all cases the means,. medians and modes are
5 °.

approximately tne same, indicating relative.. unsktewed

1 51.,
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distributions. Three measures of variability are provided.

The standard, deviation indicates-that the Subscales with the

greatest variability are 'Attitudes towards Unebployment and

locus of Control. Beth of, these subscales may contain ideas

that are relatively unfamiliar to some of the studentsThe
.

least variable subscale is Interest. Part of the reason for

this is that the -re ma/.....,have been a Ceiling..0.effect,

preventing the variability that might otherwise have

occurred.

The first and third quartiles are also shown (i.e., the

25th and 75 percentiles) to provide an approtimate.idea of

the dispersion of responses around the median. Eight of the
11,

15 subscales have interquaitile ranges of about three points

(inclusive). Only integer values have been given, since the

subscales' are essentially discrete, and the _integer values

are more useful for interpreting scores in practice.

Perhaps, one could tentatively define "extreme" scores as

being thoSe above the 75th percentile, and those b ow the

25th percentile.,

Another, useful- indicant of the range is the 90% high

ensity region. This region contains 90% of the scores, and

it does so in such a way thalk every score inside the region

is more probable than every score outside the region. This

indicant is useful because it takes ca-re of any skewing that

might affect the interpretation of the mean, plus or mings

some standard error. Thus, the 90% high density region need

not be centered on- the mean or median, but it does indicate
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Table 6: Scale Statistics

MEAN

1. .

Preparation - 18.02

STD.DEV

2.43 '

MEDIAN

18.1

P
25

16

P

75

19

MODE

18

2.
Interest 20.05 2.00 10.08 18 21 20

3.
,Diligence'.:'. 21.46 21.47 19 23 20

4.7
Laziness 9.63 .84 11 9

Job Security 17.82 2:40 ''. '' 7,..,9D . 16 19 17

Je*

6. .

f...,

4..

Pos. Emp. Char. 17.91 2.49 18.05 16 19' 18

7. .

Independence 17.95 2.81 18.10 16 19 19

8.
Money 16.40 2.85 16.30 14 18 16

9.
Ambition ,

17.09 2.41 17.18 15 13 18

10.
'Locus 'Control 13.22 3.29 12.95 11 15 12

11.
Confidence 17.62 2.50 17.71 15 19 18

12.
.

Neg. Em p. Char. .14.63 2.87 14.54
4

12 1E 14.

13.
Social 19.75 2.51 19,86 18 21 20

14.
Unemplcyment 16.36 3.40 16.38 12 18 17

15.
General 17.99 2.45. 18.05 1E, 19 18

T6- 1

907
HIGH DENSITY

'I 21

18 - 23

19 24-

6 - 14

9 - 18

14 - 21

11 - 18

15 - 23

12 -. 22

15 - 22



the Mos jrobable scores in a way that other indiCesAo-nOt*

Using the 90% high density region, onet.ansetli-

although Laziness has the lowest mean

subscales (9.63) , it requires 8 points to inclUde-9.

students. Thi8 suggests that while the typialst4identj,i0

opposed to the notion of "something for nothingthereare

some students who might be viewed as almos ft.b8CiThing:to

the notion.

Interest and Diligence ,are the, only twoqtScales:where

the SO"; high density region' ,does not touci-.th6. central

values of 14, '6 or 16. For theSe two suAAPAles, Ole people

generally fall in the region of 18 ;to 24.
0,

C. RelafionshirlsA3etween Item's and SubS.4e0:
)

., n -

,

The relationships -bgtween items and-Sik.bScales were

investiA
A

ated in two. ways, First,. were

caldulated between each item and eadt,'80Scale score, The

results are shown in Table 7. Al,l ..it -ems had higher

,cqrrelations

correlations on sthe'sdbscale to*hi4h, they belonged- than on

any other subscale% All correlations.betWeen :subscales and

their items exceeded, .40, and 60 of the 75 cases had

correlations above .50. Preparation had three item subscale
,

correlations' below .50, and the. GenerAL Attitudes subscale

did` not have any correlations:greater than .58. These were

the two subscales the,Toorest showing, and even with

these there is little cause lor..c@ncern.



T'A B L E 7

ITU! FACTOR LOADINCS *AND ITEM -SCALE CORRELATIONS*

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

'Factor

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Item-Scale

Correlation

Preparation

18 57 26 47

19 26 57
, 41

25
-69 66

32
-52

68
40

1,7.
47

Interest IS

Variability

16 53
64

34 55

411 .

64

36 41 25
57

40
-60

51

46 34
55

Diligence

15 30
37 59

20 37'
'26 50

,. 22 41

-^7r,

5,

*.'IitTimals have heen omitted,
0

k.

5 L'

,



Scale 1

Factor

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Item -Scale

15 Correlation

69 ° 49
36 60

70 59
r 68

Laziness

33 -40.
54

35 -52 28
64 ,

55 -56
67

66 -50
62

75 -62
70

Job Security

3 .

52

5 36
53 57

23 34 -27 54

45 28 27 30 59

57 45 45

Positive Employee
Characteristics

12
53

43

47

'43

57

26 . .63

57

a

1f,



kale ,1 2 3 4 .5 . 6 7 -

Factor
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Item -Scale

Coirelation

48 60 66

62 57 58

Lndependenoe

.11.

1 61 65

17 59 63

41 58, 65

51 29 -32 27 46

74 34 26 53

Money

. 4 31 26 50 , 49, ,,

21 3t - 29

: 24, -44

29 56 59

42. 57 r 58

Ambition
C,

28 .37 -29 . 52

30 54 49

31 69

16i

te,



Scale

Locus of

Control

39

63

,

1 2 3 4

Factor Item-Scale

6 7 8 9 11 :12 13 14 15 Cortsrlation

26

33

50

8 69

50 67

61 71

64 .37

71 51 29

Confidence

9

.54

60.

67

° 72 -30

27 ' 36

501'

54

4!?

48 .

Negative Employee'

Characteristics

V

^o

6 38;

11^ . 64

26 62

68

ti 72
%

48

a

49.

1.7

58

59

59

49.

44

54

60

54

i

/
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.
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4."
d

'. f ei
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d

t

Factor Iteop:acale

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 . Correlaticn

7:-25 '-

58 46 .'

Social
Relations ,

I

2.

37,

2

59 37

73'

."

38 43 ko'
°

73

74.

.74

69

,53 4

63. 52

Unemployrent.

7 54

14 35 a 26

49 73

53 .76

'65 40 -27

General,

13
34

27

111
26

56 43

0
.

61

51,

71

61

49 55'

53

-51 48

45

5825

I..
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The:secOnd'procedure fot'establishing the_ item subscale

re-l-ationships was a principal components analySiS of ItemA

intercortelationS. Fifteen components were extracted and

rotat.td.to the varimax-criterion. Time constraints precluded

the use. 'procrustean. solutions for fitting iteds to

scales .and so in interOxting the varimak loadings, it must

be bote in mind, that the solution may not be the optimal,

solution. for fitting itemsto subscales.

The results of Ale analysis are shown in Table 7. To

.make, the-tinterpretation. easier for the.readet4, only those

Loadings whiCh are greater. than .25 in absol4tevalue are

.shown. k more complete table is available-on'requesi from

The goodness of lit -las rated on a five-point Scale (0
C.4to 4) for_ each of the subscales. 11.all,of the items on a

'subscale had loadingS on the same component exceeding .25,

then that sub scale was given a rating. of Four subscales

received the rating of 4. They were: Diligence; Laz ness,

Negative Employer Characteristics, and Unemployment.

A rating of 3 was'given to subscales on which 4 of the

1-

five items had loadings-.greater than .25 the same

component. Pour subscales achieved this 'rating:'; Positive:

Emploet Chaficteristics, Independence, Money, and c.us of

Control..

-

To receive a rating of '2, the items were split between

two. .,components (three cn one and two on the other)..

Preparation, Job Security, Confidence, and '.541.e...111.Relations
4

. 4



received this rating.

Interest and Ambition had three items on a single

component, and received ratings of 1. Not unexpectedly, the

General scale, exhibited poor factorial "purity"; having its

items spread over four different components. This subscale

received a rating.of 0.
P

It was felt that -this rating scale was fairly rigorous,

and ,any subscale that had a Zating of two o better was well

within the acceptable limits of consistency, especially in

'view of the strong evidence gained'from the item-,subscale

correlations.

All of, the items on the Interest subscale were rated

highly. (The subscale mean was high, add' the standard

deviation was the lowest of all the subscales.) The General

subscale, because of its nature, is unlikely to be

unidimensional, and so there is very little that can be done

about it. The behavior of the Ambition subscale is a matter

of
.

some concern. PerEaps' the concepts 'of single-minded

ambition do not develop until later in a person's life, and

so the items may lack cdhesion at this level.

tianyitemsloadedondlorethan'onecomponent.This,was

not a atter of concern; since the subscales are dot`

intended to be completely -independent. The char* of the

Steering Committee was such that certain related facets of

attitudes towards work were of interest.. As much as

possible, these facets have been included in one'form Or

another..
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L. Subscaie Factor Analysis

r.

s.

12

Intercorrelaticns were calcultted amongst the 15
,

=f-

subscales, :and the results were factoed'accorping to an.I.

iterated. factor solution. 'Twelve varimax factors seemed to

4Daccount for the dAta.

The largest correlation (in absolute value) occurred
A

Letween Laziness ard Dirigeeke. The value, -.458, indicates

that while there is a significanttcorrelation bet;ieen-thes*
_

twc subscales, they are not to be considered as opposite ',it

ELds o.f the same continuum- The second highest correlation

was -.353 between Diligence and Interest, All other pairs of

subscales had lower correlations, and this s reflected in

the factor solution. 3

If one uses a criterion_ valUe of .30 as indiC;TIe of

the salient variables for each factor, then 6,of the .12

41

iactors are single subscalc factors. These are:

Factor 1: Money (.567)

Factor, 6: Ambition. (.537)

Factor 7: Preparation (.547)

4

Factor 9: &employment (.'322)

Factor 10: Positive Employer Characteristics (.465)
4 '1

Factor 11: Locus of Control (.488) co
44

o
Five factoEs have pairs oi subscales loading on them, and
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one factor

, ; .11

. . A
'1 ,

is a sort (3.,f gefte ral: actor with four stibtclasses
4 '4

4 4 :.,. ,

2... ? :i.r:

, -
oadrngon it: . 7 %.

(:,

Factr 2:
*,

Indepei*de,*ce (t192) r..
Interest (.534*

7701

11 A 7 Viactor 3;, DiligeFe. (.526) .:
Laziness .(-,,179)

. .oFactor 4: Negative Employe Characteristics (.634)
4 '. Positiiie ,Employer CharACtetistics ( -. 356)y et.

.
4

Factor t: Job Security (:567)
* Unemploym4ct 6465)

, *
k% .

....
Factor 12: Co.nfddence (..5894

,,? General (.346) ,. ' ? .:.,
1 ' 4,

e t 4:

Factor 5: ' Social i0580) 4 ..

4 i!,

A

*: ,G e n kr a 1 r k . 4 37 ) thi;:.: vo

f:, -Invt.erEst:'(.393)
.ft,'

, Dill:genc. T.30.8) .4*,
.....

t

. .o.4 . -; ,
.. -t . % ''' . -V2

4.
..',..?..

Factor' 2 *appears toy, be *:ts: .onbining elemOnsits froin the two
, ,. !t

subscalts' that might 'indicate 'challen,g.e Ofteindepend.ence.
4 61 4*

Factors AilVe. and .four have .fin obvious b-ipolp,rity, althosugh
G 0

the loadings , are -, not sufficidintly stron0 to i,ndica't,e that
Ta

the respective subscakes shOuld be 4tombingd., D7fligence, and
4, . .. .02 , e4: ....

Fositive E, e ,Cmployr haracteristics 4 ssept some "independence!.'. .

-...., .,-,- -./ 4. ..!+, *. ;;;1,.

Ly loading Elsewhere -a '''well. As noted earlier, Xactbr 5' is
-,

a general -::,factor.. Factor 8 has a com*op element of
.

.41

employment running through it, and Factor 'q is, in

actuality, the .Confidence factor. The loading'of the GeneraLf.:.
.. ,n,E,

subscale on this factor-'is caused ny the items on that scale

which refer to general- outlooks on employment.
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In sumr.:ary, the factor solution gives strong evidence
of

the structural validity of the subscales. The complete

correlation matrix and varimax solution .is shown ip Appendix

2:

.01

E. Validity Studies

Within thd constraints of tim- alloc ted to the study,

several attempfS izere made to investigate validity of'
e

the subscale, scores. The first of these attemp s made use of

the background 'inform'ation to see if diff rent groups

responded to the subscales in a different fash.o . The means

are-shown in sables 8 - 13.

Diffetences Between Junior and 'Senior High School Responses

The high school and ',junior high school 'groups were
N M

compared using a one way analysis of variance. The number of

junior high school stiadehts was approximately 460, and.the
4.1

numiler of high #- school students was approximately 560.

(Variationthy in the numbers caused by -students omitting.

responses aid thus not hiving complete subscale scores).

thd large numhers, Uh.eAeSts had the power to

diffdrchces. In spite- of this,' only seven of

the fitdItn subscales showed significant diffTences. (Table .

Bea se of

`detect small

8)..

4 0
4.

-.

5
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TABLE8
Means For Significant Junior/Senior Differences

Subscale Junior High Senior High

Preparation 18.5 17.5.

Interest 19.8 14. 20:2

(

Diligence NSD

'a.

Laziness NSD .14 e

47:*

`Jpbt4curity
o .

N

Positive Emp.
cknrActeristics

18.1 17.7

Independence 17.4 18.1

Money

Ambiticin

Locus of
Control

Confidence

. 16.66 16.18

Negative Emp.
Characteristics

17.37

NSD

13.49

17.83

Social NSD

Unemployment

1

General NSD

.

6,,

tiA
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Junior high (Oh) students rated their Preparation .)

higher' than did the Senior high students (SH). The means

were 1.8.5 anl 17.5 respectively, suggesting that as the

Students °approached entry to the world of work, they

.perceived their training as 'being slightly less adequate

thari'students who were farther away.

SH 'students- rated the importance of Interest- an

f' Variability ,An a b' higher than OH students (OH=19.8,

5H=20.2): Consistent with this finding was the differenc,

between the means on Independence, where the OH mean was

17.4 and the SH bean was 18.3.

There were no significant differences on Diligence, Job

Security, Laziness, Ambition, or Negative Employer

Characteristics, but the OH group viewedi".gmployers more

positively (mean=18.1) than the S1 group (mean=17.7) on

Positive Employer Characteristics.

The Oh students rated the Money factor slightly more
:7/

important than did the SH group (mean=16.66 as compared with

16.18)1-a finding that seems consistent with the findings on

Interest and Independence. Perhaps the SH group has begun ,to

develbp'a realistic assessment of-their earning potential.

A -somewhat Tuz2ling finding .wa.s the difference betWeen

the two ,grcups on Confidence . The Silgroup,had a higher

Cknfidlince mean (17.83 as compared with 17:37), butt they

also had' a higher. Locus of, Control Mean indicating that they

tended to see obtaining and holding a job as being less in

their, control than the OH students. (The, means were

.31



1.6

Sh=13.4 JH=12.9). Perhaps the SH group is showing a growth

toward a realistic assessment, 1 and the JH group' 'is

%,

7 4

In general, the differences betweep the, two groups ma4e

some sense in terms of the kinds of experiences that uo

groups would ha've encountered up tgl:this point. The greater .

. .

likelihood of having had work experience in` the SH group

would perhaps tend to temper their judgment.

Sex Differences

Two way analyses of variance (level by sex) were

conducted on all subscale scores. Since about half of the

subScales had 'exhibited differences on grade level,, it was

thoUght that interactions might occur between, grade level

and some of the other background va,riable To:check, this
-

cut, all subsequent analyses used \a two. way analysis

In the case of the sex variable. (see .4ble 9) ., there

were no interactions with revel, .inliicatkng that Whateber

k40'
,

sex differences exist, exist at bathfieVels", S x ',:.,44,fferences

4

occurred on all tut "three subscale rn 4elleAl., the gitig.
4

rated Job Security, .InefendenCe, Amb tion, and., Money as

important tha'zi1eing less

and Variability, in a ObAlighe ,tha

more negative on Lazinektie.n..0"Ygr,'

Employer Characterisics1%er t'ha't

cf work seemed mcre popOnta4t

At,_

rated. t14.4. Neg4ive

aspects
.

a they had more.
-
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Two: Way ANOVA: Level hy-Sex

Means

Subscale Sig Effects Level Female Male

Preparation .111

SH

19:6

20.0

Diligece 1

SH

.IOs 13; ,Se t y

inCleperaence

1H 17.7 . 18.1
SH ;1,7 1g11

JH , :6 17.9
SH 18.1 :7

Ambttion

Confitlenca 17.7'
S,

1,7.0 18%1.
, ,

. ,
!- 6,2;

CharacOrispicg 14.'7

'44
SOCiar S

.Q 4. 19,2
.

h(4.*,

RaeinplOymeryt 15.4,§
15.: 1,7:3

General
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moderate views on unemployment- The girls tended to rate tn(.

External factors on holding jobs as being less important.

than boys, and, on General Attitudes, had a more positive

attitude toward earning a living.

It seems clear from the results of this study that the

-girls seem to. possess many of the attitudes towards work

that reflect a male-dominated work environment. Although-the

differences are not great (less than one point in all cases

exCept for Money and Unemployment), thy all'seem to be in

the direction of what could be des ribed as the stereotype.

Given the great inertia that seem have confronted social

aovement in the past five years or so, these data are taken

as supporting the validity of the scale. In other waveds, it

seems likely that if '-opinions that appear in the popular

press and on radio talk shows are true, the subscales seem

to DE reflecting atftudes. accurately. (An article in the

Edmonton Journal, Oct. 26, 1978, supports this contention.

It pa's reported by Canadian Press that two researchers from

the OntaLo Institute for Studies in EducatiOn,' Avis G aze

and Lyz Sayer, found that Ontario high school girls i Itheir

sample "look to future careers in traditional female jObs

and-are not prepared for long years cf working.").



Program. Differences
41.
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Students were asked to indicate which programs they

were taking, or intended to take' when they reached high

v7.

school. They were given tie choice of Technical, Academic,

Tusine8s, General, Undecided, and NO Main Emphasis. Program

differences appeared on all subscales except Job Securitir,'

Ambition, and Social. Interactions appeared oPreparation

, and independence. (Table 10).

Generally speaking, the Technical, Academic and

Business groups felt better prepared than the other groups,

a finding which would tend to suppOrt the validity of the

scale. however, the Business group showed a two point

drop-off from grade 9 to grade 12, suggesting that as they

approached the impending job market, this group had the most

dt the "deci4ed" groups. The Academic and
aisgivings

technical groups, ,while experiencing some drop-off, Showed

less change than the Business grOup.. This .would be

consistent with the. notion. that the Business group was

closer to entering the world cf work than the othei- two

groups.

The Academic group had 'the highest Interest rating,

while the Undecided and ,Geribral groups had the lowest.

Ag4n-, this would appear to be consistent With the

gar

validity assertion. I Similarly, the. Undecided aild No Main

/Interest groups had the lowest scores on Diligence (abo%t a



TABLE 10

Two Way ANoyAl Level x Program

Subscale Sig-Effects Level Tech.' Academ.,

Means

Gen. Undec.

17.6- 17.9

17.3 16.9

No MainBus,
4.-

A

Prep ation
-

6,R,1 JH 18.2

SH 17.9

. 19.1 . 19.6

17.8 17.5
.-..

18.'.

17,:

Interest LP JH 19.5 20.2 ( 19.9 19.3 19.6 19.5

SH 20.2 , 20.6 19.8 19.8 19.8 20.1

Diligence P
JH 21.8 21:5 ' 22.9 21.3 20.9 20.7

SH 21.8 21.7 22.0 20.9 -20.7

Laziness JH 10.1 84, 8. '9n. 1,1.5 10.'
SH 9.3 8.8 10.IA' 10.8 10.7

Job Security JH
SH

Positive Em ',.
.,?

JH 18.0 18,.0 , '19.4 17.5 17.6 . 18.i

Characteristics SH 18.5 17.9: 17.9 17.3 '17.3' 17.:

'Independence. L,P,I
JH 18:8 17:1 16.8 17.8 17.4 - 16.:

SH 18.5 18.g 18:4 17.4 ' 18.3 18.

Money
P

JH 17.7 15.8 17.4 16.1 17.0
.

SH 17/.1 15.8 16.2 16.4 '1.67 16.:

Ambition JH
SH

Locus of
Control

1,P
JH -)t11.2

SH 13.0

11.9' 12.9

13.5 /-12.7
13.9. 13.6,

13.5 14.'7 ,

13.-

13.:

Confidence 4.? . JH 17.3

Sir 18.4 '

17.4 18.1

'17.9 18.5

17,1 16A
17.8- 16,7

17:-

Negative Enik/. cm 14.5 14.3 14.9 13.4 13.4 13.:

Characteristics SH 14.5 14.2 14.3 14.7 15.8 101_

Social JH
1,

511..

Unemployment

1%61Siiki

16.6 15.8.. 18.1 15.6 16,6 14,5

17.5 15.9 16.6 18.4 16.7 15.-

4
General JH 18.1 17.7 19.0 17.6 17.6 , 19.:

'SH 17.8 18:1 : 18.6 17.8 18.2 16.'77

IL, !c.5
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point ,beloW the others), and the highest rating on Laziness

iagain, about a point differende):

The Technical, 'Academic and .Business groups_ had high

scores on Positive Employer CharacterfsticS but, on Negative 4

Employer Characteristics, allA groups had about the same

scores except for the No Main Emphasis group. The Technical,

group had the highest Independence scores, perhaps becauSe
A

of the broad job market that awaits them. The AcadeTic group

had the lowest score's on Money, an opinion consistent with

some people's view of reality, and the Business group h d'

the lowest score on .Locus of Ccntrol, indicating. that

getting and holding a jot was seen as neing- More under their

ti

otk- control than in the other groups.

Ti, least confident' groups were the r ecided and NoAi
. Main Emphasis grtups, possibly .-indicOting a causal

relationship. The most . confident ,group'-was the Bp4inesS

group and, in addition, they had the highest Score:on the

General Attitudes;sU cale.

The Academic and No Main Ihasis _groups had the most

'Moderate scores On -Unemployment,,- the latter perhaps- because
4

o

they. lazy see thetselves as being ul)employed.-The.Undecided,,

group scored highest on Negative Employer perceptions.

_, ).* ,Although the% proportion of stuneO is in the lindec,ided group

who had work experience was '. ,bout the 7same as the
.

-,, ',,'

proportions in 'any otNi group, ps the Unaecided group

contained more' people who had SomeArork experience of an

unpleasant sort. (Pile breakdown of the Iprogram groups
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according tolrior job expeiience is shown. in Appendix 3.)

in -igeneral, the relatidnships netwe4n ;program and

suLscale means seem to support the contention that .the

.

subscales are producing' information that is consistent with

the common lore and, in that sense, there is some validity

to this attitude opinionnaire when the items are .compiled

into subscales.

41 v 4?

Joh Astiratien Differences

The students were asked'to indicate the kinds of jobs

th'at they would. like to have when they were` ready tq.enter

the world, of work. A very crude rating scale was placed on

the results. AL attempt was made to rate the responses

according to the amount of training that' would be required

for the ppsition. Five levels were defined: No Training (or

g,
on-the-lob ,,training) e.g., salesclerk; ' omeA Training (up to

about '47:ear).-.e-,g., secretary, machine driver, pilot;

-...-

lechniCalool more .than a year) e.g., electrician,

recistfed nurse, farmer, owner of a business; Bachelor's

tegree; and Postgraduate education.

0 16Differences ,c.44.ved on . Preparation, Interest, ,

laziness, Independence, Money, and Unemployment. '(Table 11).
. .

.

.

IL generad) the Postgrapuate group had highest scores-bn,

IrEpqtion, Interest and independence. The Technical group

had 4,be highest. scores on toney, and _they were the mast-,
, -

critical of Unemployment. The .,No .

Training group had 'the .
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Two trap ANOVA: Levu! by Job A,p1ratIon

Subscale "Sig Effects Level

.
Preparation '

.

s L,J
.

JH

SH

Interest "III:

SH

JH

SH

Diligence

Laziness JH

SH

JH

SH

JH
SH

JH

JH

SH

JH

SH

Job Security

Positive Emp.
Characteristics

'Independence
L,.1

Money
L,J

Ambijlon,

Locus of
'Control

JH

Sli

JH

SH

JH

SH

JH

SH

JH

SH

JH

Sli

Confidence

Negative Emp.
CLaracteristics
6.f

Social
1

U4mployment..

1,7

General 4
0

& * s.
014

Moon,

t,

.9.1r . Somo , recit 11,101 t

.17.6 18.8 18.7' 18.6 I9,T
17.5- 17.6 .18.0 . 17.5 17.1:1

19,.. 19.7 19.8 20_0 26."
2-0.2 .19.9 '20,1 20.9 21.2

.

9.9 9.0 10.1 9.2 9.3
10.1 9. 1 9.6 9.0 8.S

ti

17.4 17.1 17.6 17.5 18.:

18.1 17.7 18.3 19.0 19.'1
o 0

17.1 16.6 17.2 15'.7 15. e

15.7 15.9 16.5 16.0 15.3

.

16.7 16.8

15.6

'16.9 15.4

17.1) -15,9

'I

15.6

15.3

,

44
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highest scores olt5 Laziness, but the differences from the

other groups were less than a point.

Jbb Differences

Students were asked whether thEy'held a part-time job.

About a third of the JH group and ahout three-fifths of the

Sh" group said' that they were holding part-time jobs.
)

, Confidence was the only subscale which indiCated a

difference ee_tween the two groups. (Table 12). Students W'ho

were holdingpart-iime jobs had higher means than those who

did Lot hold such jobs. This is certainly consistent- with

the validity assertions, but stronger evidence would have p

teen, ciaimed if differences had occurred. on such scales as

Employer Characteristics, Money; and Diligence' scale.

erhaps the experience gained through part-time jobs isnIft

viewed by the students as being generalizable to the world

.of work.

111111-Time'Job Differenc

0 4,

One quarter of th.e< JH group and ihreerifths of the Sit
. :4?

group claimed some previous full-,:time job experience.experience.

. Between group differences occurred on seven 'subscales.)-
'''V

(Tab5:e 13) .

Students with fuli=.-time work expeq.ence rated their.
to.

Preparation. lower, and -they seemed to rate interest _lower.

1 --;" (!
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Subs ca le

Preparation

..g
,..interest

t.
4

T A N 1. L 12

Two Way ANOVA: Leve I by Pa r t Jub°"6.

Sig Effects LevelA----

L JH

Sit

J11

SH

Dili nce -;JH'
311

NT
Lazhnes JH

PT. Lob

1,*

No PT .ylob

.t
4"°'..".1P

M ,,

4
SH

.

t Ski

L Jti
cs'' Ski

Indepen nce

y

JH
SH

Money

Ambitiotl

Locus
fof

Confidence

Negative Emp.
Characteristics

4iFf

-L

JH
S

JH
Ski

Jki

2H- 17.61 17.23
SH 17,V, 17.68

SII

Social, JH
tSH

Pl -7-
Unemployment JH

SH,

Gehera 1 JH

O SH

A

3

19.42
2L) .1A,

gL

19.7A

,. yt

e

0

P..
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lABLE 13'

Two Way ANOVA: Level x Full Tillie Job .

Meads

Sub ale' Sig Effects Level "FT. Job No FT::Job

Preparation' L,F
JH
SH

18.2

17.5

18.6

17.7

/

yInterest L,F
JH 19.6 e 19.9'

-SH 20.1 . 20.4

JH
Sft

'Laziness r, JH
SH

ES

Job Security

:tiVt'

JH
SH

positiv
Character grics

L,F JH 18.2 18.1

SH 17.9 17.4 P

Independence ti f!
JH
SH

Agoney L F
JH 16.7 16.7

.4''
'

SH , 16.4 , 15.7

Ambition JH ..-

"SH

1,Odus of

Control
L

JH
SH

'V

Confidence F,1
JH ." ;18%1

SH 17.9

17.2
17.7

Negative Emp..

Characteristics
F

14.4 14.9

SH 14.3 14.8

Social JH

7 SH

. Unemployment

.

F,1
JH
SH

16.5
16.6

16.5

15.7

GeneraI JH
SH

c

v 14



than the other group.jheywere less severe in their ratings

cf einployerS in terms of Negative.Characteristics, but they

were more severe in their assessment of Unemployment.'The

people with full-time experience rated the,imPorta ce of

Money more highly *han the other group; .they had 'more

Confidence, and they rated employers

these .findings seem consistent with the hypothesis that

fdll-time work experienCe.mtgive students a more realistic

perspective on the' worldof work. In no case were the

differepces great. and.geneilly spealing one would haVe to

Say. thallooth groups appeared to.posseSs reasonably healthy

more positiely,All 06

_attitudes towards the world of work, both 'in terms their

oWn likelihood o,f success and in terms of theibverall ocial

-good.'

F. Wetaskiwin Study .

As a result of discussions with vaiiousstudents at the

University of Alberta's 19'78! Summer Session, it was' lelarned

that a teacher at the WetaSkiin Composite High School had

,identified a pair of contrasting groups whose attitudes-and,'

Valufs were identified

teacher, Mr. lirden Schn

being very dissimilar. The

was contacted and agreed to

-administer the instrument' tot both groups. Khe first group,

enrolled in ChemiStry' 30., consisted f an achieving,

college-bound group:. Gen nraOl wy, they were students who took
.

' their studies seriously and vhb were likely to bysucceSsful.
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in their chosen' endeavors. The second group, enrolled in

Mathematics .15, was made up 'of 'a group of students w#o

didn't do well in school and, possibly as a consegudnceior

perhaps as a causal factor, were not positively disposedio

education and its .potential benefits. The average scdres

the two groups are shown in Table 14-

- The two groups' showed significant differences on all

but'. fives subscales. (Preparation, Job Security, Ambition,

0nemploy4ite and General) . On -all other scales, th.e.qm.
.407/

differences were in he ypothesized direction'. Te`

Chemistry 30 group saW Int est and Variability as Aing.,
;;3 4- 6

more importai in a job; they seemed to. value
0

Diligence
,-

mote
. .

P,

*- *
(and' Laziness less) ; they saw employeirs ilpa more ilositi% P

,

S
- . # s, 4'/..

-light; they sought more Independence; Money iilp less of a,

o
.',-:

. .

concern; they saw Control beibg more likely to be vested in_
4

=

themselves; they were far more Confident; and sekmed4ko

value more Social jobs. In Short, the imbscalesAbeemecto

diScriminate. betleen the two groups in about toe same way

t

that !the teacher's -profeSsiona)i judgment had.

4
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T A Is I. I. 14

'Wetaskiwin Group DifIlerences

Means

Subscale Sig Effects Math 15 Chem 30

Preparatibn No ' 17.41 17.81

Interest

Diligence

p
Laziness

Job Security

Positive Emp.
Characteristics

Independence

Honey

Ambition

Locus of
Control

Confidencg

Negative Emp.
. -Characteristics

Social

Unemployment

General

Yes , 18.85/. 20.93

1,

Yes -20.50 . 21.93.

Yes 11:26 8.50

No P 18.74 17.97

Yes 16.96 -18,57

Yes '17.26 19.10

Yes 16.81 .* 15.60

No 16.08 17.07

Yes 14.21 12.27 .(1

Teti 18.10

Ywts 15.93 13.77

Yes 18.73 20.23

No 17.42 16.33

4

No 17%96 19.21

t;

,,. /,994
../.41..,

tr

''.

4r:
46.,

.4* *I it.; ,. .

...
cJt.



A G. Student cOmmepts

214

Gn the last page. . of the instrument (Form I) , the

studetitse yere_ ihvil.ed, to write comments. lany took the

.opportunity t do'sO. the number of comments received from

eagh, s.eabol "showre.in Table .15. About one- third of the

.:otal.mgroup.commentd 9a the intrument..

The :combeilts es;hown 'Tab.le i6., They have been

.',clasified. into grdqs iroug,hly:'aionq :t e lines of the
4

su4scales., Onof40 striking'thi4A,tha can leseen with

refernce tc 4reparati; filS:4eelng:expre-ssed by 'many

= ',,students that ther is lack Of guiaance In career
.,.:

%educat0n.

,t The -gen-kiral. 'feeling

' .

indicates th4 iti an impOrtant
0 .., ..

satisfaction, Afiu4 supporting the generally hig&subscale
1,,,,_

about Interest .and Vafiability

go'mponent: .§f job.

d
average. l' 1:-pil,igehce' and laziness .comments support the.

potlon that b Weats seem willing to Work hard for weat they
* i .

._:, . ...
.

.

t`Nt.,, 4. , . . .
.

,41:--, want ill- life, -ag* Supporting earlier findings.,
SOme'of the'coileWits.that were received with respect to

, 4

'.

emplOyer' charCharacteristics; :.noted- that, without much
.

'experiehce; it is difficult-,.to-make the kinds of judgments.
. .

-

that are called fof% This qes 4 difficult criticism to answer

sin*: i t is expected that the students would not n oessarilyt

ilk Have 'the expd ence, yet itseeas important to tap theii

-feelii..g5 in this regard';'

There' seems to be a

:

realistic approach to tte questions

0



f mcncy.

1
-S

'' '' \J e,StUdentsgMOilupport.the:,notion that money

'-.isn't everythi,og :ajt1.0*4f4t. , s,certainl/d,esitable.'

IL de..t.4ollin4 .A.daletit was feit'.11that ttere might

same difac0iiy liitbjhe notion of,Locus of Control. The
' ' 't) I: , .`

.

.commekts',seem t9:4dAC c.hat the students have a good

,
..,,. ..,.

25

t,4*

ratlOtal u4ders,t411.40i .

c-

the concept ,and, as in many

.."4,
t :

': othof M4t.r.tes, ..',,44,*:.a* both internally controlled_ people
,')'' " ',,`;',!.- ".' ti ,.:

ard e*terile,040.1.1.ed;.people. The question raised in the

4_.

it.p.erieve H. " Octi,bh.
A-

4.ti 5. a complex one. Experience is
,-.- . .

-

edessaryi", but/. ho you get it?'PerhaTs this is' an area.

where lot.41L4'iiugl.programs might be useful.

k, .' ".,..:'t ...!r!(,---'-' ....

-,,. :e-'-ll'--gurli ' 'the comments seem to support the subscale
0. .

:1;i .; : ' 4, :....-- , 1Aer' '.ci

,-.';4findirgs of A'i.;ge:Orally optimistic adolescent group.jhe

`-cointme , idence 'ill Success exemplify' this by
,

;N.'

ilAustr.,0tIng-4. positive outlook toward the job market that
..i.:,. 1

iorisithtent w'id'th the general subscale findings.

fI

p

(27

r
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Table 15: Respondents Commenting on Form I.

2gpolNumber al,(1 Name

01
St.' Hilda J.H.

02
St. Brendan J.H.

03
Sir John Thompson J.H.

04
St. ,Mary's S.H.

05
ArC hop Macdonald S.H.

06
Archbishop O'Leary S.H.

07
Wetaskiwin S.H.

08
Wetaskiwin S.H.

09
Lacombe J.H.

10
Lacombe S.H.

11
St. Thomas Aguinas:J.H,

12
Camille Lerouge S.H.

13
Andrew J.H.

14
Andrew S.H.

15
Crescent Hts. S.H.

o -1

Number of
Respondents

Number of
CoMmentators

4

Proportion
Commenting

44 15 .34

55 17 31

44 21 .48

53 17 .32'

56, 20 .44

44 15 .34

27 11 .41

30 12

52 d .21

49 12 24

69 26 .38

103 39 .38

39 10 .25

33, 12 .36

4A 11 .23

II

1s;

4

0

17.

41
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16 :
Alexandra J.H. 56 13 023

56 12 - .21

. 18. 2.,.

*.*get. 3.41. 58 10 .17,

.19' . e
W.inston 'Churchill S*.H. .. 69, er 18 .2e

20
Wilson J.441. 49 . 224. .45

4°17

Jasper S.H.

Summary: Average Proportions

quipior High Schools =
lefnior Hicjh Schools =

Ea112f.

.17 (Jasper J. to .48 (Sir John Thcmpson J.H.)

O

0



Tab1e,16: StUdent Commerits

A. Preparation

clE2tE. ducation

4/III)

1. ' e school system doesn't provide enough informa,tinn on what
jects you have tc take to get into a job.

.2. Students should be 'aware of how to go about looking for a
jo..That type of guidanCe is trot offered at school.

3. Gnat we take 'in school will not really help us greatly out of
school.

'

4. I think schools should hAe a better outline to show students
the job opportunities.

5. I think the school system should leach more of what the
business world is like to prepare us for it.

6. teel that it is-umportatt fqphigh -school students to know
where they want to gu, once thqy leave school. I am presentif
undeciaed'and I wish that I wasn't.

7. I feel that there should.' be more emphasis on helping the
student prepare for further education'of future careers.

8. -A lot of what we are taught today is irrelevent when you
finally get a job. We should be taught more about haw, where
and when tc look for a job in school and not have to play
"guessing games" atter graduation.

9. Ihere .should De more emphasis on teaching students how to
choose the job suited to them.

10. Jr. High senools should explain more about jobs and yob
opportunities.

11. More scnoo4s,should have mote job hunting training-.

12.' high school A useless tor my job.

13 I think hign schools should work more towards helping
stuaents decide what they want to become and help them become
what they want.

14. The school does nct prepare a persod for a job.

oa-

a

4

Alb

Pc.

I

11
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15.. A lot of people ccme out of high school with no ideas for a

job. We .should try to help these people to choosethe right

.gob for them.

Vovtional Skill 1rininq

1. It's unfoltunate that our educational systems emphasizes
turning wit technically skilled robots for the job market.

2. I believe schooishould tous on the more practical aspects
of lite. Learning to use .a hammer is as important as learning

to use a log book.
f

3. The scblOol doesn't give courses that train you for jobs that

you might De interestedin'even though they have the teachet

that can teach you.

,4. Should i'have more job training courses in,Junior High. In °d

sctool' it's mostly academic.

5. It is.. very true that they don't have enough courses taugnt%
that will be of good use on the job.A ,

E. Schools do not teach much besides academic and thus, do not
help.

7. Our school'needs better working programs. Also need a better
wood ana mechanic shop.

8. Our school dohs not have any classes to'teach decorating
except art and bissness, but mot good enough. (.4

6
9. 1 think that the school.board should put, in classes that suit

the needs of a student or his cateer.

. 10. In High Schools I don't think they teach enough different
types 4f skills useful in business. ButNthey teach a lot

of sfuff'that is.totally useless.

POstSeconaary Training

1. The fUture is very important and it is a good 'idea to know

what you want and train for it.

2. Many people today are qualified for top jobs. I think today
if yourgoingto yet a decent job and work yourself up to it,

an University Education is nessasary for a full benefitioned

life:

4
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3.

T.1673.

It is hard to get a better education-after high school. I
think it's rediculous and unfair that only about .19% to'15%
of students will be accepted.

. .

.4. Some.. of these questions apply to studentsilat ha've
plans for a good educatiOn and job (University).j

Geneil Commaji4

J

-,. t, .
.

1. I think that all stUdents.whq work should hold school as
their top priotity, Otherwise they face a lite of, manual
labour". Every 'Year on schooling is worth far'more than the
wages of,a part ..time job. .

.'2. "...I feel school gives you the basic outline- cf, survival in a
society.

3. The beet 'way to learn is to lgarn as you work at the,job
because the school doesn't acualy'teachwhat I want to do.

I think high school is totally useless whether a person plans
to go° to University OT tight out to a job. It i,s a waste of
the best years of learning of a'person's life. ,

S. Ye work hard fct twelve years and we get nothing in return.

B. Idterest and Variability
'

el

1, I think .it is difficult to find a' job one really wa s to-
itork at and is inte*tested Usually onelStarts out t odd
jots and, in the Meantime, 'tries t:15 lind'something m re to
his liking. .

2.4 Personally, if my job 'is Anterestinq and enjoyable, tdat is
much more important to me than,higher wages.

3. ,If you are to strive'at the requirements to.make it
4 interesting, the jot will be just that. ,

4. I am willing tc wqrk hard, but at a job,S10 interested i

,
When I get a jcb I want it to be interesting.

J

'4
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t. T:16-4

E... iihatever I do, I , want ''to,' Lie happy so I' 11 always do, my
.
best

because I' a a ersOn wno if. bored may be tempted to slack and
-not do my best. . - '.:.

, -) ,

7. Z, like to be kept busy at work because the boredom sets in
when .you- aren't buSy. Keeping the mind functional on the job
'isgasie to /cur interest in n'.,.t.

C. Diligence

& Necessity in Keeping a Job
t

1.' The job opportunities howadays "aren't very good so I feel'
that one must grave to an employer, that 'he ,is worthy of Cjob
and will do dis best; if he doesn't, then he should expec,t to
be fired.

. ,,
?, .

I
2. twiltini4T.tornwa9tE4;.fintaing a good 'job is not too .11'aid .i.f you are

3. I 'don't think 'that it' s Nara tOr anyone hail. really wants. a
yob to -find one. But they must keep trying and don't give up.
Once eney have. the job, they must work hard' to keep it.' : .. .

, -

-DepIndent on tug TYke of Job

. 1. It al,/ dei-ends or the type -of job I have if I am going to
work hard.

; 2.° To do a good job .1..have
9 my haraest at it.

0

4

to want to do what I picked 'aria
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The Wokk Ethic

1. When I do get a fulltime job I would like to try my best and

be appreciated tor it and then try harder after that.

2.' I think e one should work to their potential and do the

best possib

3.
it until they have a gpod reason to quit.
I think that when a person has a job they should work hard at

4. I feel you should set your mind to work wether you like it or

not.

5. I bope to have a good job, work hard and get along. with my

co-workers.

6. I hope I get good training and I intend o work hard in the

future.

7. I feel I would enjoy a Jo where there is w k to be done. I

am not afraid of hard work.

8. A job.that isn't done properly i not wopth doing at all.

9. A job, no matter 'that kind, is go d for you.if y accept the

responsibilities to your boss and fell), emit. es.

D. Laziness

1. 1 think that people (18 or over) are too lazy to look for a

job and don't take any job that comes up if they like it or

not.

2. If a person is prepared to worX for what he wants, usually he
will get it. Mete is no room for. laziness or slacking off in

our society.'

3. Part time jobs aren't really scarce if you know where to

look. However, I iould rather not have to support myself, but

be supported.

4. I think it is very unfortunate that so many people are
unemployed simply because thely are not willing to do any work

where effort is reguired.
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E. Security

1. People should not just try for one occupation; leave as many
doors open as you can.

2. One should try to train for better_jobs for a better sense of

security,

P. Positive Employer Characteristics

1. Your employer isn't out to get you. He's there to help you.

2. Sometimes it help to know someone on the top. But most,

emplcyers are pretty fair about things know a days. And give

everyone an equal chance.

3. A person, can't rate all employers under the same categoric.

Employers of small tusinesses ate more personal.

4. Questions about adults and unions are very hard to answer

necause of inexperience.

5. These tquestic&S) were hard to answer because you don't know
what the-employer will feel.

6. It is really stupid because we don't know very much about
employers and what they do or think about 'employees.

G. Independehce

I1. I hope that get a job that my employer will let me
make some decisions r whatever the problem might be.

2. The most important thing to me is fteedom.

3. -I would like to wotx with perhaps one other more experienced
and wiser person on a farm, and also deal with many others,

out not work in a group.

4. 1 think I would like to "get a part time job artd be a little
indepenclant nut nct toc inclependant - I'm not ready.
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H. money

1. Specification between job, that we do fcrighmonqy to keep
occupied, and jobs. that we-want to do (in fqure) would be

2. I would like a job with good pay, but'I would like a job that
I like.

3. I want some money to go skiing but I don't want touget behind
in school so I don't know what to do.

b. I want a jab, because I need some money.

5. I can't wait to get a full time job and make money because if
I have a good job then I feel a responsibility to my job.

6. Last year I worked very hard at a paint store, lording and
unloading trucks, stocking shelves, being a clerk and doing
arends for only three'dollars an hour.

7. People should hire more Junior High students. They need money
too.

8. If I enjoy what I'm doing the pay is no object.

9. I feel that when you get a job high or low pay you should do
it to the best of your ability.

10. I feel if you have a well paying job you should be willing to
work hard for the pay. But money isn't everything, especially
if ycu have a job you like.

11. Wages aren't all important, rather liking your job. If you do
like what you're doing you are more likely to put the emtra
effort into your job.

I. Ambition

1. I think that people can do their best if their minds are set
to it. You can be whoever you want to be if you're willing.

2. Work should be stimulating and challenging, but never an
obsession. Artvancing is more important than a high salary.

fj,
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3. Our rates of unemployment are'high but anyone can get a job

and with it, Vcric up it they really want to.

.4. Attitude and ambition should come hand in hand. The boss

should notice if these two points are there.

5. Living in work is all around you. I was working when

I was twelve. I have made somewhere in the range of 14,000

dollars in four years.

J. Locus of Control

General Comments

1. -It is rather hard to get a job when you are an Indian.

2. If everything was the way Iput it, it would be perfect but I

know it all dcesn't happen thi3way.

I know what I want nut I wonder if I can get it.

don't think this is going to do ant good because you can't

)change anything; the jobs are there, the pay is there. You

can't really change that except to invent new ones.

5. I think that there are too many immigrants in this country

who make it hard for Canadian citizens to find a job.

limited Choice of Jobs

1. It is difficult to sometimes find the jcb that you really

want' and you have to settle for what comes along.

2. Host people seem to get whatever job they can, rather than

something they'd really liketo do.

It's Who You Know That Counts

1. Most companies will not hire young pecple unless their family

or some part is in high places or standings.

2. Which companies hire people because they are qualitigd, and

not because they know someone there?

f



3. "It's not what'you knOw but who you know". I think
the first job this holds true.

4. Lots of people get jobs becauie they know someon
business.

lnuince Counts

1. If you want a job, most people need experience. If 0A43 have
no experience, now do you get your first job?.

2. How many students do you have at the office

3. Some jobs want experienced people,
experienced when no-one will hire you?

but

where you work?

how could you be

4. It is nard to get a job with no experience behind you.
Employers want someone who knows what they are doing so they
don't have.to train somebody who doesn't.

5. Most people ask for experience, but where do you get
experience when that's what they want?

K. Confidence An Success

1. I feel thSt jot) opportunity exists withih the individual and
he cannot find a job that is agreeable to him until ne
realizes this and prepares himself accordingly.

2: If you really want a job's their waiting. It only takes a
little bit of dedicatiom4

3. There arc lots' of oppertunities if you are willing to look
of-or them. Nowdays we have a very large choice of fields we

Tyenter.

4. I think taere are a- lot of. myths about Sobs and job hutting.
The, fact is there is a job for anyone who is willing to go
out and work hard'kor the money?

5. I shorly believe their'a4e jobs for those who want them.

6 I think a job is open to anybody who is really looking
forward for 'a job.

a
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L. levitive Employer Characteristics

0-
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I would l'ike'to see some employers ready and willing to train

young people rather than keep old People who are experienced
but can't York at top efficiency.

2. Kids our age don't have enough information about what toao
if your employer is cheatingon you.

3. Often at work there is too much emphasis on the most you can
get out of an employee pith the least pay.

4. Some emplOyers pay as little as they can for the best

experience.

Many bosses take kids our age for granted and show less

concern as if he/she is not as important as an adult in the
same situation.

Pi. Social Relations

1. A good wage is nice but most important is a job that you can
get along' with employers and fellow workers, and youfenjoy.

2. You should be able to enjoy your job but Ifeel the most

important thing is doing it right and trying to help people,
for "People do need People".

3. I feel having a job- is important. I feel friendliness is an
important aspect.'

4. I think if you do a good job at a career and make good wages
you should still wake time for your friends.,

lw

4

5. I've never really been good in speaking out in front of a

group, but Ferscn -to- person relations is probably what.I'm

locking for.
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N. Attitudes toward Uaemployment4

-NA

2.

There are two kinds of people in the Aiorld. People that haire
jobs and. don4-t care about them, and people like me who want
pbs and can't get them.

Nowadays kids aren't trying .hard enough tc look for jobs,
they just sit around and say, "boy, do I ever need a job",
but they never want to do anything about it.

3. Why is unemployment so high here in Alberta, a growing
province?

'4. Will this help me /et a job?

5. Why is it still so hard to find a job?. .

There are not many jobs nowadays. There is so much
unemployment.

I agree that to be unemployed is shameful if the person is
not looking for work, but sometimes there is no work around.

8. I have been looking for a job for nonthg; nc luck yet but you
still must try.

a

9: Not everyone should have to work, but they shouldn't make a
speconaLL effort to avoid it.

10. I think that more jobs for high school'grads should be made
available because they need them the most.

11. I think there should be more job opportunities for people
under sixteen and that they have a system cf pay for these
people.

0. General Atti udes Toward Earning a Living

1. You either get a good- job or you'll be a looser in life.

2. You must also be respotsible for the job you have to make it
work the way ycu want it to.

3. People should save pride in their work and be happy at the
jot they've taken.

4. Respect is a very important part Of any job.

a

O
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5. All people should work, but it doesn't have to be in a

profession. Women who stay at home and raise families have
full time jobs right there.

6. I feel all jobs are impotant, no matter what field of work
you choose.

7. Work should be a learning experiance but also an enjoyable
experiance.

'8. One should enjoy his work in order to have a good attitude
anout life.

9. Mir job is going to be what I think is a good, helpful and
fullfilling job - something that can benefit me and my

community.

P. General Comments on the Questionnaire

1. This was an interesting survey - do you make statistics out
of this?

This has been a quite good aplication.

3. i tlinx this guestionaire is a very good idea.j hope you
continue it We all need a little guidence.

4. Make the questions more pacific.

5. Your questions and statements are redundant to the 'Obint of

frustration.

6. The .grammar'. in this questionaire is, very poor. A bad

refleCtion on the standard of education in our province, and

a disgrace to the ministry.

7. The differentiation between job and career should be made. A

jot is work cn a short time basis i.ef summer johs.- part
time. Career work is for a life-time. a

8. Thefe should have been questions about guaranteed annual
income and whether of not we think we are moving towards.a
less work-oriented 'society.

9. It was a good questionaire. You should give it to some of tne,

managers and buSizessmen in Edmonton. Good Luck, To and

Eugene.

'4-



H. NAIT Group

,4c

26

The instrument was administered to 77 students at the

Northern Alberta Institute of Technology. The students are .

'enrolled in a technical upgrading program; approximately 75%

c)

,..have been out pf school for at .least one year' and have had

work eOperience.

The subscale means for the NAIT.group""are shown in

// lahle 17 together with the standard errors.of these means.

for comparison, thelbeans. Of the school group are also

shown. Significant .results occurred on six of the fifteen

scales. The NAIT people rated'interest, Independence, n,d

Confidence higher than the school group. They we4more

likely to attritute job success to factors beyond their

control; they were "harder" on Un9mployment; and they

appeared to be more ambitious than their .`school

counterparts.

The results

Conf idence, and

on Locus of Control, uneuirroyment,

Ambition were not expected. Although the

results of the Inte%rest and Independence scale's were not,

predicted, both results seem reasonable in retrospect. gIt
0

was thought that there would be'a b' ee difference between
6

.the two groups on the importance of Job Security because:the

NA1T group is older and perhaps more conscious of the
A

problems of security. ;No attempt was made to collect

infdrmationnowage,



Table-17: Comparison of the NAIT and School Samples

Subicale

Prepat!ation

Interest

Diligence

Laziness

Security

Positive Emp. Char.

Independence

Money

Ambition

Locus of Control

Confidence

Negative Emp. Char.

Social

Unemployment

GeneralA

4*.

School Man

p

17.86

17.98

16.38

17-.04

13.15

17.53

14.59

19.69,

16.31

17.94

NATT Mean

17.46 .278

20.97

21.94 .243

9.49 .309

18.26 .239

17.89 .398

19.66 .316

16.9 3 .359

T17-1

Standard error

1R.39 .319 *

14.14 .417 *

19.32 .250 *

16.17 .390

19.41 .249

17.48 *

18.29
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so perhaps the NAIT .group had not reached iii ,age where

security becomes a matter. of greater concern:

I. The AVC Group

The Attitudes Toward Work questionnaire w-a-s

4

admiristered to 48 students enrolled in the academic

uArading courses the Alberta -Vocational Centre in

Edmontdr. The male group was, composed mostly of people

preparing for 'training, and the female group

was made up of people preparing for business education.

ACcording to AVC officials, the entire sample was considered

to he a igh academic group.-

The ubscale means are shown4in Table 18, together with

the schoo sample means. In many respects, the AVC sample is

similar to the NAIT sample.© They are both "harder" on

unemployment, have high ambition, are more "external" and

are more confidenff'han the school group. With'respect.ta
. .

Independence, however,1 the _AVC group is lower than the

fschool group whereas the NAIT group is highe .

Another difference that occurred with the AVC gioup was

the higher mean on the General Attitudes subScale. Assuming

the validity of .the 'subscale, this !suggests that -these

people are even more .positive -about entering the world of

work than the-high schgol studtnts. -T
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Table 18: Comparion of the AVC and School Samples

it

Subscale

,=4

School Mean
.

AVC Mean Standard Err

Prepa/ration
....,,-,

17.96 17.91 .423

Interest 20.01 20.07 .263

Diligence 21.40 21.15 .323

Laziness 9.61 8.78' .U23

Security 17.78 18.22 .409

Positive imp. Char. 17.86 18.16 .397

Independence 17.98 16.89 .U68 *

Money 16:38 16.71 .U20

rQ

V .

Amtition' 17.04 18.14 .159 *

Locus of Control 13.15 14.17 .505 *

Confidence 17.53 19.33 .370 *

Negative Emp. Char. 14.58, 15.07 .483

Social 1lb 19.69 19.80 .352

Unemployment 16.31 18.72 .524 *

General 17.94 18.91 .370 *

'1
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J. Reliability Studies

A

Three 7different approaches, were taken to -assess the

reliability of the subscale scores. -In the first, Cronbach's

alpha values were calculated for each of t'he.subscale scores

ana Were"based os the entire school sample. The results are

show4 in Table 19. The lowest internal, consistencies occur

for Ambition, General,. Preparation, Job Security and

COnfidence. The alphas in these cases were all less than .4.

Table .19 also shows the Factor Validity Rating discussed

Earlier and, as can be seen, the higher alpha. values

correspond to the higher validity values.

The .309 value for Ambition was disappointing. It may

arise from a twodirectional formation of items. Some of the

items represent healthy ambition such as "I see thata first

job is really a steppi4g stone for a career", whereas otteraw

items deal with less desirable aspects of ambition:

"Sometimes you haVe to choose between having friends, and

getting ahead on the job".

The alpha for the General subscale was not unexpected

(.330), since by its very nature it taps several areas. The

values .for Job Security (.343) and Preparation (.342) are

indicative of the problems that some students had. in making

assessments about' matters on which they had little

Experience.

7he second approach to reliability was to administer

the instrument to six. of the schccls that participated in
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Table 19:

Cronbach's
Alpha

Suoscale

Reliability Studies

.

Factor Number of
Validity Schools with
Rating Significant

Shifts

.

Number of
Item
Changes

Test-
Retest
Comlation

Preparation .342 2 0 0 .51

Interest .483 1 1 2 .572

. -
Diligence' .544 ' 4 1 1 .460

Lazihess .620 4 1 1 .647

Job Security .343
-

2 , 4 3 .608

Pos.Emp.Char. .502 3 0 0 .578

Independence .496 3 3 2 .646

Money, .425 3 5 a- .618

, Amnition .309 1 0 0 .515-

Loc. of Control .571 3 1 0 .642

Confidence .399 2 1 0 .510

Neg.Emp..Char. .532 4 0 0 .E71

Social .584 .652

,,

Unemployment .611 4 0 0 .7A

General .330 0 1 1 .579

(

t
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the first study. In the first. study, grades 8 and, 11 werc

used. In the present study, -grades 9 and 12 were used so °

that:-many of the students who /participated iL June also

participated in September.

The rationale for using group data as an estimate oil

reliability was stated in Part 1 of the study. One of tne

proposed uses for-this instrumdnt is to assess or describe

the attitudes of groups of students. Reliability, then,. is a

Itrequirement that must be established on the group no' .

Because of the way that the administration of the test

was conducted in June, group means had to be estimated from

the item responses in Forms A and B. As was noted in Part 1

of the study, scme of the items were changed in the Revised

Form to remedy certain inadeguaces. In Table 19, the number

of classes out of six, which showed significant mean

differences from June to September, is shown tRgether with

the number of items that were changed for the September.

administration. Five subscales showed no significant shifts

from one administration to the next. On sevenIsubscales.

there was only one school that shifted, cne subscale had a

shift for three schools, one had a shift for four, and one

had a'shift for five schools. All of the subscales on which

two or more schools had a significant shift also had two or

more item changes. There seems to be reasonable support, for

the reliability of the subscales as descriptcrs of groups of

students.

The. final assessment of reliability was accomplished by
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a test-retest administration of the instrument and

calculating.subscale test-retest reliability coefficients.

Three schools participated in this reliability study:

two schools were from Red.Deer and one from Valleyview. The

students were drawn from grades nine and twelve. At Ce9tral

Junior High _School in Red Deer, 66 gr&de-nine students

\
responded to tht\instrument in the second week of December;

1978, and 64 students responded in the third week of

January, 1979. In all, 55 students responded both times.

-Ninety-eight grade twelve students from- Lindsay Thurber,

Comprehensive High School iri Red Deer respOnded in December,

1978, and :78 responded in January, 1979. There were 73 grade

twelve students who responded bOth times.

The Hillside Junio -SenOg High School in.Valleyview

.supplied a sample of students from grades niN and twelve.

There were 80 grade nine students at time 1 and 64 grade

nine stuNkts at time 2. This produced a test-retest sample

of 64 grade nine students. In grade :twelve, 38.studentS

responded at time 1. NO students responded at time 2.

The total test- retest reliability sample was 192.;
s

Although the intervening time was different for each school,

in no case was it less t an one month.

The subscale relic ilities are shown in Table 1'9. All

values are greater than .5 except for Diligence, which is

:460 . In the total sample, it 'can be seen the Diligence
1

subscale has a ceiling that may be preventing a full range

of respohses. Twenty-five percent of the respondents have
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scores of 23, 24 or 25. Thus a modest change of one point on

a single item can have 4a substantial effect on the

percentile value of an individual's subscale scoree."1'

With only five items in each subscale, the values of

the test-retest reliibilitiesiseel; satiyacibry for use with

groupS of students. The sizes of the standard errors of

measurement that, would arise from the use of these values

are such that it,.would be better to use the 905: high denity -
. -

area as an: aid to interpreting individual scores, rather

than conventional confidence intervals based on the standard

error of; measurement.

c

`!(,),(1,(:
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IV. Recommendations A)

The Attitudes' Toward the World of Work Instruthent has a

number' of potential'uses. Perhaps the most immediate use is

as a VE le fcr ccllecting student opinions. In this way,

the respans s to the items provide'dirOct information. With

furt,her va1lidity and reliability chedits, the subscale scores

thEmSEl0 ves might be\ useful for lboth guidance and career,, ,

.

selection.

1. Either as a collection of items or as a, set of 15

scalE4, this instrument appears to be a good measure of

students' attitudes toward the world of work./ It 'is

recommended that the instrument be used in Alberta schools ,

to maintain a gauge of students' attitudes toward various

components of work, 4 the following fashion: ,

N

a. Students' attitudes toward work should be charted

over an Extended period of time, e.g ten years, and changes

or shifts in student attitudes noted in relation to shifts

in economic conditions, and in relation to .curriculum

changes.
eV

. Students in grades 7 through 12 should be sampled'

and a ,profile drawn to describe the change in student
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attitudes as a result of maturation, experience ,and

increased-education as students progress from grade 7 to 12..

c. ere should be a continuing examination of the
44ser

differer es, in attitudes toward the world of work. An

Interesting "gueStion to ask is: Will the recent shift from

:.ex-referenced job labels prompt any change in the attitudes.

of female ad- male students' toward the world of work'? 6

d.s The se ents of the student-age work force who have

left school ould be examined to see if there are

differences in attitude between those who have obtained

ofemployment and those who have not.

The public at large has a general interest in student

attitudes toward work. Regular monitoring of 'this area. in a

manner similar to (or the same as) the one employed in the

present study would be of great interest. The results Should

be reported as item results since they are directly

interpretable.

At some Point,- it would be worthwhile to undertake a

study of employer perceptions about the world of work, and

to compare the results with those obtained in the present

study..-, Perhaps employer-emplOyee relations will be at their

hest when both share the same attitudes.
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i.
.,.

2. One re lation of. the study
-

was the students,-
.1\

'.

teEling that tjhe vocational-counselling being supplied-by

.

the schools as often inadequate. A second insight deriNed

'
from students i comments was' that in responding to the ite1s,, -4... ' ,

.many students began, to think.about,I.aspects of work that they
c.a

had never .thought about before. Combining these two. ideas,

it seems to the investigators that one potential use of the

Attitudes Toward Work scale mfght be as a stidulus_for

ditcussion in vpcational counselling classed. It is

recommended that this be tried on a pilot basis.

J."

3. Work-study programs are beginning to be used to

counteract .school drop-cut ,problems (e.g. the Lac la Biche

Educational Opportunities Fund Project). Evaluation

instruments for assessing changes in attitude are difficult

to find. It is recommended that Attitudes Toward Work be

used as such an instrument.

-.11111
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V. Fuithee,Studies

f

;
,

a

4
(.

lever0.` studies ,that seeme& of interest and would have

added to t`he validity investigation-were precluded. ecause
_1,

of limited time. Some of -these are listed _below:

1. A comparison .of the work attitudes of children of

pe'aple _who have 'a histo0, of generations -of social

assistance, with the attitudes of those'who do not have such
, .

A history.,

comparison of the.attitudes of Alberta'students:

with those of students in NeWfoundland, where the

probabilitieof unemplOyment is Consiferably

^

3. A" comparison of the attitudes of recent immigrants

with thoseof their children in Alberta public schools.

igher.

4°. A comparison of the. attitildes of workers and

nanagement in fields characterizedy labor strife witiNthe

ayit4des of the same groups in ,fields .with little labor

strife, e.g. inside postal workers and their managers

Apared With outside postal workers.and their ma.nagers.
J t ,

35
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J
36

comparison of the attitudes Tof wage earners with

thdse who are self-employed.

.;,.`

. .

.
There are Rany. other studies which could be carried out

itb
, *

to investigaek the validity of the instrument furthe

however, the investigators are .satisfied thart the ,instrument

as- it stands will be useful to reseatchers, evaluators, and

those wh4 wish to monitor changes in-student attitudes over

%

several. years..

I

"P.

I
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ALL SCHOey

Attitudes Toward Work For! f

Strongly .Disagree: SD Disagree':-D Undetided: U

Agfee: A Strongly Agree: SA No Response: NP

SD' D U .A SA NR

1. I would like a job whore you cinaloyour
own thinq.

2. I would like a job where I would deal with
other people.

3. I would like a job that I can work at for
several year-s.

4. I would like a jou with high pay.

5. I Woulu,lixe a job that is still mine when
other people are being laidoff.

6 Employers are always trying to push their.
ezployees to wort, harder.

7. To be uneuiloyed is shameful.

Ih getting a jut, it is'morc important to
xricw.somcpody, t;lian to know something. d

9. There are jobs availaule fot thos who

want then.

10. UR,: itrst jct.; that 7 get will likely be
interc,itinj. k

11.. Mo.-&t employers think, that profits are Tore
important than staff benefits.

J

2 16 21 45,16 0

1 9 15 48 32 0

1 4 14 40 40 0

0 2 8 39 51 0

1 3 )2 39 45 0.

1.22 28. 35 7 0

19 43 1R 13 7

32 34 14 14 5 0

2 17 ¶3 50 17 0

3 24 32 33 7 .

2 17'40 33 3 II"



ALL 3ChOuLl,

Strongly Disugtee:'tiD Disagree: fl Undecidod:
Agree: A StronjlY hgree: No response:. N1

SD D U

U

A

1-2

SA NS

12. Most emi:loyers are tleAible -.Dout -the way
in 'which their employees dress, provided
that the emplpyees,get the job- done. 6 25 16 47 6 0

13.
,

Earning, a living should be fun. 2 12 22 u3 21 d
.

14. A person's major responsibility is
support his or,her family. 1 0 11 48 31

15. IA would like a joh..wrhere the harier you
work; the higher youjt'salary becomes

. 1 0 42 36 0

16, 1 would like ajot) which is a challenge to
my abilities. 0 2 8 46 42 0

17. 1 would a Jot where the boss lets you
decide how somethinj should be done. 1 9 21 49 20 0

18. My speaking stills are hgoad enough for me
to ue successful in the job that I choose. 1 10 22 51 15

"19. I think that I will he able to meet the Ireguirements cL the job that I choose.

di

1 10 68 21 0

A.. A person snoult feel a little ashamed for
doing d-slopi,y job. 2 5 d 55 3u D

21. The ,core WC[k exporience you have, the
higher yohr salary should he. 1 3 14 19 40 24 0

22. Ohe of the most important things about a
jot is to know that you are doing the best
you can. 3 41 55 0

c:

222



SCHOOL:,
1-3

Strongly Disagree: Si) Disagree: D Undecided: U

Agree: A Strongly, Agree: SA No Response:°NR.

SD D U A SA NR

23. One of the, mo.;i important things about a

jou is to be able to keep as long as

you want it. ' 2 9 15 51 24 '0

24. Few things in life are more important than

a big salary.
23 34 11, 21 11

25. There is very little that is taught in
hii.school that will be of us'e on a job: 21 35 21 17 7 J

5'. Most employers don't really want to get to
Know their eiFloyees very well.

'7. I would rather have a job with low pay.

that I' Lifted, than 3 job with better pay
that I did nct like.

2R. Opportunity for groath is more important
than making friends on a jnb.

29. To be a success you must have a job with a

high salary.

13 47 29 9 2 0

3 6 22 43 25 0

13,35 35 15 3 0

19 53 14 11 3 0

4

30. Sometimes, a person still have to make

sacrifices in crder get aht-di in a job. 1 3 10 70 16 1

31. scimatimes yoti have to choose between

having friend_;, and getting ahead on the
job.

4 16 19 53 7

4

32. Schou s are pretty good at teaching you
a out naw to ,lookelor a job. 13 29 25 28 4 0

'33. Nowadays there- 'is, not enough woek to, go
around for everyone, so I'll not worry too

mucn auout 4,!ttinq d job. . 44 4,2 10 3 1 0

et



ALL 56100L:, I-4

Strongly Disagree:SD Disajeec: D Undecided: U

Agree: A' Strongly Agree: SA No Response:

SD D.

34. I would like to find a job where you have
to keep your mind active. 1 2

35. I wouldg 4ke a job that allows you to
daydream while ycu work. 32 51

37.

I would like a job that is interesting.

I would like a job where you 'work a

group with ethers.

1

38. I am looking forward to supporting myself'
by getting a job.

39. I see that .i rirst job is really a

stepping t.ore fcr a career:

40. If my jobqot boring, I would quit.

0 0

1 8

0 3

2 12

7 28

41. 1 would like a jch where you can be your
own boss. .

2'14

42. I would like d job that allots you to make
lots of overtime pay. 2 13

.43. Employers are prepared to 'pay good wages
it orUer to keep qualified staff happy.

44. Employers seem concerned only with getting
as much out of their employees for as
little as possible.

S

4 19

6: 31

NR

U A SA NR

11 63 23 0

11 6 1 0

2 34 63

21,48 21 0

14 54 29 0

16 50 20 0

46 16 4 U

4
32 37' 14 1

34 37 13 0

2941 ,6 6

37 19 7( 0

4
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ALL SCho.A.r,

.Strongly Disagree: S0 Disagree: D ,Undeci.ded: U.

Agree: A Sircngly Agree;'. SA ho,Resptin-se: 61;.4

, SI D U AISANR

1-5

45. I would like a job where it is diffiCult
to be fired. 3 23 331,5 0

4r. 1 wOulo like a jot, that has some
excitement associated with :it.

47. !lost employers,are prepared ,to give a fair

wage tor an honest day's work.

46. Most.employers are prepareo to rewau3pod
effort. 1 7 20.59 12 ,

49. To have job is the duty of every

Camadiah. 5 23''23 33 10,

50. Getting a,,goce. job -s. usually a,tatter of

luck - being in the,right place at the
right time.

51. I. would move away from my.hom4 town *in
order'to got the job that suited re.

'52. I would like to work ,ts of a team.

51. -All people shcula wdrk.

70 40 1.6-.19 5 0

3 8 22 45 22 0

1 8 31 47 11 0

4 23 26 33 13 0

54. whet, 1 finish my education, I'll he able
to g,:t tri, kind cf jot that 1 want: 110 30 42 15_1. 0%4.

55. Wasting" time on d jab wouldn't bother me.
very much. ,

24 47 1R 9 2

t

<



ALL SCHOOLS I-6

Strongly ViLdjree: SD Disagree: D undecided: J

. 'Agree: A Strongly Agree: .SA No Response: NP

Host jobs at. pretty interest'ing.

57. It's beitcr to hold on to '.t boring job
than to risk (;nanginj to a new one.

5E Most employ -1:i don't wart employeeS who
have minds ul their own.-

SD D D A SA NR

6 21 24 45 5 J

17 44 26 12 1

9 36 29 23 4 U

One of the most important things about a
jo/i, is, to have the respect of. the other
p%opie whb work, at the same place. 0 2- 5 58 ;UK 0

. c.

60. Moie than ever tefote, there is a greater
variety of jcb opportunities'.- 3 20 74 39 14

4

61. To be successful, it is important 'tc know
,someone in the rigLt place. 10 37 26 22 4,,

62. Most employers are prbpared to give their
edployees credit for their tal ideas. 1 7 25.60 7 0

63. Most Jets ate competitive, so you have to
4o a better job tnan the next person. , 2 2; 24 44 8 0

64. /It is unlikely that you can get a decent,
job if you don't 'join a union Or
association. 14 41 31 11 3

65: Earning a living is tho most important
thing in adult life.

66. After you have worked for several months,
you have every right to quit your, job and
go on unemflcyment insurance.

6,

c

- 2dq.

5 19 17 39 19 0

43 38 12 5 1 0



AL. ..;ChOuL5

Strongly DiLagrec: SD Disagree: D Und=!ci3e.7:

Agree: A Stronly Acliet: SA No 7..spok..ie: 97

4

67. I think that I know'what the requirements
of most jogs are.

4

...

68.. It's* .usuallyipossible to get the training
necled for a .10n.

,..

69. A -'1erson should' try to do a good jcb
Lwhetner ci riot c boss is around.

r
70/ I:a6-prepared to work hard for good wages.

71. when I au ready to go to work, I'll
probailly have to take what is available
rather than what I really want.

72.- f feel ccnfident tuat I will be able to
handle the next step in my training.

11. One of the cost importdnt things in a job
is to have rriendly cc-workers.

74. I would like to he free to move from one
6ompany tc ancthcr as my intersts charmjc.

75. /rankly; when I get a jot' I don't really
want to work very harl.

7-7

SD D J A SA NF,

-....

4 31 26 34 4 0

..

1 5 S 71 15 1

0 1 3 47 49 0

1. )
0 1 3 48 47 1

5 18 23 45 8 1

0 1.16 68 13

0 3 11 61 23 1

3 14 33 40 9 1

34 43 14 E 2 1

A
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0 APPENDIX 2

Interscale Correlations*

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

. 1000

2. 146 1000

3. 230 ,354 1000

4. -191 -2/6 -458 1000

5. 091 -006 189 002 1000

6. ,246 172 277 -124 117 1000

7. -013 329 102 122 109 078 1000

8.. -032 000 087 207 257 089 106 1000

9. 134 134 192 -046 143 196 142 211 1000

10. -190 -043 , -093 304 094 -037 131 254 143 000

11. 284 179 240 -133 128 . 287 120 079 117 -117 1000

12. 4116 016 -009 163 114 -236 053 189 083 198 -034 1000

13. 175 329 318 -227 097 219 070 018 084 031 198 -069 1000

14. 049 -072 198 -027 274 .190 008 303 189 146 183 114 035 1000

15. 191 221 314 -233 089 254 059 -037 094 -121 310 -042
00

304 114

*Decimals are omitted,.

0

.r

A 2-1

1000

a
,

;



slv

VAIUMAX ROTATED SUBSCALE FACTOR SOLUTION*

Subscale 1 2 3 4 5 , 6

-016 104 -103 130 122

2 081 534 319 094 '393 045

" 103 131" 567 021 308 110 .

4 154 084 -779 122 -171 -047

5 113 061 ,023 069 073 073.

X0668 052 060 -356
e,

201 207 1

014 692 -074 005 030 099

/

8 567 049 -106 122 -002 1.79

9 114 107 067 047 048 ' 538

10 145 087 -211 148 003 167

11 060 105 ' 069 -031 162 045

12 088 032' -060 - 634 -035 064

13 028' 076 157 ,7071 589 019

14 204 '492 0910 059 -624 160

15 -111 030 132 -007 437 085

*Decimals have been omitted.

7

547

136

1.42

-062

065

1/)0

-042

,

-041

9,

-170

211

-066

104

-039

024

FACTOR
0

'8 9

066 -011

-182 -017

182 042

flu -012

567 -006

120 053

093 -013'

29,4 041

112 026

104 040

101 024

106 ' 016

058 -031

40L 322

071 , 073

10

055

142

156

030

019

465

-010

034

062

011

069

:-054

029

103

090

A 2-2

11 12 13 14 15

-117 197 009 003 001

-027 018 . -140 177 '-019

-014 114 283 -018 033

165 -069 087. -010 '005.

025 051 013 -005 001

024 '247 023 006 007

4

060 079 041 -035 005
)

128 045 009 003 006

091 ,, 056 009 001 004 s,

488 -117 -001 -001 006

: -066 589 -003 .002 022

087 -007 003 003 005

041 087. -008 -002' -046

148 4 230 015 -001 011

-123 347 076 -009 165
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APPENDIX 3

Proportion of Students Who Have a Part-Time, J6b and/or
Had a FullITime Job This Past Summer

PROGRAM

Grade 9 Grade 12

'Part -Time Full -Time Patt-Time Full-Time

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male :Female

* **
Technical 18/43 0/2 18/43 3/4 24/49 ..3/4 36/48 2/4

Academic 25/62 21/18 16/61 10/78 80/119 85/156 )31/117 76/154

Business 4/14 11/22 3/13 5/22 8/10 22/33 7/10 24/34

General 2/7 1 4/8 1/7 2/8 29/57 32/63 43/57 32/64

Undecided 13/51 25/71 15/50 25/71 _ 11/20 20/28 14/20 18/29

No Main. 2/2 0/4 1/2 0/4 1/6 . 8/9 4/6 5/9

TOTAL 64/179 61/188 54/176 42/185 153/261 170/293 170/293 157/294
_

(36%) (32%) (31%) (23X) e59%) (58%) (58%) (535)

* Neither of the two,grade nine female students who wish to enter the high school

techniCal program have a part-time job. Likewise, neither of these two female

* *

grade nine students who wish to enter the high school technical program had a

full-time job this last summer.

Of'the 49 grade twelve males enrolled in the technical program, 24 have part-

time jobs. Df these 49 males, 36 had full-time jobs this past summer (one

student did tot indicate whether'he did or did not have a full-time job, there-

fore the total for the full-time job category for technical-males was 48).

O


